Call number DVD-5301

GEORGE, Terry

The Promise
Survival Pictures, 2016
Producers: Eric Esrailian, Mike Medavoy, William Horberg
Executive producers: Kirk Kerkorian, Ralph Winter, Denise O’Dell, Mark Albelo,
Anthony Mandekic, Patricia L. Glaser, Dan Taylor, Sheri Sani
Associate producers: Alison Beckett, Ian Bedford, Carla Garapedian
Co-producer: Edward McGurn
Screenplay: Terry George, Robin Swicord
Photography: Javier Aguirresarobe
Production design: Benjamín Fernández
Music: Gabriel Yared
Mikael Boghosian  Oscar Isaac
Ana Khesarian  Charlotte Le Bon
Chris Myers  Christian Bale
Reverend Dikran Antreassian  Daniel Giménez Cacho
Marta Boghosian, Mikael’s mother  Shohreh Aghdashloo
Vartan Boghosian, Mikael’s father  Kevork Malikyan
Emre Ogan  Marwan Kenzari
Maral, Mikael’s wife  Angela Sarafyan
Garin  Tom Hollander
Mustafa  Numan Acar
Mesrob Boghosian, Mikael’s uncle  Igal Naor
Lena Boghosian, Mesrob’s wife  Alicia Borracheró
Yeva, their daughter  Milene Mayer
Faruk Pasha  Tamer Hassan
Harut  Abel Folk
Admiral Fournet  Jean Reno
Ambassador Morgenthau  James Cromwell
Tamar  Lucía Zorrilla
Van  Roman Mitichyan
Aaron village elder  Carlos Miranda
Captain Ali  Armin Amiri
Ismet Ogan  Stewart Scudamore
Pastor Merril  Andrew Tarbet
Dr Nazim  Aharon Ipalé
Armenian priest  Fr Masis Kouyoumdjian
Fr Komitas  Fr Shnorhk Sargsyan
Turkish car driver  Abdelali El Aziz
Talaat Pasha  Aaron Neil
General Zyniker  James Chanos
Ahmet the student  Anthony Rotsa
Angry mob man 1  Portelli Paul
Angry mob man 2  Jean Marc Valente
Armenian soldier  Julián Villagrán
Armenian labourer  Juanan Moreno
Burly night watchman  Marco Khan
Ferry porter  Stephen Buhagiar
Gułhane party guest  Nacho Aldeguer
Injured Armenian  Juan Portillo
Old peasant  Simon Andreu
Old peasant woman  Mariona Casanovas
Prison officer in charge  Mario Tardon
Railway Sergeant  Pau Colera
Senior Conscription Officer  Pedro Reyes
Conscription Officer  David Lifschitz
Armenian Hotel Manager  Mario Opinato
Turkish merchant in bazaar  Rick Zingale
University Lecturer  Nicolas Lori
Surgeon  Carlos Olalla
Constantinople night watchman  Joe Depasquale
Cattle car old man  Vic Tablian
Pera belly dancer  Marta Navarro
Turkish little girl  Enyá Dunne
Turkish boy patient  Azzdine Benaji
Turkish Telegraph Officer  Alain Hernandez
Turkish Officer at party 1  Said Taibi
Turkish Officer at party 2  David Fernández Fabu
German Aide-De-Camp  Markus Oberhauser
German Officer at party  Alex Van Der Meeberg
Ahmet companion 1  Ayoub El Hilali
Ahmet Companion 2  Jonas Berami
Turkish Intelligence Officer  Luis Callejo
Fearful Armenian woman  Gayane Asilbekyan
Deputy Governor  Mazhar Ozman Sirgood
Harut’s wife  Mariette Matoosian
Morgenthau’s Aide  Jonathan Pyatt
Wedding violinist  Ara Malikian
Funeral priest  Fr Aren Shaheenian
Lookout kid  Paul Roig
Nightclub dancer  Teresa Abarca
Armenian Boy at betrothal 1  Derek Esrailian
Armenian Boy at betrothal 2  Andrew Esrailian
Brad  Michael Stahl-David
Maid of Honour  Celine Dayan-Bonilla
Mother of the groom  Sandy Dell
133 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing and
optional English audio description

DVD
Region code  2
Aspect ratio
Languages  Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Optional English audio description
Features  Optional feature audio commentary by the director, Terry
George and the producer Eric Esrailian
3 deleted scenes
3 deleted scenes with audio commentary by the director, Terry George
The love story, 2 minutes 45 seconds
War and Struggle, 2 minutes 40 seconds
A cause, 3 minutes 6 seconds

Source
Entertainment 1
Call number DVD-5302

IANNUCCI, Armando

The Death of Stalin
Quad Productions, Main Journey, in co-production with Gaumont, France 3 Cinéma, La Compagnie Cinématotheque, Panache Productions, AFPI, with the participation of Canal+, Cine+, France Télévisions, in association with Title Media, 2017
Producers: Yann Zenou, Laurent Zeitoun, Nicolas Duval Adassovksy, Kevin Loader
Producer: Title Media: Catherine Dumonceaux
Producers: La Compagnie Cinematographique/Panache Productions: Gaëtan David, André Logie
Producer: Moscow: Sofia Maltseva
Producer: Ukraine: Tanya Sokolova
Executive producer: Jean-Christophe Colson
Executive producer: Title Media: Giles Daoust
Assistant producer: Ukraine: Anastasia Shipilova
Co-producers: André Logie, Gaëtan David
Line producer: Sarah Wheale
Screenplay: Armando Iannucci, David Schneider, Ian Martin, with additional material by Peter Fellows, from a screenplay by Fabien Nury, based on the comic book The Death of Stalin by Fabien Nury and Thierry Robin
Photography: Zac Nicholson
Production design: Cristina Casali
Costume design: Suzie Harman
Music: Christopher Willis; Mozart, Piano Concerto No. 23 in A Major, Tchaikovsky, Symphony No. 6, Chopin, Prelude Opus 28, No. 4
Maria Veniaminovna Yudina Olga Kurylenko
Sergei Tom Brooke
Andreyev Paddy Considine
Spartak Sokolov - Conductor 1 Justin Edwards
Josef Stalin Adrian McLoughlin
Lavrenti Beria Simon Russell Beale
Georgy Malenkov Jeffrey Tambor
Nikita Khrushchev Steve Buscemi
Vyacheslav Molotov Michael Palin
NKVD Officer Delov Paul Ready
Woman in layers of clothes Yulya Muhrygina
Man in layers of clothes Andrey Korzhenevskiy
Musician 1 Roger Ashton Griffiths
Musician 2 Jeremy Limb
Citizen bundled into car Andy Gathergood
Young man snitch Alexandr Piskunov
Middle aged man Ruslav Neupokoev
Middle aged wife Alla Bineeva
Boris Bresnachiv - Conductor 2 Nicholas Woodeson
Mrs Bresnachiv Elaine Caxton
Concert Director George Potts
Nina Khrushchev Sylvestra Le Touzel
NKVD Officer Kobulov Nick Sidi
NKVD Officer Pervak Jonny Phillips
Soldier Alex Harvey-Brown
Sergeant Tim Steed
Matryona June Watson
NKVD Guard Ilyin Adam Shaw
NKVD Officer Sliminov Daniel Tuite
Khrustalyov David Crow
Lazar Kaganovich Dermot Crowley
Anastas Mikoyan Paul Whitehouse
Nicolai Bulganin Paul Chahidi
Dr Lukomsky Karl Johnson
Lidiya Timashuk Cara Horgan
Young doctor Emilio Iannucci
Tall doctor Daniel Booroff
Svetlana Andrea Riseborough
Ice hockey coach Dan Mersh
Vasily Rupert Friend
Tarasov Richard Brake
Army General James Barriscale
NKVD Officer at dacha gates Daniel Tatarsky
Red Army Captain Ricky Gabriellini
Young waitress Eva Sayer
Polina Molotova Diana Quick
Prisoner at Gulag Adam Ewan
Volga Guard Chasov Michael Ballard
Volga Guard Shulga Phil Deguara
Mezlnikov Jonathan Aris
Little girl 2 Katie McCreedy
NKVD Officer Aslanov Ewan Bailey
Field Marshal Zhukov Jason Isaacs
Zhukov's Chief of Staff Leeroy Murray
Teenage ostrich girl Keely Smith
Translator Sheng-Chien Tsai
Zhou Enlai Dave Wong
NKVD Officer Fedin Sergey Korshkov
Father Alexander Grigorivev
Mother Olga Dadukevich
Daughter Nastya Koshevatskaya
Son Danya Bochkov
NKVD Colonel Entin Sebastian Aton
Russian woman Nastya Karpenko
Little girl 1 Amelia McCreedy
Brezhnev Gerald Lepkowski
Moskalenko Luke D'Silva
Red Army General Daniel Chapple
Red Army Captain Daniel Smith
Teenage girl Ellen Evans
Red Army Colonel Oleg Drach
Marshal Konev Daniel Fearn
106 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing and optional English audio commentary

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Optional English subtitles for the hard of hearing
Optional English audio commentary
Features Optional audio commentary by the director and writer, Armando Iannucci and the writers David Schneider, Ian Martin and Peter Fellows
Interviews with the actors Steve Buscemi, Simon Russell Beale, Jason Isaacs, Olga Kurylenko, Michael Palin, Andrea Riseborough, Paul Chahidi, Dermot Crowley and Paul Whitehouse, the director and co-scriptwriter Armando Iannucci, the co-scriptwriter David Schneider, the composer, Christopher Willis, the costume designer, Suzie Harman and the production designer, Cristina Casali, total running time 33 minutes 24 seconds, in English Deleted scenes, 10 minutes 23 seconds

Source Entertainment One
Call number DVD-5303

LEE, Francis

God’s Own Country
British Film Institute and Creative England present, in association with Met Film, a Shudder Films and Inflammable Films production, with Magic Bear Productions, with the support of BFI Film Fund, 2017
Producers: Manon Ardisson, Jack Tarling
Executive producers: Diarmid Scrimshaw, Anna Duffield, Mary Burke, Celine Haddad, Paul Webster, Cavan Ash, Richard Holmes
Screenplay: Francis Lee
Photography: Joshua James Richards
Production design: Stéphane Collonge
Music: A Winged Victory For The Sullen (Dustin O’Halloran and Adam Wiltzie)
Johnny Saxby Josh O’Connor
Deirdre Saxby Gemma Jones
Trainee Auctioneer Harry Lister Smith
Martin Saxby Ian Hart
Gheorghe Ionescu Alec Secareanu
Gloria Melanie Kilburn
Glen Liam Thomas
Robyn Patsy Ferran
Taxi driver Moey Hassan
Male nurse Naveed Choudhry
Joy Sarah White
University boy John McCrea
Young farm worker Alexander Suvandjiev
Bearded farm worker Stefan Dermendjiev
100 minutes
In English with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing and optional audio description

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.85:1, 16:9
Languages Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Optional English audio description
Features 5 deleted scenes
5 extended scenes
Trailer
Source Lionsgate
Call number DVD-5304

REED, Carol

The Man Between
London Films, in association with British Lion Film Corporation, 1953
Producer: Carol Reed
Associate producer: Hugh Perceval
Screenplay: Harry Kurnitz, from a story by Walter Ebert
Photography: Desmond Dickinson
Production design: Andre Andrejew
Music: John Addison
Ivo Kern  James Mason
Susanne Mallison  Claire Bloom
Bettina Mallison  Hildegard Knef (as Hildegarde Neff)
Martin Mallison  Geoffrey Toone
Halendar  Aribert Wäscher (as Aribert Waescher)
Olaf Kastner  Ernst Schröder (as Ernst Schroeder)
Horst, the boy on the bike  Dieter Krause
Lizzi  Hilde Sessak
Inspector Kleiber  Karl John
Opera singer: Salome  Ljuba Welitsch
97 minutes
In English with some German, with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Blu ray disc
Region code  B
Aspect ratio  1.37:1
Languages  Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features  Digitally restored
Interview with Claire Bloom, 10 minutes 26 seconds, in English
Carol Reed: A Gentle Eye, 2016, 44 minutes, in English
BFI audio interview with James Mason, 1967, 42 minutes, in English
Source  Studio Canal
Call number DVD-5305

Kiegészítő levéltári és térképi források az első bécsi döntés történetéhez
[Additional archival and map resources for the story of the First Vienna Declaration]
2017

Data DVD Source
Call number DVD-5306

SHEK, Nika

Yerku ashkarhic i hishatak [From Two Worlds as a Keepsake]
Fund after Aghasi Ayvazyan, with support of National Cinema Centre of Armenia, ‘Pyunik’ Charitable Foundation, Mika Limited, HD Studio, 2012
Producers: Nika Shek, Sarik Hovsepyan
Line producer: Tigran Shahinyan
Screenplay: Karine Verdiyan, Nika Shek, from Greta Verdiyan’s story ‘Four mothers’
Photography: Tammam Hamza
Production design: Sarik Hovsepyan
Music: Vardan Hovakimyan
Ashen Anjelika Mashuryan
Geghecik, Ashen’s mother Armine Anda
Nadia Elena Prokhorenko
Tamila Naira Shahiryan
Aram, Ashen’s uncle Ruben Abrahamyan
Alim David Gasparyan
Ashen’s father Robert Hakobyan
Frantik Armen Barseghyan
Karo Karen Miriganyan
Rufat Vahe Arakelyan
Gulya Mary Arakelyan
92 minutes
In Russian and Armenian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio
Languages English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Global Lens
Call number DVD-5307

HERZ, Juraj

Spalovač mrtvol [The Cremator]
Filmové stúdio Barrandov, 1968
Screenplay: Ladislav Fuks, Juraj Herz, from Fuks’s novel
Photography: Stanislav Milota
Production design: Zbyněk Hloch
Music: Zdeněk Liška
Editor: Jaromír Janáček
Sound: František Černý
Lakmé  Vlasta Chramostová
Karel Kopfrkingl  Rudolf Hrušínský
Dvořák  Jiří Menzel
Walter Reineke  Ilja Prachař
Zina  Jana Stehnová
Mili  Miloš Vognič
100 minutes
In Czech with optional English subtitles

AND

HERZ, Juraj

Sběrné surovosti [The Junk Shop]
Filmové stúdio Barrandov, 1965
Screenplay: Juraj Herz, Bohumil Hrabal, from the short story ‘Baron Prášil’ by Bohumil Hrabal
Photography: Rudolf Milič
Production design: Oldřich Bosák
Music: Zdeněk Liška
Editor: Jaromír Janáček
Sound: Dobroslav Šrámek
Haňťa  Václav Halama
Boss  František Ketzek
31 minutes
In Czech with optional English subtitles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blu ray disc</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region code</td>
<td>1.66:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>Optional English subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Presented from a new HD re-master and transfer from original materials held by the Czech National Film Archive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New and improved subtitle translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audio Commentary by Diabolique magazine editor-in-chief Kat Ellinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The September 2017 Projection Booth podcast audio commentary on the film with Mike White and Samm Deighan Introduction to the film by the Quay Brothers, 2006, 12 minutes, in English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Juraj Herz - Sběrné surovosti (1965) (for details see above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16-page booklet with an essay on the film and Juraj Herz by Daniel Bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Second Run BD 009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5308

HŘEBEJK, Jan

Pelišky [Cosy dens]
Producers: Pavel Bororvan, Ondřej Trojan
Executive producer: Ondřej Trojan
Screenplay: Petr Jarchovský, based on the collection of stories Hovno hoří, by Petr Šabach
Photography: Jan Malíř
Production design: Milan Býček
Music: Ivan Král, Ivan Hlas, Michael Beran, Miroslav Donutil, Simona Stašová, Silvie Kobližková, Kristýna Nováková, Jiří Kodet, Emília Vášáryová, Eva Holubová, Jaroslav Dušek, Marek Morvai, Boleslav Polívka, Stella Zázvorková, Jiří Krejčík, Ondřej Brousek, Boris Hybner, Boleslav Polívka and Jaroslav Dušek, the director, Jan Hřebejk, the writer of the original collection of stories, Petr Jarchovský, the scriptwriter, Petr Jarchovský, the cinematographer, Jan Malíř and the production companies Česká televize and Total HelpArt

116 minutes
In Czech with optional Czech, English, German and Russian subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional Czech, English, German and Russian subtitles
Features Remastered version
Music video to the song ‘Tu kytaru jsem koupil kvůli tobě’
Profiles (in Czech or in English) of the actors Miroslav Donutil, Simona Stašová, Jiří Kodet, Eva Holubová, Emília Vášáryová, Boleslav Polívka and Jaroslav Dušek, the director, Jan Hřebejk, the writer of the original collection of stories, Petr Jarchovský, the scriptwriter, Petr Jarchovský, the cinematographer, Jan Malíř and the production companies Česká televize and Total HelpArt
Film o filme: ‘Jak se točily Pelišky’, 15 minutes 17 seconds, in Czech with optional English subtitles
‘Enjoy’ leads to 6 selected scenes from the film, in Czech with optional English subtitles
Source  Magic Box
Call number DVD-5309

HŘEBEJK, Jan

Kráska v nesnázích [Beauty in Trouble]
Total HelpArt, Česká televize, in co-operation with HBO, with the financial support of Státní fond České republiky pro podporu a rozvoj České kinematografie, in general partnership with Annonce, 2006
Producer: Ondřej Trojan
Executive producer: Daria Špačková
Leading producer: Marcela Vránová
Leading producer, Česká televize: Jiří Koštýř
Co-producers, Česká televize: Jaroslav Kučera, Ivan Hubač
Screenplay: Petr Jarchovský, from a story by Petr Jarchovský and Jan Hřebejk
Photography: Jan Malíř
Production design: Milan Býček
Music: Aleš Březína
Songs: Glen Hansard, Radka Vranková (Radúza)
Marcela Čmolíková Aňa Geislerová
Jarda Čmolík, her husband Roman Luknár
Lucina Čmolíková, their daughter Michaela Mrvíková
Kuba Čmolík, their son Adam Mišík
Zdena, Marcela’s mother Jana Brejchová
Richard, her husband Jiří Schmitzer
Libuše Čmolíková, Jarda’s mother Emília Vášáryová
Evžen Beneš Josef Abrhám
Havlík Jan Hrušínský
Patočka Jiří Macháček
Havlíková Jaromíra Milová
Singer Radka Vranková (Radúza)
Mirek Andrei Toader
Pičus Nikolaj Penev
Policeman Ondřej Novák
Policewoman Barbora Poláková
110 minutes
In Czech with English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2.35:1
Languages English subtitles
Features Trailer
Source Menemsha Films
Call number DVD-5310

HŘEBEJK, Jan

Učiteľka [The Teacher]
Rozhlas a televízia Slovenska, PubRes, Offside men, Česká televize, with the financial support of Ministerstvo kultúry Slovenskej Republiky, Slovenský audiovizuálny fond, Státní fond kinematografie České republiky, 2016
Producers: Tibor Búza, Zuzana Mistríková, Ľubica Orechovska
Executive producer: Erik Panák
Co-producers: Ondrej Zima, Jan Prušinovský
Screenplay: Petr Jarchovský
Photography: Martin Žiaran
Production design: Juraj Fábry
Music: Michal Novinski
Editor: Vladimír Barák
Sound: Jiří Klenka
Mária Drazdechová   Zuzana Mauréry
Kucerová   Zuzana Konečná
Kucera   Csongor Kassai
Danka Kucerová   Tamara Fischer
Binder   Martin Havelka
Hana Binderová   Éva Bandor
Filip Binder   Oliver Oswald
Václav Littmann   Peter Bebjak
Karol Littmann   Richard Labuda
103 minutes
In Slovak and Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 1
Aspect ratio 1.78:1, Widescreen anamorphic
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Sacrilège, directed by Christophe M. Saber, 2017, 14 minutes 28 seconds, in French with English subtitles
Source Film Movement
Call number DVD-5311

NÜGANEN, Elmo

Nimed marmortahvlil [Names in Marble] [Names Engraved in Marble]
Taska Productions, Matila Röhr Productions, with the support of Eesti Filmi Sihtasutus, 2002
Producer: Kristian Taska
Co-producer: Ilkka Y. Matila
Screenplay: Elmo Nüganen, Kristian Taska, from the novel by Albert Kivikas
Photography: Sergei Astakhov
Production design: Kalju Kivi
Music: Margo Kõlar
Henn Ahas Prit Võigemast
Ants Ahas Indrek Sammul
Marta Hele Kõrve
Käisper Alo Körve
Kohlapuu Ott Aardam
Martinson Karol Kuntsel
Tääker Anti Reinthall
Mugur Ott Sepp
Miljan Mart Toome
Konsap Argo Aadli
Käämer Bert Raudsepp
Captain Jaan Tätte
Militia unit leader Hannes Kaljujärv
Finnish Officer Peter Franzén
Uncle Karl Guido Kangur
Battalion commander Martin Veinmann
91 minutes
In Estonian with some Russian and German, with optional English, Estonian, Finnish, Swedish and Russian subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio
Languages Menu languages: Estonian, Finnish and English
Optional English, Estonian, Finnish, Swedish and Russian subtitles
Features Director commentary (in Estonian)
‘Making of’, 26 minutes 24 seconds, in Estonian without subtitles
Trailer
Source Nordisk Film
Call number DVD-5312

LAINE, Edvin

Tuntematon sotilas [The Unknown Soldier]
Suomen Filmiteollisuus, 1955
Producer: T.J. Särkkä
Screenplay: Juha Nevalainen, from the novel by Väinö Linna
Photography: Pentti Unh, Osmo Harkimo, Olavi Tuomi, Antero Ruuhonen
Production design: Aarre Koivisto
Music: Jean Sibelius, Finlandia; Ahti Sonninen
Koskela Kosti Klemelä
Hietanen Heikki Savolainen
Rokka Reino Tolvanen
Lahtinen Veikko Sinisalo
Lehto Åke Lindman
Määttä Pentti Siimes
Vanhala Leo Riittu
Rahikainen Kaarlo Halttunen
Kariluoto Matti Ranin
Lammio Jussi Jurkka
Sarastie Tauno Palo
Kaarna Pentti Irjala
Mäkilä Vilho Siivola
Sihvonen Martti Romppanen
Salo Tapio Hämäläinen
Rii Taoja Olavi Ahonen
Honkajoki Tarmo Manni
Hauhia Veli-Matti Kaitala
Susi Kale Teuronen
Asumaniemi Vili Auvinen
Jalovaara Saulo Haarla
Eerola Sakari Halonen
Military Police Lieutenant Osmo Harkimo
Nina Anja Hatakka
Lampinen Aimo Hiltunen
Lääkäri Ekke Hämäläinen
Infantry Second Lieutenant Erkki Hääsänen
Courier Markku Inkilä
Recruits Jukka Jaakonkari, Kalevi Kahra
Lieutenant Colonel Eino Kaipainen
Korpela Topi Kankainen
Military Chaplain Kalervo Kumpulainen
Infantryman Arvo Kuusla
Wounded soldier Matti Kuusla
Korsumäki Aarne Laine
Pioneer Second Lieutenant Eikka Lehtonen
Sinkkonen Leevi Linko
Mielonen Mikko Niskanen
Clerk Pertti Palo
Uusitalo Veijo Pasanen
Executed soldiers Olavi Pajunen, Antero Ruuhonen
Autio Vilho Ruuskanen
Ukkola Taneli Rinne
Medic Osmo Pöntinen
Lotta Lilja Salmi
Fleeing Private Tauno Söder
Cook Olavi Tuomi
Baranov Veikko Uusimäki
Sarastie’s Aide Alpo Vammelvuono
Veera Helena Vinkka
Singing Second Lieutenant Pertti Weckström
Private without legs Kaarlo Wilska
169 minutes
In Finnish with optional English and Swedish subtitles

DVD
Region code 4:3
Aspect ratio Optional English and Swedish subtitles
Languages
Features Puolustusvoimien dokumenttelokuvat [Defence Forces Documentary Films] contains two films: Kärkipartio meritaistelussa [The Kärkipartio Naval Battle], 13 minutes 3 seconds, in Finnish without subtitles and Ristiretkiarmeija [Crusade Army], 14 minutes 55 seconds, in Finnish with Swedish subtitles
Yleisradion äänitearkiston selostukset [Finnish Broadcasting Company Sound archives] contains 3 films: Vuonisen taistelu 17.7.1941 [The Battle of the Village of Vuoninen 17.7.1941], 2 minutes 38 seconds and Motin pehmitys 10.8.1941 [Defeat of the Military Pocket 10.8.1941], 3 minutes + 1 minute 40 seconds and Kannaksen evakuointi 1.6.1944 [Evacuation of the Isthmus 1.6.1944], 7 minutes 53 seconds, all in Finnish without subtitles
Source VLMedia
32-page booklet, in Finnish
Call number DVD-5313

DANQUART, Pepe

Lauf, Junge, lauf [Cours, sans te retourner] [Run, Boy, Run]
Bittersuess Pictures, in co-production with Ciné-Sud Promotion, A Company
Filmproduktionsgesellschaft, B.A. Produktion, Quintefilm, in association with
Vandertastic, in co-production with Bayerischer Rundfunk, ARTE, ARD Degeto,
Hessischer Rundfunk, Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk, Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg,
Arte France Cinéma, with the financial support of Eurimages, Mitteldeutsche
Medienförderung, Filmförderungsanstalt, Deutsch-Französische Kommission,
Filmfonds Bayern, Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg, HessenInvestFilm,
CNC- Ministère de la Culture et de las Communication, Deutsche Filmförderfonds,
2013
Producers: Susa Kusche, Uwe Spiller, Pepe Danquart,
Co-producers: Alexander van Dülmen, Hanneke Van der Tas, Thierry Lenouvel,
Franz Kraus, Antonio Exacoustos, Mirjam Quinte
Line producer: Tom Sternitzke
Line producer, Israel: Christine Günther
Screenplay: Heinrich Hadding, with the collaboration of Pepe Danquart, from the
novel Run, Boy, Run by Uri Orlev based on the life story of Yoram Fridman
Photography: Daniel Gottschalk
Production design: Matthias Müsse
Music: Stéphane Moucha
Srutlik Fridman, known as Jurek Staniak AND Kamil Tkacz
Magda Janiczyk AND Elisabeth Duda
Mosze Frenkkel, an employee of the Jewish Orphanage in Warsaw AND Itay Tiran
Paweł AND Lukasz Gajdzeis
Grzegorz Kowalski AND Przemyslaw Sadowski
Mrs Herman AND Jeanette Hain
SS-Officer AND Rainer Bock
Mrs Ewa Staniak AND Grażyna Szapołowska
Hersch Fridman, Srulik’s father AND Zbigniew Zamachowski
Mateusz Wróbel AND Miroslaw Baka
SS-Officer Gestapo Headquarters Jochen Hägele
Farmer jacket farm AND Marcel Stefański
Awrum AND Krzysztof Porowski
Schleme AND Franciszek Wielkoszyński
Joselelcek AND Szymon Kuryło
Icek AND Jacek Wojciechowski
Lejbele AND Filip Witkowski
Sofia AND Julia Stachowicz
Jankiel AND Michał Olszewski
Farmer trap farm AND Bogdan Koca
Farmer’s wife trap farm AND Wiesława Wesolowska
Farmer’s son trap farm AND Jasper Hufschmidt-Morse
Jewish policeman in Ghetto AND Romuald Krężel
Coachman garbage cart AND Dariusz Siastacz
SS-Man Ghetto AND Oli Bigalke
Riwa Fridman, Srulik’s mother AND Katarzyna Bargielowska
Zygmut Damian Ul
Zygmut’s Mother Agnes Regula
Mania Wróbel Grażyna Błęcka-Kolska
Franek Wróbel Krystian Jordan
Wiktor Wróbel Franciszek Gajda
Young Partisan Adrian Topol
Old Partisan Waldemar Obłoza
Woman Horse Cart Donata Grodon
Frajge Fridman, Srulik’s sister Natalia Makowska
Józef Fridman, Srulik’s brother Maciej Pater
Malka Fridman, Srulik’s sister Róża Michalska
David Fridman, Srulik’s brother Adam Potapiński
Boy at Fire Karol Galos
Young Doctor Michał Rolnicki
Doctor Ryszard Podkalicki
Dr Żurawski Olgierd Łukaszewicz
Sister Aldona Aldona Struzik
SS-Officer in hospital Kai Ivo Baulitz
Old Man patient in hospital Stanisław Brudny
Fisherman Lech Dyblik
SS-Man 1 Janczyk Village Sebastian Hülk
SS-Man 2 Janczyk Village Urs Rechn
Alina Kowalska Natalia Wajs
Mrs Kowalska Izabela Kuna
The Kowalskis’ neighbour Mariusz Wirwicki
Priest Lech Łotocki
Russian Soldier Eduard Burza
SS-Man Alley Golo Euler
SS-Man Alley 2 Patrick Heyn
103 minutes

In Polish, Yiddish, Hebrew, German and Russian with optional French subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9, compatible 4:3
Languages Optional French subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Entertainment One, Belgium
Call number DVD-5314

JANCSÓ, Miklós

Csend és kiáltás [Silence and Cry]
Mafilm, 1967
Producers: Lajos Kiss, András Németh
Screenplay: Gyula Hernádi, Miklós Jancsó
Photography: János Kende
Production design: Tamás Banovich
Costume design: Zsuzsa Vicze
Music arranged by: Zoltán Toldy
Istvan   András Kozák
Kémeri   Zoltán Latinovits
Teréz    Mari Töröcsik
Károly   József Madaras
Anna     Andrea Drahota
Kovács II István Bujtor
Teréz’s mother Ida Siménfalvy
Peasant  János Koltai
Old peasant Sándor Siménfalvy
Auntie Veronika Kornélia Sallai
Little Veronika Mária Gór Nagy
The shepherd János Görbe
Detective László Szabó
Photographer Philippe Haudiquet
77 minutes
In Hungarian with optional English subtitles

AND

JANCSÓ, Miklós

Jelenlét [The Presence]
Mafilm, 1965
8 minutes 4 seconds
No dialogue

AND

JANCSÓ, Miklós

Második Jelenlét [The Second Presence]
Mafilm, 1978
10 minutes 14 seconds
No dialogue

AND

JANCSÓ, Miklós
Harmadik Jelenlét [The Third Presence]
Mafilm, 1986
13 minutes 56 seconds
No dialogue

Blu ray disc
Region code All
Aspect ratio 2.35:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Presented from a brand new 2K restoration of the film by the Hungarian Digital Archive and Film Institute, supervised by the film's cinematographer János Kende
New and improved English subtitle translation
Jelenlét (Presence), 1965 (for details see above)
Második Jelenlét (Second Presence), 1978 (for details see above)
Harmadik Jelenlét (Third Presence), 1986 (for details see above)
12-page booklet featuring a new essay on the film by critic and film historian Tony Rayns

Source Second Run BD 010
Call number DVD-5315

SOPSITS, Árpád

A martfűi rém [Strangled] [The Martfű Nightmare]
FocusFox Studio, with the support of Magyar Nemzeti Filmalap, 2016
Producers: Gábor Ferenczy, Átila Tőzsér
Executive producers: András Tóth, Mihály Korom
Co-producer: András Muhi
Line producer: Ágnes M. Berecz
Screenplay: Árpád Sopsits
Photography: Gábor Szabó
Production design: Rita Dévényi, Árpád Sopsits
Music: Márió Moldvai
Pál Bognár  Károly Hajduk
Ákos Réti  Gábor Jászberény
Detective Bóta  Zsolt Anger
Zoltán Szirmai  Péter Bárnai
Prosecutor Gábor Katona  Zsolt Trill
Rita, Ákos Réti’s sister  Zsófia Szamosi
Bognár’s wife, Nóra Szigeti  Mónika Balsai
Juhász  András Réthelyi
Marika  Piroska Móga
Rostás  Valentin Venczel
Ági  Dóra Sztarenki
Bíró  Péter Barbinek
Ibolya Sóskuti  Eszter Csépai
Orvos  Gergő Kaszás
Magdi  Olga Kovács
Erzsébet Patai  Anna Mészöly
Katona’s daughters  Izabella Rea, Rebeka Rea
121 minutes
In Hungarian with optional English subtitles

Dual format edition. This is the Blu ray disc

Blu ray disc
Region code  B
Aspect ratio  2.35:1
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  Trailer
Source  Eureka. Montage Pictures
Call number DVD-5316

SOPSITS, Árpád

A martfűi rém [Strangled] [The Martfű Nightmare]
FocusFox Studio, with the support of Magyar Nemzeti Filmalap, 2016
Producers: Gábor Ferenczy, Áttila Tőzsér
Executive producers: András Tóth, Mihály Korom
Co-producer: András Muhi
Line producer: Ágnes M. Berecz
Screenplay: Árpád Sopsits
Photography: Gábor Szabó
Production design: Rita Dévényi, Árpád Sopsits
Music: Máriá Moldvai
Pál Bognár Károly Hajduk
Ákos Réti Gábor Jázsberény
Detective Bóta Zsolt Anger
Zoltán Szirmai Péter Bárnai
Prosecutor Gábor Katona Zsolt Trill
Rita, Ákos Réti’s sister Zsófia Szamosi
Bognár’s wife, Nóra Szigeti Mónika Balsai
Juhász András Réthelyi
Marika Piroska Móga
Rostás Valentín Venczel
Ági Dóra Sztarenki
Bíró Péter Barbinek
Ibolya Sóskuti Eszter Csépai
Orvos Gergő Kaszás
Magdi Olga Kovács
Erzsébet Patai Anna Mészöly
Katona’s daughters Izabella Rea, Rebeka Rea
121 minutes
In Hungarian with optional English subtitles

Dual format edition. This is the DVD

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 2.35:1, 16:9
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Trailer
Source Eureka. Montage Pictures
Call number DVD-5317

LĂZĂRESCU, Anca Miruna

La drum cu tata [Die Reise mit Vater] [The Trip We Took with Dad]
Filmallee GmbH, Grünwald, in co-production with Strada Film, Bucharest, Mirage Film Studio, Budapest, Bayerischer Rundfunk, ARTE, Film i Väst, Trollhättan, Chimney Group, Stockholm, BER film & tv produktion, Berlin, with the financial support of Centrului Naţional al Cinematografiei, Eurimages, Filmfertsehfonds Bayern, Magyar Nemzeti Filmalap, Der Beauftragte der Bundesregierung für Kultur und Medien, Hungarian Film Incentive, Deutsche Filmförderfonds, Filmförderungangstalt, Creative Europe - Media, Thessaloniki International Film Festival: Balkan Film Award, 2016
Producers: Verona Meier, David Lindner Leporda
Co-producers: Maximilian Vetter, Fredrik Zander, Jessica Ask, Nándor Lovas, Daniel Mitulescu, Andrea Taschler, Cătălin Mitulescu
Screenplay: Anca Miruna Lăzărescu
Photography: Christian Stangassinger
Production design: Petra Albert
Music: Ferenc Darvas
Mihai Reinholtz  Alexandru Mărgineanu
Emil Reinholtz  Răzvan Enciu
William Reinholtz, ‘Tata’ Ovidiu Schumacher
Ulrike von Syberg  Susanne Bormann
Hans-Uwe Janson  Manuel Klein
Securitate Officer Jugănar  Doru Ana
Neli  Marcela Nistor
East German Captain Heinrichs Lutz Blochberger
Dr Sandra Berceanu  Ana Ularu
106 minutes
In German and Romanian with optional German, Romanian and English subtitles, optional German subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing and optional German audiodescription

DVD
Region code  2
Aspect ratio  2.39:1 Widescreen
Languages  Optional German, Romanian and English subtitles
Optional German subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Optional German audio description
Features  Trailer
Making of, 27 minutes 50 seconds, in German and Romanian with German subtitles for the Romanian
Source  Movienet / Lighthouse Home Entertainment
Call number DVD-5318

GRISEBACH, Valeska

Sehnsucht [Longing]
Rommel Film e.K., Berlin, in co-production with German Film Productions GmbH & Co., Berlin, Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen, Mainz, 3sat, Mainz, with the financial support of Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH, Potsdam, Filmförderungsanstalt, Berlin, DEFA-Stiftung, Berlin, Beauftragte der Bundesregierung für Kultur und Medien -Filmförderung, Berlin, 2006
Producer: Peter Rommel
Co-producer: David Groenewold
Screenplay: Valeska Grisebach
Photography: Bernhard Keller
Production design: Beatrice Schultz
Markus Andreas Müller
Ella Ilka Welz
Rose Anett Dornbusch
Granny Erika Lemke
Neighbour’s boy Markus Werner
Mother Doritha Richter
Neighbour Detlef Baumann
Aunt Ilse Lausch
Uncle Harald Kuchenbecker
First friend Jan Günzel
Second friend Bernd Liske
Third friend Bernd Wachsmuth
Mayor / Superintendent Hartmut Schliephacke
First woman in women’s circle Viola Hoffmann
Second woman in women’s circle Petra Müller
Third woman in women’s circle Petra Lemke
Fourth woman in women’s circle Christa Wachsmuth
Fifth woman in women’s circle Karin Wachsmuth
Trainer Mario Bartel
Superintendent Frank Schwarz
Girl on the climbing frame Sarah Schmidt
Commissioner Gerald Bliss
Policeman at the scene of the accident Ralf Thänert
First fireman on the balcony Heiko Nägel
Second fireman on the balcony Mario Steffen
Employee in the locksmith’s shop Heinrich Weisshaupt
Young girl Anika Dielitssch
82 minutes
In German with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 0
Aspect ratio 1.85:1, 16:9
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features

Trailer
*Sehnsucht in Brandenburg - Ein ZDF-Kulturzeit-Bericht anlässlich der Filmpremiere in Zühlen*, directed and interviews by Betris Bollow, ZDF, 2006, 5 minutes 18 seconds, in German without subtitles

Gallery of photos

8-page booklet, in German

Source

good! movies
Call number DVD-5319

Sahia Vintage I. Documentar, ideologie, viață [Sahia Vintae I. Documentary, Ideology, Life]
A project of Asociația One World Romania, with the support of Centrului Național al Cinematografiei, Uniunea Cineastilor din România, Arhiva Națională de Filme, Centrul Ceh București, Rule of Law Programme South East Europe of the Konrad Adenauer-Stiftung, 2015

8 Romanian documentaries made at the Alexandru Sahia Studio between 1956 and 1985

Consisting of:

ȘIRBU, Alexandru

Reportaj de la Steagul Roșu [Report from the Red Flag]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1956
Script: Eva Sîrbu
Photography: Emeric Ghidali
Music arranged by: Mihaela Sergescu
19 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

BOIANGU, Alexandru

Cazul “D” [Case “D”]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1966
Script: Mihai Stoian, Alexandru Boiangu
Photography: Sergiu Huzum, Gh. Herschdörfer
29 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

MESAROȘ, Titus

Scrisoare din Orașul Nou [Letter from the New Town]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1978
Script: Titus Mesaroș
10 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

SEGALL, Paula AND SEGALL, Doru
'Pentru strănepoţi, încă ceva despre Bucureşti... [For our Heirs: More Stories about Bucharest...]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1980
Script: Paula and Doru Segall
Music arranged by: Mihaela Sergescu
14 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

SÂRBU, Adrian

Aflaţi despre mine că sînt bine sănătos cee ace vă doresc lafel... [I for One Am Alive and Well and I Hope You are Too...]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1982
Script: Adrian Sârbu
Photography: Mircea Bunescu
Music: Alexandru Andrieş
17 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

DAMIAN, Laurenţiu

Pe unde-am fost şi am colindat [The Roads I Have Wandered]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1982
Photography: Mircea Bunescu
Music arranged by: Mihaela Sergescu
16 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

PAŞTINA, Ovidiu Bose

Oameni care povestesc [People Telling Stories]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1983
Script: Ovidiu Bose Paştina
10 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

MOSCU, Copel

Va veni o zi... [There Will Come a Day...]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1985 (but banned)/1990
Script: Copel Moscu
Photography: Otto Urbanski
12 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

Total running time:

**DVD**
- **Region code**: All
- **Aspect ratio**: 16:9 pillarbox
- **Languages**: Menu languages: Romanian and English
  - Optional English subtitles
- **Features**: 32-page booklet in Romanian and English, introduced by Adina Brădeanu
- **Source**: Asociaţia One World Romania
Call number DVD-5320

Sahia Vintage II. Documentar, ideologie, viață [Sahia Vintae II. Documentary, Ideology, Life]
A project of Asociația One World Romania, with the support of Centrul Național al Cinematografiei, Uniunea Cineastilor din România, Arhiva Națională de Filme, Centrul Ceh București, Rule of Law Programme South East Europe of the Konrad Adenauer-Stiftung, 2015

10 Romanian documentaries made at the Alexandru Sahia Studio between 1963 and 1992

Consisting of:

SÎRBU, Alexandru

Tehnică nouă, oameni culți [New Technology, Educated People]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1963
Script: Alexandru Sîrbu
Photography: Dorian Segal
Songs: Nina Cassian
Music arranged by: Andrei Bretz
16 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

MESAROȘ, Titus

Stuf [Reeds]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1966
Script: Titus Mesaroș
Photography: Wiliam Goldgraber
Music: Carl Orff, from Carmina Burana
9 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

CERNĂIANU, Felicia

Acești oameni... [These People...]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1971
Script: Felicia Cernăianu
11 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND
MOSCU, Iancu (Ion)

Iarna unor pierde vară... [The Winter of Summer Idlers...]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1974
Script: Platon Pardău
Photography: Kiamil M. Kiamil
Music arranged by: Andrei Bretz
10 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

GUTU, Eugenia

Jurnalul Floricăi S [The Diary of Florica S.]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1975
Script: Eugenia Gutu, Viorel Bindea
Photography: Romeo Chiriac
Music arranged by: Mihaela Sergescu
11 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

MOSCU, Copel

Seraliştii [The Night School Students]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1982
Script: Copel Moscu
Photography: Otto Urbanski
14 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

PISTINER, Ada

Răspunderea pentru calitate [Quality Control]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1984
Script: Ada Pistiner
Photography: Corneliu D. Gelep
Music arranged by: Mihaela Sergescu
10 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

BARTA, Tereza
Aceşti oameni îndîrjiţi şi maşinile lor complicate [These Intrepid Men and Their Complex Machines]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1987
Script: Tereza Barta
Photography: Valentin Ilie
14 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

DAMIAN, Laurenţiu

Cota Zero [Elevation Zero]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1988
Script: Roxana Pană, Felicia Cernăianu, Laurenţiu Damian
Photography: Doru Segall
Music arranged by: Mihaela Sergescu
Official version: 10 minutes
AND
Director’s cut: 13 minutes 33 seconds
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

AND

PISTINER, Ada

Protecţia cui? [Whose Workplace Safety?]
Studioul cinematografic Alexandru Sahia, 1992
Script: Ada Pistiner
Photography: Vlad Leu
12 minutes
In Romanian with optional English subtitles

Total running time: 130 minutes

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 16:9 pillarbox
Languages Menu languages: Romanian and English
Optional English subtitles
Features 36-page booklet in Romanian and English, introduced by Adina Brădeanu
Source Asociaţia One World Romania
Call number DVD-5321

GOETZ, Curt

Napoleon ist an allem schuld [It’s All Napoleon’s Fault] [Napoleon is to Blame for Everything]
Tobis-Filmkunst GmbH, Berlin, 1938
Screenplay: Curt Goetz, Karl Peter Gillmann
Photography: Friedl Behn-Grund
Production design: Emil Hasler
Music: Franz Grothe
Song lyrics: Willy Dehmel
Song sung by: Kirsten Heiberg

Lord Arthur Cavershoot  Curt Goetz
The dancer Madeleine, known as Pünktchen Else von Möllendorff  Kirsten Heiberg
Fifi  Kirsten Heiberg
Lady Josephine Cavershoot  Valerie von Martens
Lord Cunningham  Paul Henckels
Professor Meunier  Max Gülstorff
Lord Cavershoot’s servant Rustan Willi Schur
Chambermaid Madge  Maria Krahn
Lady Cavershoot’s butler William Leopold von Ledebur
Director Cukier  Eberhard Leithoff
Revue poet  Hans Mierendorff
Radio reporter  Rudolf Schündler
Mr Harrison  Eduard von Winterstein
Minister  Jack Trevor
Madame Prunelle  Olga Limburg
Actor playing Napoleon  Hermann Pfeiffer
Young reporter in Paris  Horst Birr
First dancer  Edmund Leslie
Second dancer  Christel Schmitz
First Member of the Receiving Committee Peter Busse
Second Member of the Receiving Committee Angelo Ferrari
Third Member of the Receiving Committee Alfred Karen
First participant in the Napoleon Congress Eugen von Bongardt
Second participant in the Napoleon Congress Egon Brosig
Third participant in the Napoleon Congress Wilhelm Kaiser-Heyl
Fourth participant in the Napoleon Congress Serag Monier
Fifth participant in the Napoleon Congress Werner Schott
Sixth participant in the Napoleon Congress Otto Stoeckel
Tour guide on bus Walter Gross
Host in Apache territory Leo Sloma
His assistant Charly Berger
Detective in territory Fred Goebel
Servant Lothar Glathe
Employee in the Paris theatre Karl Platen

88 minutes
In German with optional English subtitles
DVD
Region code  All
Aspect ratio  1.37:1, 4:3
Languages  Optional English subtitles
Features  Erinnerungen an Curt Goetz - Valerie von Martens-Goetz erzählt (Remembering Curt Goetz with Valerie von Martens-Goetz), directed by Horst Jaedicke, Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, 1983, extract about Napoleon ist an allem schuld, 8 minutes 20 seconds, in German with optional English subtitles
Lohengrin popelt... (Lohengrin’s Picking His Nose...), directed by Peter Voss, Südwestfunk, 1988, 44 minutes, in German with optional English subtitles
Trailer for Goetz’s films Frauenarzt Dr Prätorius, Das Haus in Montevideo and Hokuspokus, 9 minutes 3 seconds
8-page booklet, in German and English
Source  Edition Filmmuseum 13
Call number DVD-5322

GOETZ, Curt AND VON MARTENS, Valerie

Das Haus in Montevideo [The House in Montevideo]
Hans Domnick Filmproduktion GmbH (Göttingen), 1951
Producer: Hans Domnick
Co-director: Valerie von Martens
Screenplay: Curt Goetz, Hans Domnick
Photography: Werner Krien
Production design: Emil Hasler
Music: Franz Grothe
Professor Traugott Hermann Nägler   Curt Goetz
Frau Professor Marianne Nägler   Valérie von Martens
Atlanta Nägler, their daughter   Ruth Niehaus
Pastor    Albert Florath
Madame de la Rocco   Lia Eibenschütz
Lawyer   John Mylong-Münz
Herbert Kraft   Eckart Dux
Bürgermeister    Rudolf Reif
Carmencita    Ingeborg Körner
Belinda    Lope Rica
104 minutes
In German with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 4:3, 1.33:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Trailer for Goetz’s films Frauenarzt Dr Prätorius, Das Haus in Montevideo and Hokuspokus, 9 minutes 3 seconds
Interview with Curt Goetz about Das Haus in Montevideo, 1947, Schweizer Radio DRS, Zürich, 4 minutes 28 seconds, in German without subtitles
Erinnerungen an Curt Goetz - Valerie von Martens-Goetz erzählt (Remembering Curt Goetz with Valerie von Martens-Goetz), directed by Horst Jaedicke, Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, 1983, extract about Das Haus in Montevideo, 9 minutes 14 seconds, in German with optional English subtitles
“Herbst”, radio play, Electrola, Berlin, directed by Curt Goetz, 1958, 24 minutes 35 seconds, in German without subtitles
8-page booklet, in German and English

Source Edition Filmmuseum, No. 15
Call number DVD-5323

GRISEBACH, Valeska

Western


Producers: Jonas Dornbach, Janine Jackowski, Maren Ade, Valeska Grisebach, Michel Merkt

Co-producers: Borislav Chouchkov, Viktor Chouchkov Jr., Antonin Svoboda, Bruno Wagner

Screenplay: Valeska Grisebach

Photography: Bernhard Keller

Production design: Beatrice Schulz

Meinhard Meinhard Neumann

Vincent Reinhardt Wetrek

Adrian Syuleyman Alilov Letifov

Veneta Veneta Frangova

Vyara Vyara Borisova

Wanko Kevin Bashev

Mancho Aliosman Deliev

Mancho’s grandfather Momchil Sinanov

Tommy Robert Gawellek

Jens Jens Klein

Boris Waldemar Zang

Helmuth Detlef Schaich

Marcel Sascha Diener

Wolle Enrico Mantei

Gulzet Gulzet Zyulfov

Kostadin Kostadin Kerenchev

Elena Katerina Dermendzhieva

116 minutes

In German and Bulgarian with optional German subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing and optional German audio description

DVD

Region code

Aspect ratio 1.85:1, 16:9

Languages Optional German subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Optional German audio description
Features

Trailers
Interview with Valeska Grisebach, xx minutes, in German
without subtitles
12-page booklet, in German

Source
good! movies
Call number DVD-5324

HOFFMANN, Kurt

Hokuspokus [Hocus Pocus]
Hans Domnick Filmproduktion GmbH, Göttingen, 1953
Producer: Hans Domnick
Screenplay: Curt Goetz
Photography: Richard Angst, Alfred Westphal
Production design: Hermann Warm, Kurt Herlth
Music: Franz Grothe
Peer Bille   Curt Goetz
Agda Kjerulf   Valérie von Martens
Court President Hans Nielsen
Prosecutor  Ernst Waldow
Mister Graham   Erich Ponto
Witness Anna Sedal Margrit Ensinger
Witness Eulalia Kiebutz  Elisabeth Flickenschildt
Witness Munio Eunano   Joachim Teege
Servant   Fritz Rasp
Widow   Mila Kopp
86 minutes
In German with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code          All
Aspect ratio       1.37:1, 4:3
Languages          Optional English subtitles
Features

Erinnerungen an Curt Goetz - Valerie von Martens-Goetz erzählt (Remembering Curt Goetz with Valerie von Martens-Goetz), directed by Horst Jaedicke, Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, 1983, extract about Hokuspokus, 10 minutes 1 second, in German with optional English subtitles
Hörspiel ‘Die Rache’ (Listen to the Radio. The Revenge), directed by Curt Goetz, Electrola, Berlin, 1959, 22 minutes 20 seconds, in German without subtitles
Radiosendung Bitte legen Sie ab! (Radio broadcast Please Send Your Submissions), directed by Walter Davy, Österreichischer Rundfunk Vienna, 1958, 58 minutes 20 seconds, in German without subtitles
Trailer for Goetz’s films Frauenarzt Dr Prätorius, Das Haus in Montevideo and Hokuspokus, 9 minutes 3 seconds
8-page booklet in German and English

Source   Edition Filmmuseum 16
Call number DVD-5325

BOROWCZYK, Walerian

Dzieje grzechu [The Story of Sin]
Zespół Filmowy Tor, 1975
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk, from the novel by Stefan Żeromski
Photography: Zygmunt Samosiuk
Production design: Teresa Barska
Music: Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Johann Pachelbel
Ewa Pobratyńska Grażyna Długołęcka
Łukasz Niepołomski, Ewa’s lover Jerzy Zelnik
Zygmunt Szczercbic, owner of the estate of Zglishcze, Ewa’s lover
Olgierd Łukaszewicz
The bandit Antoni Pochroń, the partner of Płaza-Spławski Roman Wilhelmi
The bandit Płaza-Spławski, the partner of Pochroń Marek Walczewski
Pobratyńska, Ewa’s mother Karolina Lubieńska
Pobratyński, Ewa’s father Zdzisław Mrożewski
Fr Jutkiewicz Zbigniew Zapasiewicz
Count Cyprian Bodzanta, founder of “Majdan” - a re-education center for fallen
countesses, a lover of Pobratyńska Mieczysław Voit
Adolf Horst, subtenant of the Pobratyńskis Marek Bargielowski
The maid Leośka Jadwiga Chojnacka
Dr Wielgosiński Władysław Hańcza
Aniela Jolanta Szemberg
A Jew, the host of Ewa and Niepołomski in the province Bogusław Sochnacki
The editor of Tygodnik Naukowi Janusz Zakrzeński
Head of the office where Ewa works Zbigniew Koczanowicz
The student Stanisław Liwicki in Paris Jan Piechociński
Batasiński, the partner of Pochroń Henryk Hunko
Fajtaś, the partner of Pochroń Tomasz Lengren
Grzywacz, the partner of Pochroń Bogdan Wiśniewski
130 minutes
In Polish with optional English subtitles

AND

BOROWCZYK, Walerian AND LENICA, Jan

Był sobie raz... [Once Upon a Time]
Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych, Warsaw, Zespół Filmowy Kadr, 1957
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk, Jan Lenica
Photography: Edward Bryła
Music: Andrzej Markowski
9 minutes 11 seconds
No dialogue

AND
BOROWCZYK, Walerian AND LENICA, Jan

Dom [The House]
Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych, Warsaw, Studio Filmowe Kadr, 1958
Producer: Romuald Hajnberg
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk, Jan Lenica
Photography: Antoni Nurzyński
Music: Włodzimierz Kotoński
Cast: Ligia Borowczyk
11 minutes 27 seconds
No dialogue

AND

BOROWCZYK, Walerian

Szkoła [The School]
Studio Miniatur Filmowych, Warsaw, 1958
Producer: Walerian Woktczak
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk
Photography: Walerian Borowczyk
Music: Andrzej Markowski
Cast: Bronisław Stefanik
7 minutes 24 seconds
No dialogue

AND

GORDON, Konstanty

Sztuka ulicy [Street Art]
Wytwórnia Filmów Oświatowych, 1957
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk, Szymon Bojko
Photography: Miesław Vogt
Music: Józef Pawłowski
11 minutes 34 seconds
In Polish with optional English subtitles

Dual format. This is the Blu ray disc

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 1.66:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features 2K restoration from the original film negative
New subtitle translation
Audio commentary by Samm Deighan and Kat Ellinger
Introduction by poster designer Andrzej Klimowski, 8 minutes 22 seconds, in English
The First Sinner, a new interview with Story of Sin lead actress Grażyna Długolecka, 23 minutes 33 seconds, in Polish with optional English subtitles
The Music Box, film critic and documentarian David Thompson on the use of classical music in Borowczyk’s films, 19 minutes, in English
Stories of Sin, a video essay by Daniel Bird (Friends of Walerian Borowczyk) concerning the director’s obsessions, 11 minutes 49 seconds
New 2K restorations from the original negatives of Borowczyk’s ground-breaking Polish shorts: Był sobie raz... (Once Upon a Time, 1957, co-directed by Jan Lenica), Dom (The House, 1958, co-directed by Lenica) and Szkoła (The School, 1958, co-directed by Lenica), with optional audio commentaries by art historian Szymon Bojko (Był sobie raz...), composer Włodzimierz Kotoński (Dom) and Daniel Bird (Szkoła)
Miscellaneous, a video essay on Borowczyk and Lenica’s contributions to newsreels and documentaries on art history, 7 minutes 6 seconds: this includes extracts from Borowczyk and Lenica’s films Strip-Tease, 1957, 2 minutes, Sztandar młodych (Banner of Youth), 1957, 2 minutes and Nagrodzone uczucie (Rewarded Feeling), 1957, 8 minutes Sztuka ulicy (Street Art, 1957), a short news reel documentary about poster art directed by Konstanty Gordon and co-written by Borowczyk
Tools of the Trade, an interview with Juliusz Zamecznik, the son of the photographer and graphic artist Wojciech Zamecznik, 6 minutes 24 seconds, in English
Poster Girl, an interview with poster artist, illustrator and print maker Teresa Byszewska, who appears (briefly) in Dom, 4 minutes 5 seconds, in Polish with optional English subtitles
Trailer
Reversible sleeve featuring original and newly commissioned artwork by Andrzej Klimowski

Source Arrow Academy
Call number DVD-5326

BOROWCZYK, Walerian

Dzieje grzechu [The Story of Sin]
Zespół Filmowy Tor, 1975
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk, from the novel by Stefan Żeromski
Photography: Zygmunt Samosiuk
Production design: Teresa Barska
Music: Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Johann Pachelbel
Ewa Pobratyńska Grażyna Długołęcka
Łukasz Niepolomski, Ewa's lover Jerzy Zelnik
Zygmunt Szczerbic, owner of the estate of Zgliszcze, Ewa's lover
Olgierd Łukaszewicz
The bandit Antoni Pochroń, the partner of Płaza-Spławski Roman Wilhelmi
The bandit Płaza-Spławski, the partner of Pochroń Marek Walczewski
Pobratyńska, Ewa's mother Karolina Lubieńska
Pobratyński, Ewa's father Zdzisław Mrożewski
Fr Jutkiewicz Zbigniew Zapasiewicz
Count Cyprian Bodzanta, founder of “Majdan” - a re-education center for fallen women, a lover of Pobratyńska Mieczysław Voit
Adolf Horst, subtenant of the Pobratyńskis Marek Bargiełowski
The maid Leośka Jadwiga Chojnacka
Dr Wielgoscoński Władysław Hańcza
Aniela Jolanta Szemberg
A Jew, the host of Ewa and Niepolomski in the province Bogusław Sochnacki
The editor of Tygodnik Naukowi Janusz Zakrzeński
Head of the office where Ewa works Zbigniew Koczanowicz
The student Stanisław Liwicki in Paris Jan Piechociński
Batasiński, the partner of Pochroń Henryk Hunko
Fajtaś, the partner of Pochroń Tomasz Lengren
Grzywacz, the partner of Pochroń Bogdan Wiśniewski
130 minutes
In Polish with optional English subtitles

AND

BOROWCZYK, Walerian AND LENICA, Jan

Był sobie raz... [Once Upon a Time]
Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych, Warsaw, Zespół Filmowy Kadr, 1957
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk, Jan Lenica
Photography: Edward Bryła
Music: Andrzej Markowski
9 minutes 11 seconds
No dialogue

AND
BOROWCZYK, Walerian AND LENICA, Jan

Dom [The House]
Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych, Warsaw, Studio Filmowe Kadr, 1958
Producer: Romuald Hajnberg
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk, Jan Lenica
Photography: Antoni Nurzyński
Music: Włodzimierz Kotoński
Cast: Ligia Borowczyk
11 minutes 27 seconds
In Polish with optional English subtitles

AND

BOROWCZYK, Walerian

Szkola [The School]
Studio Miniatur Filmowych, Warsaw, 1958
Producer: Walerian Woktczak
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk
Photography: Walerian Borowczyk
Music: Andrzej Markowski
Cast: Bronisław Stefanik
7 minutes 24 seconds
In Polish with optional English subtitles

AND

GORDON, Konstanty

Sztuka ulicy [Street Art]
Wytwórnia Filmów Oświatowych, 1957
Screenplay: Walerian Borowczyk, Szymon Bojko
Photography: Miesław Vogt
Music: Józef Pawłowski
11 minutes 34 seconds
In Polish with optional English subtitles

Dual format. This is the DVD

Blu ray disc
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.66:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features 2K restoration from the original film negative
New subtitle translation
Audio commentary by Samm Deighan and Kat Ellinger
Introduction by poster designer Andrzej Klimowski, 8 minutes 20 seconds, in English
The First Sinner, a new interview with Story of Sin lead actress Grażyna Długolecka, 23 minutes 31 seconds, in Polish with optional English subtitles

The Music Box, film critic and documentarian David Thompson on the use of classical music in Borowczyk’s films, 19 minutes, in English

Stories of Sin, a video essay by Daniel Bird (Friends of Walerian Borowczyk) concerning the director’s obsessions, 11 minutes 47 seconds

New 2K restorations from the original negatives of Borowczyk’s ground-breaking Polish shorts: Był sobie raz… (Once Upon a Time, 1957, co-directed by Jan Lenica), Dom (The House, 1958, co-directed by Lenica) and Szkola (The School, 1958, co-directed by Lenica), with optional audio commentaries by art historian Szymon Bojko (Był sobie raz…), composer Włodzimierz Kotoński (Dom) and Daniel Bird (Szkola)

Miscellaneous, a video essay on Borowczyk and Lenica’s contributions to newsreels and documentaries on art history, 7 minutes 4 seconds: this includes extracts from Borowczyk and Lenica’s films Strip-Tease, 1957, 2 minutes, Sztandar młodych (Banner of Youth), 1957, 2 minutes and Nagrodzone uczucie (Rewarded Feeling), 1957, 8 minutes

Sztuka ulicy (Street Art, 1957), a short news reel documentary about poster art directed by Konstanty Gordon and co-written by Borowczyk

Tools of the Trade, an interview with Juliusz Zamecznik, the son of the photographer and graphic artist Wojciech Zamecznik, 6 minutes 22 seconds, in English

Poster Girl, an interview with poster artist, illustrator and print maker Teresa Byszewska, who appears (briefly) in Dom, 4 minutes 3 seconds, in Polish with optional English subtitles

Trailer

Reversible sleeve featuring original and newly commissioned artwork by Andrzej Klimowski

Source Arrow Academy
Call number DVD-5327

ROGALSKI, Michał

Letnie przesilenie [Summer Solstice]
Prasa i Film, Sunday Filmproduktions GmbH, in co-production with Martens Film
und Fernsehproduktions GmbH, Telewizja Polska, Agencja Produkcji Telewizyjnej i
Filmowej, Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg, Synchron- und Tonstudio Leipzig GmbH,
Odra-Film, Studio Produkcyjne Orka, Wytwórnia Filmów Dokumentalnych i
Fabularnych (Warsaw), with the financial support of Polski Instytut Sztuki
Filmowej, Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung, Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg
GmbH, Deutscher Filmförderfonds, Filmförderungsanstalt, 2015
Producers: Maciej Strzembosz, René Frotscher, Eva-Marie Martens, Ewa Borguńska
Executive producers: Maria Gołoś, Alexander Martens, Thomas Jeschner, Volker
Zobelt, Hans Kölling
Co-producers: Eva-Marie Martens, Alexander Martens, René Frotscher, Susan
Engnath, Zbigniew Adamkiewicz, Cooky Ziesche, Hans Kölling, Andreas Richter,
Bernd Göbel, Christian Eichler, Aaron Gormanns, Andrzej Białas, Rafał Bubnicki,
Jacek Kulczycki, Magdalena Zimecka, Włodzimierz Niderhaus
Line producer: Jürgen Radach
Screenplay: Michał Rogalski
Photography: Jerzy Zieliński
Production design: Janusz Sosnowski
Music: Alexander Hacke
Romek Filip Piotrowicz
Guido Jonas Nay
Franka Urszula Bogucka
Bunia Maria Semotiuk
Oberleutnant Steffen Scheumann
Leon Bartłomiej Topa
Odi Strasser Gerdy Zint
Hauptwachtmeister André M. Hennicke
Romek’s mother Agnieszka Krukówna
Karwan Krzysztof Czeczot
Karpiuk Juliusz Krzysztof Warunek
Soviet Officer Konstanty Zadworny
Udo Michael Jokisch
Horst Rainer Förster
Hübsch Jochen Senf
The cook Teresa Anita Poddebnia
Franka’s father Ireneusz Kozioł
Urbińak Damian Ul
Gruber Jürgen Hoppman
Bunia’s brother Bartłomiej Kotschedoff
Kauska Arnd Schildbach
Hassler Christian Junghanss
Stationmaster Adam Szyszkowski
Heniek Jakub Drozddek
Stasiek Jakub Korzystka
Partisan Artur Krajewski
Woman partisan Sabina Karwala
Soviet partisans Wafic Mohamed Abon Khadra, Igor’ Stepanov,
Franka's mother Milena Lisiecka
Railwayman Krzysztof Tysnarzewski
Oberleutnant’s driver Andrzej Kowalewski
Blitz’s driver Piotr Kowalewski
Gendarme Rudolf Obermeyer Steffen Motzkau
Gendarme Peter Kraus Roland Sonntag
Gendarme Adolf Baumgartner Jürgen Pressler
Gendarme Alexander Tilkowsky Alexander Jerofsky
Gendarme Peschke Jens Mohn
Gendarme Werner Andreas Brinsa
96 minutes
In Polish and German with some Russian, with optional Polish and English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages Optional Polish and English subtitles
Features Trailer
Interviews with the actors, 7 minutes, 56 seconds, in Polish without subtitles
Interview with the director, 5 minutes, 33 seconds, in Polish without subtitles
‘A race’, 3 minutes, 37 seconds, in Polish without subtitles
‘Making of’, 12 minutes, 8 seconds, in Polish without subtitles
‘The engine house’, 5 minutes, 33 seconds, in Polish without subtitles
‘The Wróblew ignition switch, 4 minutes, 50 seconds, in Polish without subtitles
Source Kino Świat
Call number DVD-5328

WATKINS, James

McMafia
Cuba Pictures, for the BBC, American Movie Classics, Twickenham Studios, 2018
Producer: Paul Ritchie
Executive producers: Hossein Amini, Andrew Boswell, Misha Glenny, Ben Hall, Dixie Linder, Robyn Slovo, Nick Marston, James Watkins
Executive producers: BBC: Elizabeth Kilgarriff, Matthew Read
Executive producer: BBC Worldwide: Martin Rakusen
Co-producer: Justin Kramer
Co-producer: Croatia: Igor A. Nola
Co-producer: India: Pravesh Sahni
Line producer: Kate Glover
Line producer: Israel: Naomi Levari
Line producer: Moscow unit: Michael Kitaev
Line producer: India: Rakesh Singh
Line producer: Serbia: Andjelija Vlaivasljievo
Created by: Hossein Amini and James Watkins
Screenplay: Hossein Amini, Misha Glenny, James Watkins, Laurence Coriat, David Farr, Peter Harness, based on the book by Michael Glenny
Photography: Mark Patten
Production design: Richard Bullock
Music: Tom Hodge, Franz Kirmann

NB the names of Russian actors are given in the transliteration system used on this database and not as they are rendered in the credits

Alex Godman    James Norton
Rebecca Harper, his girlfriend    Juliet Rylance
Dimitri Godman, his father    Aleksei Serebriakov
Oksana Godman, his mother    Mariia Shukshina
Katya Godman, his sister    Faye Marsay
Boris Godman, his uncle    David Dencik
Femi, Katya’s boyfriend    Clifford Samuel
Karin, Alex’s colleague    Kemi-Bo Jacobs
Masha    Mariia Mashkova
Sandrine    Ellie Piercy
Oleg    Aleksandr D’iachenko
Semiyion Kleiman    David Strathairn
Joseph, his bodyguard    Oshri Cohen
Tanya    Yuval Scharf
Lyudmilla Nikolayeva    Sof’ia Lebedeva
Lyudmilla’s mother    Irina Kara
Yariv Ableman    Ohad Knoller
Ezra Levi    Daniel Gad
Reuben    Yon Tumarkin
Ezra’s mother    Razia Israeli
Vadim Kalyagin    Merab Ninidze
Natasha Kalyagina, his daughter    Anna Levanova
Kalyagin’s mother    Lidiia Fedoseeva-Shukshina
FSB Colonel Ilya Fedorov
Irina
Raisa Fedorova
Vadim’s bodyguard
Vadim’s driver
Vadim’s lawyer
Marat
Benny Chopra
Manju
Dilly Mahmood
Salman Gill
Jay Chohan
Radnan Ali
Sunil
Jan Reznik
Karel Benes
Carolina Benes, his daughter
Benes’s No. 2
Josef Hancil
Klimov
Antonio Mendez
Sydney Bloom
Rafael Portillo
Guillermo Alegre
Grigory Mishin
Pretty local girl
Pretty local boy
Charity auctioneer
Woman being raped
Rapist
Alan Raynott
Geena
Carl, a lawyer
Alisha
Timur
Rustam
Systema class instructor
Systema fighters
Mini-Cab driver
Tarek
Blonde girl being trafficked
Estate Agent
Guavajuice
Bedouin trafficker rapist
Doorman
Valentin Gromov
PJ
Physiotherapist
Dmitri’s doctor
Israeli Government Minister

Kirill Pirogov
Elena Liadova
Nina Violic
Igor Pokrajac
Rok Cvetkov
Oleg Mirochnikov
Evgenii Golan
Atul Kale
Rajshri Deshpande
Vikash Bhai
Vishwas Kini
Kishore Pradhan
Amit Sarkar
Martin Hub
Karel Roden
Frantiska Brzobohatá
Tomáš Tomáš
Marek Vasut
Oleg Nasobin
Caio Blat
Tim Ahern
Francisco Labbe
Fernando Cayo
Danila Kozlovskii
Tjasa Perko
Uros Certic
Michael Bott
Lucija Serbedzija
Neno Muzdeka
Sam Hoare
Karen Teoh
Joshua Higgott
Nurken Tumatev
Erden Telemisov
Murat Mukashev
David Kirillov
Luke Tumber, Ashley Beck
Hasit Savani
Amir El-Masry
Romina Tonkovic
Charlotte Hamblin
Aabid Shamim
Adlan Abdelmongy
Adrian Hedley
Zeljko Vukmirica
Himanshu Kohli
Ruth Everett
James Larkin
Shalom Shmuel
American investor  Simon Connolly
Guest          Javier Godino
Female guest   Johanna Botta
Street vendor  Hoji Fortuna
Tobe Miller    Joshua James
Moscow FSB Tech Andrei Satalov
Prague Police Officer Michael Dymek
Drunken party guest Itzik Cohen
Tel Aviv detective Eran Ivanir
Tel Aviv officer Gal Pertsiger
BBC Correspondent Misha Glenny
Marius Jensen  David Menkin
Cabbie         Paul Cawley
Property Manager Paul Westwood
Allon          Yaron Shavit
Jennifer       Eve Parmiter
Frantz         Chuma Oraedu
Monk           Gavin Marshall
Sylvie         Louise Monot
Sylvie’s nanny  Joyce Veheary
Roxanne        Celine Abrahams
Dealer in Prague Peter Buchta
Man delivering gun Goran Navojec
Rebecca’s nurse Levi Heaton
London female police officer Michelle Butterly
Russian Functionary Alexander Mercury
Mendez’s dinner guests Johanna Botta, Javier Godino
Art Gallery Assistant Holly Dempster
Masha’s neighbour Ffion Jolly
Natasha’s friend Lucija Kajic
Natasha’s assassin Aaron Vodovoz
Police Officer Moscow Airport Eddie Toll
Moscow detention centre guard Denis Khoroshko
Moscow Police driver Sergo Vares
Boy playing football Ratko Turcinovic
Girl with phone Anna Krippa
Orthodox Priest Sergei Kolesnikov
Woman in Alex’s old flat Madlen Dzhabrailova
Natalia Balakin Amanda Andres
Russian Martial Artist Kristian Ratevossian
Armed Police Officer SCO19 Glenn Webster
Jewish mourner Claire Ashton
Guest          David Olawale Ayinde
Flight Attendant Nenad Banfic
Family funeral mourner Steve Barnett
Club doorman    Paul Blackwell
Police         Dilyana Bouklieva
Waiter         Martin Bratanov
Sales Assistant Hannah Collins
Young student  Sanja Drakulic
Russian bodyguard    Juke Hardy
Mourner    Dardan Kolicaj
Ball Guest    Cristian Lazar
American Investor    Jorge Leon Martinez
Britt Andersson    Vanja Matujec
Trader Bradley    Bradley Wj Miller
Bodyguard    Igor Mokajac
FSB Tech    Andrei Nova
Louisa    Carolin Stoltz
Police Officer    Matt Townsend
Dimitri Smetinich    James Yeates
Bodyguard    Zarko Zecevic

Total running time: 453 minutes 2 seconds
In English and Russian with some Hebrew, Arabic, Hindi and Czech with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

On 3 Blu ray discs. This is Blu ray disc 1, containing parts 1-3, 56 minutes 8 seconds + 55 minutes 31 seconds + 53 minutes 23 seconds = 165 minutes 2 seconds

Region code  2
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages    Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features    Chapter selection
Source    BBC
Call number DVD-5329

WATKINS, James

McMafia
Cuba Pictures, for the BBC, American Movie Classics, Twickenham Studios, 2018
Producer: Paul Ritchie
Executive producers: Hossein Amini, Andrew Boswell, Misha Glenny, Ben Hall, Dixie Linder, Robyn Slovo, Nick Marston, James Watkins
Executive producers: BBC: Elizabeth Kilgarriff, Matthew Read
Executive producer: BBC Worldwide: Martin Rakusen
Co-producer: Justin Kramer
Co-producer: Croatia: Igor A. Nola
Co-producer: India: Pravesh Sahni
Line producer: Kate Glover
Line producer: Israel: Naomi Levari
Line producer: Moscow unit: Michael Kitaev
Line producer: India: Rakesh Singh
Line producer: Serbia: Andjelija Vlaisavljevic
Created by: Hossein Amini and James Watkins
Screenplay: Hossein Amini, Misha Glenny, James Watkins, Laurence Coriat, David Farr, Peter Harness, based on the book by Michael Glenny
Photography: Mark Patten
Production design: Richard Bullock
Music: Tom Hodge, Franz Kirmann

NB the names of Russian actors are given in the transliteration system used on this database and not as they are rendered in the credits

Alex Godman       James Norton
Rebecca Harper, his girlfriend  Juliet Rylance
Dimitri Godman, his father   Aleksei Serebriakov
Oksana Godman, his mother  Mariia Shukshina
Katya Godman, his sister  Faye Marsay
Boris Godman, his uncle  David Dencik
Femi, Katya’s boyfriend  Clifford Samuel
Karin, Alex’s colleague  Kemi-Bo Jacobs
Masha          Mariia Mashkova
Sandrine       Ellie Piercy
Oleg            Aleksandr D’iachenko
Semiyon Kleiman  David Strathairn
Joseph, his bodyguard  Oshri Cohen
Tanya           Yuval Scharf
Lyudmilla Nikolayeva  Sof’ia Lebedeva
Lyudmilla’s mother    Irina Kara
Yariv Ableman     Ohad Knoller
Ezra Levi        Daniel Gad
Reuben           Yon Tumarkin
Ezra’s mother    Razia Israeli
Vadim Kalyagin    Merab Ninidze
Natasha Kalyagina, his daughter  Anna Levanova
Kalyagin’s mother  Lidiiia Fedoseeva-Shukshina
FSB Colonel Ilya Fedorov  Kirill Pirogov
Irina                Elena Liadova
Raisa Fedorova       Nina Violic
Vadim’s bodyguard    Igor Pokrajac
Vadim’s driver       Rok Cvetkov
Vadim’s lawyer       Oleg Mirochnikov
Marat                Evgenii Golan
Benny Chopra         Atul Kale
Manju                Rajshri Deshpande
Dilly Mahmood        Nawazuddin Siddiqui
Salman Gill          Vikash Bhai
Jay Chohan           Vishwas Kini
Radnan Ali           Kishore Pradhan
Sunil                Amit Sarkar
Jan Reznik           Martin Hub
Karel Benes          Karel Roden
Carolina Benes, his daughter Frantiska Brzobohatá
Benes’s No. 2        Tomáš Tomáš
Josef Hancil         Marek Vasut
Klimov               Oleg Nasobin
Antonio Mendez       Caio Blat
Sydney Bloom         Tim Ahern
Rafael Portillo      Francisco Labbe
Guillermo Alegre     Fernando Cayo
Grigory Mishin       Danila Kozlovskii
Pretty local girl    Tjasa Perko
Pretty local boy     Uros Certic
Charity auctioneer   Michael Bott
Woman being raped    Lucija Serbedzija
Rapist               Neno Muzdeka
Alan Raynott         Sam Hoare
Geena                Karen Teoh
Carl, a lawyer       Joshua Higgott
Alisha               Nurken Tumatev
Timur                Erden Telemisov
Rustam               Murat Mukashev
Systema class instructor David Kirillov
Systema fighters     Luke Tumber, Ashley Beck
Mini-Cab driver      Hasit Savani
Tarek                Amir El-Masry
Blonde girl being trafficked Romina Tonkovic
Estate Agent         Charlotte Hamblin
Guavajuice           Aabid Shamim
Bedouin trafficker rapist Adlan Abdelmongy
Doorman              Adrian Hedley
Valentin Gromov      Zeljko Vukmirica
PJ                   Himanshu Kohli
Physiotherapist      Ruth Everett
Dmitri’s doctor      James Larkin
Israeli Government Minister Shalom Shmuel
American investor    Simon Connolly
Guest    Javier Godino
Female guest    Johanna Botta
Street vendor    Hoji Fortuna
Tobe Miller    Joshua James
Moscow FSB Tech    Andrei Satalov
Prague Police Officer    Michael Dymek
Drunken party guest    Itzik Cohen
Tel Aviv detective    Eran Ivanir
Tel Aviv officer    Gal Pertsiger
BBC Correspondent    Misha Glenny
Marius Jensen    David Menkin
Cabbie    Paul Cawley
Property Manager    Paul Westwood
Allon    Yaron Shavit
Jennifer    Eve Parmiter
Frantz    Chuma Oraedu
Monk    Gavin Marshall
Sylvie    Louise Monot
Sylvie’s nanny    Joyce Veheary
Roxanne    Celine Abrahams
Dealer in Prague    Peter Buchta
Man delivering gun    Goran Navojec
Rebecca’s nurse    Levi Heaton
London female police officer    Michelle Butterly
Russian Functionary    Alexander Mercury
Mendez’s dinner guests    Johanna Botta, Javier Godino
Art Gallery Assistant    Holly Dempster
Masha’s neighbour    Ffion Jolly
Natasha’s friend    Lucija Kajic
Natasha’s assassin    Aaron Vodovoz
Police Officer Moscow Airport    Eddie Toll
Moscow detention centre guard    Denis Khoroshko
Moscow Police driver    Sergo Vares
Boy playing football    Ratko Turcinovic
Girl with phone    Anna Krippa
Orthodox Priest    Sergei Kolesnikov
Woman in Alex’s old flat    Madlen Dzhabrailova
Natalia Balakin    Amanda Andres
Russian Martial Artist    Kristian Ratevossian
Armed Police Officer SCO19    Glenn Webster
Jewish mourner    Claire Ashton
Guest    David Olawale Ayinde
Flight Attendant    Nenad Banfic
Family funeral mourner    Steve Barnett
Club doorman    Paul Blackwell
Police    Dilyana Boukliieva
Waiter    Martin Bratanov
Sales Assistant    Hannah Collins
Young student    Sanja Drakulic
Russian bodyguard    Juke Hardy
Mourner     Dardan Kolicaj
Ball Guest     Cristian Lazar
American Investor    Jorge Leon Martinez
Britt Andersson    Vanja Matujec
Trader Bradley     Bradley Wj Miller
Bodyguard     Igor Mokajac
FSB Tech     Andrei Nova
Louisa     Carolin Stoltz
Police Officer     Matt Townsend
Dimitri Smetinich     James Yeates
Bodyguard     Zarko Zecevic
Total running time: 453 minutes 2 seconds
In English and Russian with some Hebrew, Arabic, Hindi and Czech with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

On 3 Blu ray discs. This is Blu ray disc 2, containing parts 4-6, 59 minutes 2 seconds + 55 minutes 34 seconds + 55 minutes 17 seconds = 169 minutes 53 seconds

Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features Chapter selection
Source BBC
Call number DVD-5330

WATKINS, James

McMafia
Cuba Pictures, for the BBC, American Movie Classics, Twickenham Studios, 2018
Producer: Paul Ritchie
Executive producers: Hossein Amini, Andrew Boswell, Misha Glenny, Ben Hall, Dixie Linder, Robyn Slovo, Nick Marston, James Watkins
Executive producers: BBC: Elizabeth Kilgarriff, Matthew Read
Executive producer: BBC Worldwide: Martin Rakusen
Co-producer: Justin Kramer
Co-producer: Croatia: Igor A. Nola
Co-producer: India: Pravesh Sahni
Line producer: Kate Glover
Line producer: Israel: Naomi Levari
Line producer: Moscow unit: Michael Kitaev
Line producer: India: Rakesh Singh
Line producer: Serbia: Andjelija Vlaisavljevic
Created by: Hossein Amini and James Watkins
Screenplay: Hossein Amini, Misha Glenny, James Watkins, Laurence Coriat, David Farr, Peter Harness, based on the book by Michael Glenny
Photography: Mark Patten
Production design: Richard Bullock
Music: Tom Hodge, Franz Kirmann

NB the names of Russian actors are given in the transliteration system used on this database and not as they are rendered in the credits

Alex Godman    James Norton
Rebecca Harper, his girlfriend    Juliet Rylance
Dimitri Godman, his father    Aleksei Serebriakov
Oksana Godman, his mother    Mariia Shukshina
Katya Godman, his sister    Faye Marsay
Boris Godman, his uncle    David Dencik
Femi, Katya’s boyfriend    Clifford Samuel
Karin, Alex’s colleague    Kemi-Bo Jacobs
Masha    Mariia Mashkova
Sandrine    Ellie Piercy
Oleg    Aleksandr D´iachenko
Semiyon Kleiman    David Strathairn
Joseph, his bodyguard    Oshri Cohen
Tanya    Yuval Scharf
Lyudmilla Nikolayeva    Sof´ia Lebedeva
Lyudmilla’s mother    Irina Kara
Yariv Ableman    Ohad Knoller
Ezra Levi    Daniel Gad
Reuben    Yon Tumarkin
Ezra’s mother    Razia Israeli
Vadim Kalyagin    Merab Ninidze
Natasha Kalyagina, his daughter    Anna Levanova
Kalyagin’s mother    Lidiiia Fedoseeova-Shukshina
FSB Colonel Ilya Fedorov
Irina
Raisa Fedorova
Vadim’s bodyguard
Vadim’s driver
Vadim’s lawyer
Marat
Benny Chopra
Manju
Dilly Mahmood
Salman Gill
Jay Chohan
Radnan Ali
Sunil
Jan Reznik
Karel Benes
Carolina Benes, his daughter
Benes’s No. 2
Josef Hancil
Klimov
Antonio Mendez
Sydney Bloom
Rafael Portillo
Guillermo Alegre
Grigory Mishin
Pretty local girl
Pretty local boy
Charity auctioneer
Woman being raped
Rapist
Alan Raynott
Geena
Carl, a lawyer
Alisha
Timur
Rustam
Systema class instructor
Systema fighters
Mini-Cab driver
Tarek
Blonde girl being trafficked
Estate Agent
Guavajuice
Bedouin trafficker rapist
Doorman
Valentin Gromov
PJJ
Physiotherapist
Dmitri’s doctor
Israeli Government Minister

Kirill Pirogov
Elena Liadova
Nina Violic
Igor Pokrajac
Rok Cvetkov
Oleg Mirochnikov
Evgenii Golan
Atul Kale
Rajshri Deshpande
Nawazuddin Siddiqui
Vikash Bhai
Vishwas Kini
Kishore Pradhan
Amit Sarkar
Martin Hub
Karel Roden
Frantiska Brzobohatá
Tomáš Tomáš
Marek Vasut
Oleg Nasobin
Caio Blat
Tim Ahern
Francisco Labbe
Fernando Cayo
Danila Kozlovskii
Tjasa Perko
Uros Certic
Michael Bott
Lucija Serbedzija
Neno Muzdeka
Sam Hoare
Karen Teoh
Joshua Higgott
Nurken Tumatov
Erden Telemisov
Murat Mukashev
David Kirillov
Luke Tumber, Ashley Beck
Hasit Savani
Amir El-Masry
Romina Tonkovic
Charlotte Hamblin
Aabid Shamim
Adlan Abdelmongy
Adrian Hedley
Zeljko Vukmirica
Himanshu Kohli
Ruth Everett
James Larkin
Shalom Shmuel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American investor</td>
<td>Simon Connolly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest</td>
<td>Javier Godino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female guest</td>
<td>Johanna Botta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street vendor</td>
<td>Hoji Fortuna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobe Miller</td>
<td>Joshua James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow FSB Tech</td>
<td>Andrei Satalov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prague Police Officer</td>
<td>Michael Dymek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunken party guest</td>
<td>Itzik Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel Aviv detective</td>
<td>Eran Ivanir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel Aviv officer</td>
<td>Gal Pertsiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBC Correspondent</td>
<td>Misha Glenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marius Jensen</td>
<td>David Menkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbie</td>
<td>Paul Cawley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Manager</td>
<td>Paul Westwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allon</td>
<td>Yaron Shavit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer</td>
<td>Eve Parmiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frantz</td>
<td>Chuma Oraedu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monk</td>
<td>Gavin Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvie</td>
<td>Louise Monot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sylvie’s nanny</td>
<td>Joyce Veheary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxanne</td>
<td>Celine Abrahams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dealer in Prague</td>
<td>Peter Buchta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man delivering gun</td>
<td>Goran Navojec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca’s nurse</td>
<td>Levi Heaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London female police officer</td>
<td>Michelle Butterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Functionary</td>
<td>Alexander Mercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mendez’s dinner guests</td>
<td>Johanna Botta, Javier Godino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Gallery Assistant</td>
<td>Holly Dempster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masha’s neighbour</td>
<td>Ffion Jolly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha’s friend</td>
<td>Lucija Kajic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha’s assassin</td>
<td>Aaron Vodovoz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Officer Moscow Airport</td>
<td>Eddie Toll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow detention centre guard</td>
<td>Denis Khoroshko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moscow Police driver</td>
<td>Sergo Vares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boy playing football</td>
<td>Ratko Turcinovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl with phone</td>
<td>Anna Krippa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthodox Priest</td>
<td>Sergei Kolesnikov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman in Alex’s old flat</td>
<td>Madlen Dzhabrailova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Balakin</td>
<td>Amanda Andres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Martial Artist</td>
<td>Kristian Ratevossian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armed Police Officer SCO19</td>
<td>Glenn Webster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish mourner</td>
<td>Claire Ashton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest</td>
<td>David Olawale Ayinde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Attendant</td>
<td>Nenad Banfic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family funeral mourner</td>
<td>Steve Barnett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club doorman</td>
<td>Paul Blackwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>Dilyana Boukliieva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiter</td>
<td>Martin Bratanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Assistant</td>
<td>Hannah Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young student</td>
<td>Sanja Drakulic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Russian bodyguard  Juke Hardy
Mourner     Dardan Kolicaj
Ball Guest   Cristian Lazar
American Investor Jorge Leon Martinez
Britt Andersson Vanja Matujec
Trader Bradley Bradley Wj Miller
Bodyguard    Igor Mokajac
FSB Tech     Andrei Nova
Louisa       Carolin Stoltz
Police Officer Matt Townsend
Dimitri Smetinich James Yeates
Bodyguard    Zarko Zecevic

Total running time: 453 minutes 2 seconds
In English and Russian with some Hebrew, Arabic, Hindi and Czech with English subtitles and with optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

On 3 Blu ray discs. This is Blu ray disc 3, containing parts 7-8, 58 minutes 39 seconds + 59 minutes 5 seconds = 117 minutes 44 seconds

Region code  2
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages  Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing
Features  The Cast, 3 minutes 9 seconds, in English
The McMafia World, 3 minutes 40 seconds, in English
Bringing the McMafia World to Life, 5 minutes 12 seconds, in English

Source  BBC
Call number DVD-5331

Cinerama’s Russian Adventure (Dual format)

This is disc 1, the Blu ray disc

Cinerama’s Russian Adventure
Cinerama Productions Corp., 1966 presents works from the Central Documentary Studio, Moscow, The Moscow Popular Science Studio
Producer: Thomas Conroy
Executive producers: Harold J. Dennis, J. Jay Frankel
Directors: Boris Dolin, Roman Karmen, Vasilii Katanian, Solomon Kogan, Leonid Kristi, Oleg Lebedev
Script (prologue): Homer McCoy
Photography: Eduard Ezhov, Nikolai Generalov, Il’ia Gutman, Georgii Kholodnyi, Anatolii Kaloshin, V. Kryklin, Sergei Medynskii, Arkadii Misiura, Vladimir Vorontsov
Production design:
Music: Aleksandr Lokshin, Il’ia Shveitser, Iurii Efimov
Narrator: Bing Crosby
128 minutes
English language narration

Blu ray disc
Region code A, B, C
Aspect ratio Cinerama
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features

Fortress of Peace, 1964, a Swiss Army propaganda film shot in Cinerama and nominated for the 1965 Academy Award for Best Live Action Short Film, 21 minutes 57 seconds, in English
Concorde, 1966, a 70mm Cinerama short about the then soon-to-be-unveiled supersonic airplane, 15 minutes 07 seconds, in English
Working with our Father on Russian Adventure: an interview with film editors Craig Dennis and Hal Dennis Jr., the sons of the producer, Hal Dennis, 24 minutes 39 seconds, in English
Reconstructing Russian Adventure: a restoration demonstration with Dave Strohmaier, 12 minutes 43 seconds, in English
A Look at Some old Cinema Equipment, 2 minutes 08 seconds, in English
Russian Adventure Trailer: Theatrical trailer, 5 minutes 1 second, in English
Trailer Gallery: Collection of trailers from other Cinerama shows, 41 minutes 13 seconds, in English
Slideshow: Ads and publicity materials, sample scripts pages, and Russian Adventure Study Guide, 8 minutes 22 seconds, in English
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Source</strong></th>
<th>Flicker Alley</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

32-page Programme Booklet: A facsimile representation of the original programme booklet
Call number DVD-5332

Cinerama’s Russian Adventure (Dual format)

This is disc 2, the DVD

Cinerama’s Russian Adventure
Cinerama Productions Corp., 1966 presents works from the Central Documentary Studio, Moscow, The Moscow Popular Science Studio
Producer: Thomas Conroy
Executive producers: Harold J. Dennis, J. Jay Frankel
Directors: Boris Dolin, Roman Karmen, Vasilii Katanian, Solomon Kogan, Leonid Kristi, Oleg Lebedev
Script (prologue): Homer McCoy
Photography: Eduard Ezhov, Nikolai Generalov, Il´ia Gutman, Georgii Kholodnyi, Anatolii Kaloshin, V. Kryklin, Sergeoi Medynskii, Arkadii Misiura, Vladimir Vorontsov
Production design:
Music: Aleksandr Lokshin, Il´ia Shveitser, Iurii Efimov
Narrator: Bing Crosby
128 minutes
English language narration

DVD
Region code: O
Aspect ratio: Cinerama
Languages: Optional English subtitles
Features
Fortress of Peace, 1964, a Swiss Army propaganda film shot in Cinerama and nominated for the 1965 Academy Award for Best Live Action Short Film, 21 minutes 57 seconds, in English
Concorde, 1966, a 70mm Cinerama short about the then soon-to-be-unveiled supersonic airplane, 15 minutes 07 seconds, in English
Working with our Father on Russian Adventure: an interview with film editors Craig Dennis and Hal Dennis Jr., the sons of the producer, Hal Dennis, 24 minutes 39 seconds, in English
Reconstructing Russian Adventure: a restoration demonstration with Dave Strohmaier, 12 minutes 43 seconds, in English
A Look at Some old Cinema Equipment, 2 minutes 08 seconds, in English
Russian Adventure Trailer: Theatrical trailer, 5 minutes 1 second, in English
Trailer Gallery: Collection of trailers from other Cinerama shows, 41 minutes 13 seconds, in English
Slideshows: Ads and publicity materials, sample scripts pages, and Russian Adventure Study Guide, 8 minutes 22 seconds, in English
32-page Programme Booklet: A facsimile representation of the original programme booklet

Source: Flicker Alley
Call number DVD-5333

BOGANIM, Michale

Odessa... Odessa!
Moby Dick Films, Transfax Films Production, with the participation of Le Centre National de la Cinématographie, New Israeli Foundation for Cinema and TV, Nikmedia, 2004
Producers: Frédéric Niedermayer, Marek Rozenbaum, Itai Tamir
Script: Michale Boganim
Photography: Jakub Ihre
With the participation of: David Varer, Yulian Tchudnovski, Lucia Tkatch-Bekker, Rachel Gorenstein, Ilya and Rita Rabinovitch, Shika Albert, David Bokser, Ester Fiks, Victoria Lisina, Tamara Zinaida, Anna Malvina, Ester Khosid, Tania Krivoruchka, Valery Yakovlevich Krivoruchka
98 minutes
In Russian, Yiddish and Hebrew with French subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 16:9, 1.85:1
Languages French subtitles
Features Booklet, in French
  Mémoires incertaines, directed by Michale Boganim, 2002, 35 minutes, in French and English with French subtitles for the English
  ‘Entretien avec Michale Boganim et Jean Jacques Moscovitz’, in which they discuss Odessa... Odessa!, 15 minutes, in French,
Source Malavida, Shellac Sud
Call number DVD-5334

**Klitschko**  
Broadview Pictures, with the support of Filmstiftung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Deutsche Filmförderfonds, 2011  
Director: Sebastian Dehnhardt  
Producer: Leopold Hoesch  
Script: Sebastian Dehnhardt  
Photography: Johannes Imdahl  
Music: Stefan Ziethen

With the participation of: Vitalii Klitschko, Vladimir Klitschko, Nadezhda Klitschko (their mother), Vladimir Klitschko Sr (their father), Natal’ia Klitschko (Vitalii Klitschko’s wife), Lamon Brewster, Chris Byrd, Bernd Bönte, Pearlman Hicks, Don King (archive), Klaus-Peter Kohl, Lennox Lewis, Henry Maske (archive), Larry Merchant, Falk Nebiger, Hayden Panettiere (archive), Dan Rafael, Hartmut Scherzer, Andrei Chistov, Fritz Sdunek, Anna Starostenko, Emanuel Steward, Vladimir Zolotarev, Norbert Zewuhn, David Williams

117 minutes

In German with some English and Russian with optional French, Spanish, Russian and Czech dubbed versions and with optional English, French, Spanish, Russian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Hungarian, Norwegian and Swedish subtitles and with English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Blu ray disc  
Region code: All  
Aspect ratio: 1.78:1  
Languages: Menu languages: English, French, Spanish, Dutch, Czech, Danish, Finnish, Hungarian, Norwegian, Russian and Swedish Optional English, French, Spanish, Russian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Hungarian, Norwegian and Swedish subtitles Optional English subtitles for the deaf and hard of hearing

Features: ‘Making of’, 12 minutes 42 seconds, in German with optional subtitles  
‘Wladimir vs David Haye’, 2 minutes 6 seconds  
5 deleted scenes, 12 minutes 18 seconds, in German with optional subtitles

Source: Universal
Call number DVD-5335

Racines, une trilogie lituanienne. Trois films de Richard Copans

On 1 DVD and 1 music CD

This is the DVD

COPANS, Richard

Racines [Roots]
Les Films d’Ici, with the support of Le Centre National de la Cinématographie, 2002
Executive producer: Marie-Frédérique Lauriot-Dit-Prevost
Director: Richard Copans
Script: Richard Copans
Photography: Richard Copans
Music: Barre Phillips
With the participation of, in France: Michel Rechtman, Paul Longuin, Roland Lenglet, Gérard Blanc Cesan; in Lithuania: Saulius Beržinis, Agrippina Ivanovna Tremenkov, Dovid Katz, Maria Krupovec, Ziske Shapiro, Chaïm Susteris, Darius Gudalis; in the USA: Antonia Cottrell-Martin, Joan Young, Esther Kahn, Minerva Kahn, Becky Davidoff, Kenneth Copans, Russell Qualliotine
98 minutes
In French, Lithuanian, English, Yiddish and Russian with optional French or English subtitles and with optional French or English narration

AND

COPANS, Richard

Vilnius
Les Films d’Ici, La Sept ARTE, with the participation of Le Centre National de la Cinématographie, 2000
Director: Richard Copans
Script: Richard Copans, serge Avedikian
Photography: Richard Copans
With the participation of: Esfira Bramson, Morta Orvidiene
43 minutes
In Lithuanian, English, Yiddish and Russian with optional French or English subtitles and with optional French or English narration

AND

COPANS, Richard

Les Disques de Rivka [Rivka's Discs]
Les Films d’Ici, with the participation of Le Centre National de la Cinématographie, and with the support of La Fondation pour la Mémoire de la Shoah, 2005
Director: Richard Copans
Script: Richard Copans
Photography: Richard Copans
With the participation of: Rivka Lozansky Bogomolnaya, Boris Shenkel (her nephew), Stasys Volungevičius, Ona Gudaitienė, Vytautas Gudaitis, Galina Zhirikova
47 minutes
In Lithuanian, English and Russian with optional French or English subtitles and with optional French or English narration

**DVD**
Region code
Aspect ratio 1.66:1, 4:3
Languages Menu languages: French and English
Optional English subtitles
Narration in French or in English
Features Booklet, in French
Source Shellac
Call number DVD-5336

Racines, une trilogie lituanienne. Trois films de Richard Copans

On 1 DVD and 1 music CD

This is the CD, containing the music to Racines
30 minutes 15 seconds

Music CD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages
Features Booklet, in French
Source Shellac
Call number DVD-5337

KUDLÁČEK, Martina

Fragments of Kubelka
Mina Film, Austria, with the support of Innovative Film Austria, Kultur
Niederösterreich, Wien Kultur, 2012
Producer: Martina Kudláček
Photography: Martina Kudláček
With the participation of Peter Kubelka
233 minutes
In English without subtitles

On 2 DVDs

This is DVD 1, containing the first 135 minutes

DVD
Region code 0
Aspect ratio 4:3, 1.33:1
Languages No subtitles
Features Recorded from 2007 to 2011 and with some archival footage
16-page booklet, in English, German and French
Source Editions Filmmuseum, No. 85
Call number DVD-5338

Fragments of Kubelka

KUDLÁČEK, Martina

Fragments of Kubelka
Mina Film, Austria, with the support of Innovative Film Austria, Kultur Niederösterreich, Wien Kultur, 2012
Producer: Martina Kudláček
Photography: Martina Kudláček
With the participation of Peter Kubelka
233 minutes
In English without subtitles

On 2 DVDs

This is DVD 2, containing the last 98 minutes

DVD
Region code 0
Aspect ratio 4:3, 1.33:1
Languages No subtitles
Features Recorded from 2007 to 2011 and with some archival footage
16-page booklet, in English, German and French
Source Editions Filmmuseum, No. 85
Call number DVD-5339

BALAGOV, Kantemir

Tesnota [Closeness]
Nekommercheskii fond podderzhki kinematografa Primer intonatsii (Fond Aleksandra Sokurova), Kinostudiia Lenfil´m, with the support of Komitet po kul´ture Sankt-Peterburga, Obshchestvennyi fond Vladimira Smirnova, Klub 418, Vladislav Magnutov, 2017
Producers: Aleksandr Sokurov, Nikolai Iankin
Screenplay: Anton Larush, Kantemir Balagov
Photography: Artem Emel´ianov
Production design: Aleksei Paderin
Ilia Dar´ia Zhovner
Adina, her mother Olga Dragunova
Avi, her father Artem Tsypin
Zalim Nazir Zhukov
David Veniamin Katz
Leia Anna Levit
Her mother Ekaterina Zarkh
Rafa Andrei Natotsinskii
His mother Anna Kraichik
His father Aleksandr Gofman
Tima Timur Shidginov
Kantik Kantemir Abubekirov
Zhenia Evgenii Sannikov
Rabbi Vladimir Mikhail´son
Moshe Mikhail Amburg
Moshe’s nephews Boris Glozman, Mikhail Ignat´ev
Taxi driver Lev Usyskin
Extortionist Rinat Dokhov
118 minutes
In Russian with some Kabardian with Russian subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 1.33:1, 4:3
Languages No subtitles
Features Trailer
Source NP Play, Kinokompaniia Pioner
Call number DVD-5340

BARANOVI, Egor

Gogol´. Nachalo [Gogol´. The Beginning]
Telekanal TV3, Produtseriskaia kompaniiia Sreda, 2017
Producers: Aleksandr Tsekalo, Valerii Fedorovich, Evgenii Nikishov, Artur Dzhanibekian
Executive producer: Aleksandra Remizova
Executive producers, TV3: Ol´ga Kurenkova, Ivan Golomovziuk
Line producers: Svetlana Sukhova, Kseniia Babanova
Line producers, TV3: Dar´ia Volchanskaia, Dar´ia Romanskaia
Author of idea: Aleksandr Tsekalo
Screenplay: Natal´ia Merkulova, Aleksandr Chupov, Kim Belov, Filipp Koniashov, Tikhon Kornev, Aleksei Karaulov
Photography: Sergei Trofimov
Production design: Elena Zhukova, Maksim Sergeev
Music: Ryan Otter

Nikolai Gogol´  Aleksandr Petrov
Iakov Guro  Oleg Men´shikov
Binkh  Evgenii Stychkin
Tesak  Artem Suchkov
Liza Danishevskaia  Taiisiia Vilkoia
Oksana  Iuliia Frants
Dr Bomgart  Ian Tsapnik
Iakim  Evgenii Sytiy
Vakula  Sergei Badiuk
Danishevskaia  Artem Tkachenko
Vasilina  Marta Timofeeva
Ganna  Anastasiia Popova
Lavrent´ev  Pavel Grigor´ev
Devil  Sergei Lin´kov
Zakhar  Filipp D´iachkov
Petrus´  Andrei Pynzaru
Girl in sack  Ol´ga Popova
Steward behind the counter  Artem Efremov
Ivan (Atashinskaia´ s coachman)  Il´ia Savel´ev
Kovleiskii  Vitalii Kovalenko
Khristina  Svetlana Kireeva
Solopii Cherevik  Dmitrii Bykovskii
Popovich  Il´ia Borisov
Gritsko  Anton Momot
Paras´ka  Mariia Miasnikova
Fr Varfolomei  Evgenii Kapitonov
Khavron´ia  Beata Makovskii
Black horseman  Valerii Rybin
Pushkin  Pavel Derevianko
Tarasevich  Eduard Zolotavin

102 minutes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>Region code</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>2.35: 1, 16:9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>No subtitles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>NP Play, TV3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5341

BUSLOV, Petr

Rodina [Motherland]
Kinokompaniiya Aktiabr’ Fil’m, Kinokompaniiya STV, Telekanal TNT, 2015
Producers: Petr Buslov, Sergei Iakhontov
General producer: Sergei Sel’ianov
Screenplay: Andrei Migachev, Aleksei Shipenko, Petr Buslov
Photography: Fedor Liass
Production design: Margarita Ablaeva
Music: Aleksandr Simonenko
Garry, an oligarch Andrei Smoliakov
Eva Liubov’ Aksenova
Makar Petr Fedorov
Kosmos Pavel Lychnikoff (as Pavel Lychnikov)
Deepak Shivkumar Subramaniam
Ramish Jay Tahar
Kristina Ekaterina Volkova
Aleksei Aleksandr Robak
Dmitrii Andrei Merzlikin
Hofmann Kirill Kiaro
Lenia Maks Lagashkin
Dimon Vladimir Sychev
Timur Sergei Badiuk
Miamoto Seidulla Moldakhyan
Monseratt Sunita Thatte
Police Diwaker Pundir, Akash Beri
Priest Pawan Chopra
Pilot Dmitrii Gotsdiner
Lena, a stewardess Anastasiia Stezhko
Sashka, a stewardess Zoia Zhelenko
Co-pilot Iurii Iakovlev
Moses Leonid Beizer
DJs Timur Mamedov, Pavel Mikhailiuk
Russian tourist on bus Maksim Dedik
Seller on beach Anisha Valia
Gora Cosmo Schefaler
German Stipe Engeo
Mr Pink Jovis Burk
120 minutes
In Russian without subtitles with some English with Russian subtitles

DVD
Region code 5
Aspect ratio 16:9 Widescreen
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Lizard
Call number DVD-5342

BYCHKOVA, Oksana

Eshche odin god [Another Year]
Kinokompaniia Mul’telend, Gosfilmofond Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2013
Producers: Vasilii Shil’nikov, Arnol’d Tatarintsev, Mikhail Rozentsveig
General producer: Nikolai Borodachev
Executive producer: Anastasiia Lun’kova
Screenplay: Liubov’ Mul’menko, Natal’ia Meshchaninova, based on Aleksandr
Volodin’s play ‘S liubimymi ne rasstavaytes’
Photography: Kirill Bobrov
Production design: Ol’ga Khlebnikova

Zhenia    Nadezhda Lumpova
Egor      Aleksei Filimonov
Olia      Natal’ia Tereshkova
Roma      Aleksandr Aliab’ev
Sukhanov  Artem Semakin
Il’ia     Il’ia Shagalov
Masha     Anna Shepeleva
Dimon     Sergei Ovchinnikov
Passenger with cake Aleksandr Userdin
Andrei, a young journalist Aleksandr Kashcheev
Editorial worker Roman Zavadskii
Taxi passenger Evgenii Sytyi
Passenger Madlen Dzhabrailova
Traumatologist Konstantin Kozhevnikov
Sasha      Ruslan Akhmadeev
HR Manager Valentin Samokhin
Woman in Registry Office Ol’ga Onishchenko
Bus passenger Larisa Varava
Aleks, Zhenia’s neighbour Egor Koreshkov
Arina, Zhenia’s neighbour Vitaliia En’shina
Zhenia’s neighbours Liubov’ Mul’menko, Aleksandr Molochnikov,
                      Siuzanna Musaeva, Rodion Levinskii
Olia’s mother Inna Sterligova
Olia’ father Sergei Udovik
Olia’s grandmother Tat’iana Ukharova
Olia’s grandfather Iurii Berkun
Nurse     Liudmila Famil’tseva
Registry Office Bodyguard Dmitrii Kashevarov
Girl in tears Ol’ga Gileva
Olia’s friend Ol’ga Aksenova
Man at New Year Danila Shevchenko
Girl at New Year Rima Grishina

103 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code  5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect ratio</th>
<th>16:9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>No subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>CD Land</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5343

CHIZHIKOV, Anton AND CHIZHIKOV, Il´ia

Paren´s nashego kladbishcha [The Guy from our Cemetery]
Kinokompaniiia STV, with the support of the Federal´nyi fond sotsial´noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), 2015
Producer: Sergei Sel´ianov
Executive producer: Andrei Rydanov
Screenplay: Vladimir Seryshev
Photography: Aleksei Shubakov
Production design: Nadezhda Shakhovskaia
Music: Mikhail Chertishchev

Kolia            Aleksandr Pal´
Ira              Kristina Kazinskaia
Uncle Vasia, the cemetery director  Aleksandr Il´in
Blond investigator  Evgenii Volotskii
Swarthy investigator  Nodar Dzhanelidze
The Iartsev brothers  Igor´ Zhizhikin
Redneck            Vladimir Sychev
Flower seller      Elena Vetrova
Iartsev’s driver  Igor´ Kulachko
Reporter            Sergei Mezentsev
Village policeman  Iurii Tarasov
Niece              Polina Shashuro
Ambulance doctor  Aleksei Dmitriev
Alcoholic          Dmitrii Glazachev
First watchman    Vadim Rakitin
Old man            Aleksandr Karpov
Brigadier          Sergei Vnukov
Boy               Aleksei Onezhin
Operator          Natal´ia Savchenko
Friends of the redneck  Rustam Minnibaev, Denis Tarasov

84 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code      5
Aspect ratio    16:9
Languages        No subtitles
Features        Chapter selection
Source          Lizard
Call number DVD-5344

DONSKOI, Mark

Zdravstvuite, deti! [Hello, Children!]
Kino studio imeni M. Gor’kogo, 1962; released 27 May 1962; restpred 1975
Screenplay: Irina Donskaia, Iosif Prut
Photography: Mikhail Iakovich, Vladimir Chibisov
Production design: Petr Pashkevich
Music: Pavel Chekalov
Song lyrics: Leonid Derbenev
Elena Ivanovna, Director of the International Pioneer Camp
Liudmila Skopina
British Pastor
Boris Vinogradov
Eleonora, an American teacher
Leonora lankovskaia
Stella, an Italian teacher
L. Galstian
Tolia, a Pioneer Guide
Eduard Izotov
Mashen’ka, a doctor
Svetlana Alekseeva
Professor Innokent’ev
Lev Zolotukhin
Professor Usihara
Iakov Kisido
Professor Perigaux
Gegam Vosk’ian
Professor Aybridge
Ralph Parker
Professor Eisenbach
Erwin Knausmüller
Soviet soldier
Vladimir Salov
German soldier
Heinz Braun
Ineko, a Japanese girl
Natasha Kisido
Vania
Iura Zakharov
Petia, a Pioneer from Leningrad
Alesha Zharkov
Leva
Volodia Evstaf’ev
Gigo
Gogi Tvalavadze
Timka
Misha Ianushkevich
Paul, a black boy
Tito Romalio
His sister
Lolik Romalio
English girl
Natasha Epifanova
Boy in glasses
Mikhail Levkoev
With: Misha Lapshin, Natasha Zeniakina, Elena Nosik, Etienne Grillé, Gerdt Gampe, Valerii Ashurov, Lenia Smoliar, Sasha Lutsenko, Ol’ga Khachapuridze, Vitia Pashkin, Volodia Sun Pu, Pavel Chukhrai, Mikhail Bits, Ira Dymkova, Sveta Korzina, Volodia Bialik, Valerii Gataev
75 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code 5
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Ruscico, Misteriia zvuka
Call number DVD-5345

DOSTAL´, Nikolai Nikolaevich

Monakh i bes [The Monk and the Devil]
Prodiuserskaia firma Igoria Tolstunova, with the participation of Kinokompaniiia Etalon Fil´m, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2016
General producer: Igor´ Tolstunov
Producers: Sergei Kozlov, Oleg Pozdneev
Executive producer: Aleksandr Dostal´
Co-producer: Anna Kagarlitskaia
Screenplay: Iuriii Arabov
Author of idea: Nikolai Dostal´
Photography: Levan Kapanadze
Production design: Pavel Parkhomenko
Music: Aleksandr Sokolov
Ivan Semenov  Timofei Tribuntsev
Legion  Georgii Fetisov
Abbot of the Monastery  Boris Kamorzin
Nicholas I  Nikita Tarasov
Aleksandr Benkendorf  Sergei Barkovskii
Andrei, the Tsar’s Adjutant  Mikhail Mil´kis
Archimandrite  Roman Madianov
Monastery scribe  Tomas Motskus
Monk  Mikhail Krylov
One-eyed monk  Georgii Nazarenko
Monk-Reader  Vladimir Kapustin
Nikolai, owner of the inn  Nikolai Shatokhin
Barber  Tagir Rakhimov
Police Officer  Sergei Mamaev
Kuz´ma Alekseevich, the Constable  Aleksandr Deriabin
Fedot  Igor´ Gudeev
109 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code  5
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages  No subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  CD Land
Call number DVD-5346

GORDON, Aleksandr Garrievich

Ogni pritona [Brothel Lights]
In Moushn, Mosfil’m, 2011; premiere 11 June 2011, Kinotavr; 3 November 2011, Russia
Producers: Elena Iatsura, Aleksei Sonk
Executive producers: Elena Ianbukhtina, Karina Sinenko
Executive producer (postproduction): Ol’ga Tumasova
Associate producer: Aleksandr Griaznov
Screenplay: Garri Gordon, with the participation of Natal’ia Riazantseva, from the story by Garri Gordon
Photography: Maksim Shinkorenko
Production design: Iurie Matei
Music: Théophile Collier
Mama Liuba Oksana Fandera
Adam Aleksei Levinskii
Efrosin’ia Petrovna, Liuba’s mother Ada Rogovtseva
Zigota Anna Sliu
Zinka-Gitler Katerina Shpitsa
Arkasha Kristian Zheregi
Zaslavskii, the prosecutor Bogdan Stupka
Valera Evgenii Tsyganov
Zaslavskii’s wife Natal’ia Fisson
Vil’gel’m Mikhail Golubovich
Liza Anzhela Chobanu
Fed’ka Prodan Mikhail Ignatov
The boy, Garik Dmitrii Krasilia
The Zalavskiis’ neighbour Margarita Presich
Nikolai Andreevich, the kolkhoz Chairman Niku Suveike
Odessan Andrei Kozlov
Mama Liuba’s neighbour Irina Tokarchuk
108 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code 5
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Karmen Video
Call number DVD-5347

GOVORUKHIN, Stanislav

Weekend / Uik-End
Kinokompanii Vertikal´, with the support of the Federal´nyi fond sotsial´noi i ekonomicheskoj podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), Lukoil, Rossiiiskie tekhnologii, 2013
Producers: Stanislav Govorukhin, Ekaterina Maskina
Executive producer: Aleksandr Prosianov
Screenplay: Stanislav Govorukhin, with the participation of Kseniia Stepanycheva, based on an idea by Noël Calef
Photography: Iurii Klimenko
Production design: Valentin Gidulianov
Music: Artem Vasil´ev

Igor´ Lebedev          Maksim Matveev
Zhanna, his wife      Ekaterina Guseva
Ivan Ivanovich, his brother-in-law   Aleksandr Domogarov
Viktor Makovskii, the investigator   Viktor Sukhorukov
Sonia                  Iuliia Khlynina
Maks                   Viacheslav Chepurenko
Inga                   Iuliia Peresil´d
Mariia, Ralf’s Russian wife Ol´ga Dykhovichnaia
Ralf Johanson         Saulius Balandis
Grigor´ ev            Viktor Sergachev
Lawyer                Aleksandr Dobrovinskii
Investigator          Elizaveta Tolubeeva
Singer                Marina Orlova
Vadim                  Il´ia Deniskin
Ivan’s wife           Iuliia Mel´nikova
Police Captain Sapochnikov   Sergei Serov
Hotel Administrator   Svetlana Levicheva
Porter                Nina Maslova
Policeman             Oleg Porotikov
Police worker         Aleksei Vasi´ev
Firm Director         Vladimir Piterov
Police Sergeant       Vitalii Sorochan
Convoy                Viacheslav Apanasenko

93 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code          All
Aspect ratio         1.78:1, 16:9
Languages            No subtitles
Features             Chapter selection
Source               Liuksor
Call number DVD-5348

GOVORUKHIN, Stanislav

Konets prekrasnoi epokhi [The End of a Fine Epoch]
Kinostudiia Vertikal’, Mosfil’ m, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2015
Producers: Stanislav Govorukhin, Ekaterina Maskina
Executive producer: Aleksandr Prosianov
Screenplay: Stanislav Govorukhin, based on stories from Sergei Dovlatov’s collection Kompromiss
Photography: Gennadii Kariuk
Production design: Valentint Gidulianov
Music: Artem Vasil’ev
Andrei Lentulov  Ivan Kolesnikov
Mikhail Zhbankov  Fedor Dobronravov
Police Captain Lapin  Sergei Garmash
Marina  Svetlana Khodchenkova
Genrikh Turonok, the Editor in chief  Boris Kamorzin
Maisha Shablinskii  Dmitrii Astrakhan
Teppe  Lembit Ulfsak
Grisha  Aleksandr Robak
Tina  Elina Piakhklimagi
Juri Ulfsak  Tõnu Kark
Os’ka Chernov  Dmitrii Endal’tsev
Boria Shtein  Vladimir Dovzhik
Journalist  Kristo Viiding
Bella Tkachenko  Mariia Pavlova
Kil’chitskii, a worker on a Leningrad journal  Iulian Makarov
Kuzin  Sergei Epishev
KGB Major Novikov  Margus Tabor
Ol’ga  Dar’ia Pugacheva
Petrov  Oleg Novikov
Journalist  Mariia Beliaeva
Policeman  Mikhail Gribov
Ermolov  Kirill Gorbunov
Waitress  Viktoria kovalenko
Buffet worker  Irina Osnovina
Editorial workers  Iuliia Vasilenko, Irina Beroeva
Typist  Anna Alekseeva
97 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code  5
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages  No subtitles
Features  ‘Fil’m o fil’me’, 21 minutes, in Russian
Source  CD Land
Call number DVD-5349

KHANT, Aleksandr

Kak Vit´ka Chesnok vez Lekhu Shtyr´a v dom invalidov [How Vit´ka Chesnok Drove Lekha Shtyr´ to the Invalid House]

Prodiuserskii tsentr VGIK-Debiut, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2017

Producers: Vladimir Malyshev, Fedor Popov
Screenplay: Aleksei Borodachev
Photography: Daniil Fomichev
Production design: Asia Davydova

Vit´ka Chesnokov     Evgenii Tkachuk
Lekha Chesnokov (Shtyr´), Vit´ka’s father   Aleksei Serebriakov
Platon      Andrei Smirnov
Vera, Shtyr´’s second wife       Nataliia Vdovina
Svetka’s mother      Ol´ga Lapshina
Svetka, Vit´ka’s wife      Ol´ga Oblasova
Larisa     Alina Nasibullina
Valet       Roman Shaliapin
Koldyr´        Igor´ Gasparian
Bandit with a scar   Konstantin Gatsalov
Chebur        Dmitrii Arkhangel´skii
Mishka       Georgii Kudrenko
Sorokin, the local policeman    Sergei Bukreev
Social worker        Galina Lebedeva
Companion        Aleksandra Veleskevich
Nastia, Vera’s daughter   Kseniia Orlova
Chebur’s wife      Ol´ga Voronina
Pasha, Nastia’s boyfriend     Mikhail Troinin
Lariska’s suitor        Sergei Grishchenko
The consultant Anton     Konstantin Grigor´ev
Vit´ka’s son         Feodor Peretrukhin
Vera’s husband      Sergei Konovalov
Bank consultant     Aleksandra Revenko
Engineer           Igor´ Lebedev
Svetka’s friends     Elena Sokolova, Irina Titarenko
Bank guard         Oleg Torikkin
Café waitress      Larisa Sukhorukova
Doctor               Sergei Kondakov
Nurses           Marina Fedotenkova, Galina Sergeeva
Pasha’s friends   Alekandr Stan´ko, Anton Kirichenko, Dmitrii Chugunov
Man at window      Sergei Ozhigov
Social worker      Eleonora Il´chenko
Bandits          Sergei Rassadin, Mikhail Keleinikov, Dmitrii Zhuravel´, Filipp Ryba
Koldyr´’s friend   Ivan Volodin
Factory craftsman   Iurii Lavrenko
Woman on TV        Elena Fomicheva

86 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

**DVD**
- **Region code**: All
- **Aspect ratio**: 1.78:1, 16:9
- **Languages**: No subtitles
- **Features**: Chapter selection
- **Source**: ND Play, VGIK
Call number DVD-5350

KHLEBNIKOV, Boris

Aritmiia [Arrhythmia]
Mars Media Entertainment, STV, in collaboration with Don Films, Post Control (Finland), Color of May (Germany), with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Eurimages, with the support of the Finnish Film Foundation, YLE, Film- und Medien Stiftung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf, 2017
Producers: Ruben Dishdishian, Sergei Sel’ianov
Executive producer: Tania Bonakova
Co-producers: Natal’ia Drozd, Aleksi Hyvärinen, Toni Valla, Eva Blondiau
Screenplay: Nataliia Meshchaninova, Boris Khlebnikov
Photography: Alisher Khamidkhodzhaev
Production design: Ol’ga Khlebnikova
Editing: Ivan Lebedev, Iuliia Batalova
Dr Oleg Mironov, Aleksandr Iatsenko
Katia, his wife, Irina Gorbacheva
Nikolaich, the ambulance driver, Sergei Nasedkin
Dima Iakushin, a paramedic, Nikolai Shraiber
The Head of the Ambulance Substation, Vladimir Kapustin
Vitalii Golovko, the new Head of the Ambulance Substation, Maksim Lagashkin
Lena, a nurse, Anna Kotova
Tat’iana Mikhailovna, a doctor, Nadezhda Markina
Mikhail, Katia’s father, Aleksandr Samoilenko
Valentina Semenchuk, a patient, Al’bina Tikhanova
Patient’s husband, Konstantin Zheldin
Ivan, a doctor, Sergei Udovik
Katia’s mother, Elena Drobysheva
Katia’s grandmother, Elena Susanina
Mikhail’s friend, Nikolai Kovbas
Hooligan, Konstantin Adaev
With: Evgenii Sytyi, Liudmila Motornaia
116 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code: 5
Aspect ratio: 16:9
Languages: No subtitles
Features: Chapter selection
Source: Misteriia zvuka
Call number DVD-5351

KOTT, Vladimir

Operatsiia “Gorgona” [Operation “Gorgon”]
Tsentral Partnership presents a Studiia Tan Fil´m production, 2011
Producers: Sergei Danielian, Aram Movsesian, Denis Frolov
Executive producers: Dmitrii Efremov, Svetlana Bezgan
Line producer: Elena Perepechko
Screenplay: Vladimir Kott
Photography: Andrei Kapranov
Production design: Sergei Tyrin
Music: Anton Silaev
Captain Fedor Tishkov          Aleksei Kravchenko
Liubov´ Komarova               Ekaterina Fedulova
Ivan Chemezov                 Aleksandr Lymarev
Efim                          Sergei Davydov
Grigorii Palei               Aleksandr Il´ in
Kolia                         Aleksei Minochkin
Lieutenant Colonel Genitullin Leonid Gromov
Heinrich Wernike               Oleg Demidov
Strube                          Anatolii Kott
Maksim, Commander of the partisan Brigade Boris Nevzorov
Karlusha                      Sergei Beliaev
Lieutenant-General Zakharov   Valerii Afanas´ev
Krupenin                      Valerii Ivakov
Klochko                        Aleksei Kanichev
Tsirling                      Nikolai Iushkevich
Fil´ka                         Seva Spasibo
Matrena Vasil´evna            Valentina Berezutskaia
Old man key-maker             Lev Borisov
Sergeant-Major Hans           Andrei Denisov
German officers               Sergei Afonichev, Dmitrii Mitin
Executioner                   Anton Nikushin
SS Officer                    Roman Frolov
SS Major Stoltz               Evgenii Shtyrbul
Narrator                      Rudol´f Pankov
182 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code  5
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages  No subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Novyi disk
Call number DVD-5352

KOTT, Vladimir

Karp otmorozhennyi [Unfrozen Carp]
Kino Klaster, with the financial support of Kompania Polius, with the support of Pravitel’svo Sankt-Peterburga, 2017
Producer: Nikita Vladimirov
Executive producer: Mariia Averbakh
Screenplay: Andrei Taratukhin, Dmitrii Lanchikhin, with the participation of Oksana Karas, Vladimir Kott, from the story of the same name by Andrei Taratukhin
Photography: Mikhail Agranovich
Production design: Aleksandr Zagoskin
Music: Ruslan Muratov
Elena Mikhailovna Nikiforova  Mariia Neelova
Liudmila Baranova  Alisa Freindlikh
Oleg Nikiforov, Elena’s son  Evgenii Mironov
Pashka, Liudmila’s grandson  Anton Shpin’kov
Svetlana Petrova  Tat’iana Tuzova
Natasha  Ol’ga Kozhevnikova
Galina Dormeneeva  Natal’ia Surkova
Faina Pavlova  Tat’iana Rasskazova
Sergei Anisimov  Sergei Puskepalis
Gravedigger  Aleksandr Bashirov
Kristina  Anna Ekaterininskaia
Cardiologist  Aleksandr Bezrukov
Vet  Konstantin Shelestun
Valerka the fisherman  Artem Leshchik
Khudaibergen Seidulla Moldakhanov
Evgueniia Andreevna Valentina Neimorovets
Nadezhda Kuz’michna  Valentina Vedernikova
Goths  Kristina Nikitina, Arina Lavrova
Pensioners  Sergei Poiuov, Konstantin Vasil’ev, Galina Ryzhkova, Irina Volkova

100 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code  ABC
Aspect ratio  1.85:1
Languages  No subtitles
Source  Kino Klaster
Call number DVD-5353

KRASOVSKII, Aleksei

Kollektor [The Collector]
Paprika Production, All Media, 2016
Producers: Dmitrii Ruzhentsev, Georgii Shabanov, Eduard Iloian
Executive producer: Ol´ga Lorents
Screenplay: Aleksei Krasovskii
Photography: Denis Firstov
Music: Dmitrii Selipanov
Artur   Konstantin Khabenskii
Natal´ia (voice)  Kseniia Buravskaia
Tamara (voice)  Polina Agureeva
Kseniia (voice)  Dar´ia Moroz
Lev (voice)  Evgenii Stychkin
Liza (voice)  Valentina Lukashchuk
Tat´iana (voice)  Tat´iana Lazareva
Roman Petrovich (voice)  Aleksandr Tiutin
Bodyguard (voice)  Kirill Pletnev
Journalist (voice)  Igor´ Zolotovitskii
Iurlov (voice)  Nikita Tiunin
Doctor (voice)  Marina Lisovets
71 minutes
In Russian with optional Russian and English subtitles

DVD
Region code  All
Aspect ratio  2.35:1, 16:9
Languages  Optional Russian and English subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  ND Play, All Media
Call number DVD-5354

KRAVCHUK, Andrei

Viking [The Viking]
Pervyi kanal, Tsentral Partnership, Direktsiia kino, Studiia Trite, with the support of Fond kino, 2016
Producers: Anatolii Maksimov, Konstantin Ernst
Leading producer: Leonid Vereshchagin
Postproduction producer: Anna Asriants
CGI producer: Andrei Emelianov
Screenplay: Andrei Kravchuk, Andrei Rubanov, with the participation of Viktor Smirnov
Photography: Igor Griniakin
Production design: Sergei Agin
Visual Effects: Aleksei Andreev
Sound: Vladimir Litromik, Pavel Doreuli
Editing: Il’ia Lebedev, Aleksei Kumakshin, Anna Krutii
Music: Igor’ Matvienko, with the participation of Dean Valentine
Prince Vladimir, Prince of Novgorod, Grand Prince of Kiev, Baptist of Russia, the youngest son of Prince Sviatoslav
Irina, the wife of Prince Iaropolk
Prince Iaropolk, Grand Prince of Kiev, the eldest son of Prince Sviatoslav

Anastas
Blud, Military Governor for Prince Iaropolk
Loban
Puteat
Einar
Liut
Senia
Karin, Rogvolod’s wife
Berserk
Samokha
Sorceresses
Sorcerer
Hedving, a Viking
Torvald, a Viking
Valgard, a Viking
Ulvar, a Viking
Vikings

Kirill Pletnev
Maksim Sukhanov
Igor’ Petrenko
Vladimir Epifantsev
Aleksandra Bortich
Anton Adasinskii
Rostislav Bershauer
Nikolai Reutov
Aleksandr Lobanov
Harald Tompson Rozenstrem
Nikolai Kozak
Sof’ia Zaika
Khel’ga Filippova
John DeSantis
Aleksei Demidov
Anna Budanova, Makhina Dzhuraeva, Elizaveta Polianskaia, Lidiia Kopina
Pavel Alekhin
Joakim Nätterqvist
Ziedonis Lochmelis
Oleg Dobrovan
Aleksandr Armer
Tom Liepaiknies, Grigorii Levakov, Askhat Nakiev,
Dmitrii Gridnin-Greitfengaten, Igor´ Goishin

Members of Prince’s druzhina
Andrei Grigor´ev, Valerii Pankov,
Nikita Liushnенко, Vladimir Luk´ianchikov,
Aleksei Kulinkovich, Dmitrii Ivanov,
Roman Stepenskii, Aleksei Pashin,
Ivan Kalinin, Konstantin Adaev,
Dmitrii Vlaskin

Ioann, Fedor’s son
Ivan Shmakov

Erik
Daniil Izotov

Sveneld’s wife
Natal´ia Rychkova

Romai
Dmitrii Imelos, Artem Azarian, Pierre Bourel,
Leonidas Georgiadis, Nikolai Kardonis

Kagan
Zhaidarbek Kunguzhinov

Pecheneg centurion
Sultanbek Dikambaev

Sveneld’s son
Platon Kamenev

Hedving’s Vikings
Vilen Babichev, Vladimir Butenko, Dmitrii Murashov

Blud’s wife
Anastasiia Shul´zhenko

136 minutes

In Russian without subtitles

On 2 DVDs.

This is DVD 1, containing the film

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 2.35:1, 16:9
Languages No subtitles
Features 8 additional scenes, 12 minutes 29 seconds
Photo gallery
Trailer
Source ND Play, Tsentral Partnership
Call number DVD-5355

KRAVCHUK, Andrei

Viking [The Viking]
Pervyi kanal, Tsentral Partnership, Direktsiia kino, Studiia Trite, with the support of Fond kino, 2016
136 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

On 2 DVDs.

This is DVD 2, containing these extras:

Viking. Uvidet´, chtoby poverit´ [The Viking. Seeing so as to Believe]
Smik media, for Pervyi kanal, 2017
Director: Iuliia Ermolina
Producers: Sergei Maksimkin, Liudmila Snigireva, Oleg Vol´nov
Script: Evgeniia Nikonorova
Narrator: Igor´ Petrenko
55 minutes 21 seconds
In Russian without subtitles

AND

Viking Handmade
22 minutes 26 seconds
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 2.35:1, 16:9
Languages No subtitles
Features See above
Source ND Play, Tsentral Partnership
Call number DVD-5356

KUDRIASHOVA, Natal’ia

Pionery-geroi [Pioneer Heroes]
Kinokompaniia STV, Masterskaia SEANS, with the financial support of the
Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2015
Producer: Sergei Sel’ianov
Executive producer: Andrei Rydanov
Associate producer: Natal’ia Drozd
Screenplay: Natal’ia Kudriashova
Photography: Ruslan Gerasimenkov
Production design: Asia Davydova
Music: ‘Konchitsia leto’, written and performed by Viktor Tsoi; ‘My idem v tishine’,
written by Vadim Kuz’an and performed by Chernyi Lukich
Ol’ga Krasko  Natal’ia Kudriashova
Andrei Sergeev  Aleksei Mitin
Katia Eliseeva  Dar’ia Moroz
Olia Kras’ko as a child  Sirafima Vybornova
Andrei Sergeev as a child  Nikita Iakovlev
Katia Eliseeva as a child  Varvara Shablakova
Katia’s grandfather  Iurii Kuznetsov
Singing teacher  Ela San’ko
Andrei’s grandmother  Tamara Mironova
Misha  Aleksandr Iatsko
Psychologist  Aleksandr Userdin
Sergeev’s girlfriend  Svetlana Smirnova-Martsinkevich
Homeless woman  Svetlana Pis’michenko
Class teacher  Zhanna Demikhova
Director  Vladimir Ustiugov
Police Major  Aleksandr Oblasov
Volga driver  Vladimir Kapustin
Katia’s father  Vasilii Grigoliunas
Katia’s mother  Anna Proshutinskaia
Marinka  Khristina Osipova
Zinka  Ol’ga Veretennikova
Andrei’s boss  Dmitrii Manevich
Director’s assistant  Anna Gerasimova
Assistant with actors  Anastasiia Vil’bovets
Sleeping Lighting man  Aleksandr Iakushev
Girls in office  Anna Marchenko, Mariia Sofienko, Asia Davydova
Office workers  Kirill Gerra, Semen Gal’perin, Aleksei Samozhenkov, Artem Bystrov,
Sergei Asmanov, Aleksandr Mel’sitov
Cameraman at screen test  Aleksandr Budarin
Worker on embankment  Vladimir Bur’iak
Drowning homeless man  Viktor Serdiuk
Terrorist  Sonia Abdulaeva
Saved child  Milena Kucherenko
Accompanist   Ekaterina Nakoriakova  
Bodyguard   Oleg Golosov  
Girl in reception   Viktoriia Mal’tseva  
111 minutes  
In Russian without subtitles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>Region code</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>16:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>No subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Lizard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5357

MELIKIAN, Anna

Pro liubov´ [About Love]
Kinokompaniia Magnum, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii and of Fond kino, 2015
Producer: Anna Melikian
Executive producer: Valeriia Kozlovskaja
Screenplay: Andrei Migachev, Anna Melikian, Mikhail Khurbanov, Vladislav Malakhov
Photography: Fedor Liass
Production design: Vasilii Raspolov
Music: Dmitrii Emel´ianov
Lecturer Renata Litvinova
Businessman Vladimir Mashkov
Boris Evgenii Tsyganov
Lena Mariia Shalaeva
Groom Mikhail Efremov
Liza Iuliia Snigir´
Sasha Aleksandra Bortich
Mila Mariia Daniliuk
Policewoman Ravshana Kurkova
Internet acquaintances Iurii Kolokol´nikov, Aleksei Makarov,
Sergei Murav´ev, Nikolai Orlovskii, Nikita Ost
Igor´ Vasilii Raksha
Policemen Aleksandr Robak, Maksim Lagashkin
Grisha Aleksei Filimonov
Student at lecture Stella Il´nitskaia
Singers Anastasiia Pal´chikova, Ivan Alekseev
Student Lilit Karapetian
115 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code 5
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages No subtitles
Features Music video, 3 minutes 16 seconds
‘Fil´m o fil´me’, 27 minutes, in Russian
Source Lizard
Call number DVD-5358

MEL´NIK, Aleksandr

Territoriiia [Territory]
Kinokompaniiia Andreevskii flag, Vol´ga, under the aegis of the Ministerstvo prirodnykh resursov i ekologii Rossii, Federal´ noe agenstvo po nedropol´zovaniu, Ministerstvo M.Ch.S. Rossii, with the support of Fond kino, Lukoil, Zapoliarnyi filial GMK Noril´skii Nikel´, Zoloto-dobyvaiushchaia kompaniiia Polius, 2014
Producer: Anton Mel´nik
Executive producers: Irina Borisova, Tat´iana Emchenko
Line producers: Viktoria Lupik, Viacheslav Cherniavskii
Screenplay: Aleksandr Mel´nik, Mikhail Aleksandrov, from the novel by Oleg Kuvaev
Photography: Igor´ Griniakин
Production design: Eduard Gizatullin
Music: Tuomas Kantelinen

Il´ia Chinkov Konstantin Lavronenko
Sergei Baklakov Grigori Dobrygin
Vladimir Mongolov Egor Beroev
Sergushova Ksenii Kutepova
Andrei Gurin Evgenii Tsyganov
Zhora Apriatin Vladislav Abashin
Old K´iae Gerasim Vasil´ev
Kutsenko (“Skarobei”) Konstantin Shelestun
Gigolov (“Kefir”) Konstantin Balakirev
Kadorin (“Sedoi”) Oleg Shakov
Konstantin Vasil´chikov (“Uncle Kostia”) Petr Fedorov
Salakhov (Sashka Tsygan) Viktor Zhalsanov
“The God of Fire” Oleg Sokolov
Tamara Tamara Obutova
Liuda Gollivud (“The Actress”) Ol´ga Kras´ko
“Boroda” Ramis Ibragimov
“Malysch” Andrei Nazimov
Robykin Vladimir Kachan
Lidia Makarovna Natal´ia Danilova
Sidorchuk Aleksandr Korshunov
Furdetskii Dmitrii Muliar
Boria Bardykin Evgenii Titov
Medical Orderly Ol´ga Ergina
Major Aleksandr Suchkov
Vas´ka Feniks Dmitrii Sharakois
HQ radio operator Aleksandr Kashcheev
Airport radio operator Aleksandr Proshin
Head of the mine Natal´ia Gorchakova
153 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code 5
Aspect ratio 16:9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>No subtitles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Aktivizhen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5359

MESKHIEV, Dmitrii

Batal’ on´´ [The Battalion]
Studiia Corner Work, with Art Pikchers Studiia, present a Solo Fil´m production
with the participation of Kinodelo Prodakshn, with the support of Ministerstvo kul´ tury Rossiskoi Federatsii, Federal´nyi fond sotsial´noi i ekonomicheskoi
podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), Rossiskoe voenno-
istoricheskoe obshchestvo, Russkoe geograficheskoe obshchestvo, 2014

General producer: Igor Ugol´nikov
Producers: Fedor Bondarchuk, Dmitrii Rudovskii
Executive producers: Alia Somkina, Natal´ia Kalenova, Mariia Averbakh, Michael
Schlicht, Paul Heth, Viacheslav Murugov
Production producers: Aleksandr Malinkovich, Pavel Smirnov, Dmitrii Meskhiev
Creative producers: Evgenii Aizikovich, Alla Ugol´nikova
Author of idea: Igor Ugol´nikov
Screenplay: Il´ia Avramenko, Igor Ugol´nikov, Evgenii Aizikovich, with the
participation of Dmitrii Meskhiev
Photography: Il´ia Averbakh
Production design: Konstantin Pakhotin, Aleksandr Stroilo
Music: Iurii Poteenko

Mariia Bochkareva Mariia Aronova
Countess Natal´ia Tatishcheva Mariia Kozhevnikova
Princess Vera Nekliudova Valeriia Shkirando
Evdokiiia Kolokol´chikova Mariia Antonova
Dusia Grineva Ianina Malinchik
Tonia Mila Makarova
Frosia Irina Rakhmanova
Nadia Alena Kuchkova
Galina Svistunova Polina Dudkina

Countess Tatishcheva’s servant Serafima Pluzhnikova Anna Kuznetsova
Aleksandr Fedorovich Kerenskii Marat Basharov
Intelligence Colonel Aleksei Tsepliaev Evgenii Diatlov
Lieutenant Nikolai Seleznev Nikolai Auzin
Colonel Borozdin Vitalii Kovalenko
General Petr Polovtsev Dmitrii Shevchenko
Petia Mikhail Kasapov
Feklusha Olesia Andreeva
Lieutenant Vasil´kov Maksim Mitiaшин
Nadia’s mother Margarita Bychkova
Efim Zadorozhnyi Konstantin Vorob´ev
Zobov, Chairman of the Soldiers’ Committee Kirill Polukhin
Clever soldier Aleksei Vedernikov
Tonia’s mother Khel´ga Filippova
Afanasii Bochkarev Sergei Byzgu
Bolshevik soldier Artur Vakha
General Alekseev Vladimir Zaitsev
Lieutenant Josef Sepp Mats Reinhardt
General Ivan Tatishchev Valerii Degtiar´
Pankrat, a soldier         Aleksei Dmitriev
Aleshya Kolokol’chikov    Yakov Shamshin
Colonel Borozdin’s adjutant      Aleksei Sevast’ianov
Cab driver                  Iurii Itskov
Sailor                       Kirill Kobzarev
Anashkin                     Georgii Korol’chuk
Paul                         Andrei Levin
Rivka                        Evgeniiia Natanova
General Polovtsev’s adjutant  Sergei Tessler
Irina Pavlova                Vera Savel’eva
Niura                        Varvara Svetlova
Cook                         Pavel Badyrov
HQ Generals                  Sergei Umanov, Iurii Ageikin, Evgenii Karpov, Vladimir Chernyshof
Katia                        Elizaveta Tolubeeva
124 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code  5
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages  No subtitles
Features  Chapter selection
Source  Lizard
Call number DVD-5360

NIKONOVA, Angelina

Velkam khom [Welkome Home]
Kinokompaniiia 2morrow, Kinokompaniiia Baraban present an Interproekt production, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2013
Producers: Angelina Nikonova, Ol´ga Dykhovichnaia, Bojan Jovanović
General producers: Aleksei Sonk, Marianna Slot, Carol Poliakoff
Executive producer: Daniela Albin
Associate producers: Dennis Wheatley, Ol´ga Tumasova
Screenplay: Angelina Nikonova, with the participation of Ol´ga Dykhovichnaia and Karen Karagulian
Photography: Jonathan Miller
Production design: Tat´iana Dolmatovskaia
Music: Oleg Sadko

Babken                Karen Karagulian
Sasha                 Ol´ga Dykhovichnaia
Johnny                Edward Baker-Duly
Hamlet                Ara Woland
Mariia Ivanovna       Galina Perelomova
Tamara                Anna Pipoyan
Sandra                Mona Depena
Janet                 Karin de la Peña
Isabella              Leila Tadevosian
Aunt Susanna          Julia Stepaniants
Armen                 Vardan Abramian
Khovan                Samvel Indzhigulian
Samvel                Abram Niiazov
Producer 1            Hank Fandel
Producer 2            Tom Martone
Max                   Ara Indzhigulian
Nicole                Anna Indzhigulian
James                 Max Jovanović
Paul                  Ivan Edstrom
Greta                 Tsogik Esaian
Relative 1            Naira Abramians
Relative 2            Natalia Piskareva
Bride                 Paulina Simkin
Casting director      Elizabeth Sidorak
Casting assistant     Jean Hoe
116 minutes

In English and Armenian with Russian voiceover

DVD
Region code           5
Aspect ratio          16:9
Languages             Russian voiceover
Features              Chapter selection
| Source | CD Land |
Call number DVD-5361

PROSHKIN, Andrei

Orlean [Orleans]
Kinokompaniia STN-Fil’m, Kinokompaniia Aprel’ Mig Pikchers, in co-operation with Aksioma Media, Dzenneks Media, Soliaris Promo Prodakshn, with the collaboration of EF Iks Dizain Grupp Int., Studiia Tritona, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, with the support of Federal’nyi fond sotsial’noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), 2015

Producers: Igor’ Mishin, Nataliia Gostiushina
Executive producers: Aleksei Karpushin, Elena Stepanishcheva
Co-producers: Elena Romanova, Andrei Begunov, Sergej Ershov, Aleksei Ageev
Associate producers: Petr Gorshenin, Aleksandr Gadalov
Music producers: Natal’ia Kucherenko, Denis Dubovik, Andrei Kurchenko
Screenplay: Iurii Arabov
Photography: Iurii Raiskii
Production design: Iurii Karasik
Music: The Tiger Lillies
Circus music: Aleksei Aigi

Lidka Elena Liadova
Executor Viktor Sukhorukov
Nevolin, the investigator Vitalii Khaev
Rudik, a surgeon Oleg Lagodin
Boria Amaretto, an illusionist Timofei Tribuntsev
Igor’ Pavel Tabakov
Policeman 1 Evgenii Sytyi
Policeman 2 Aleksandr Bavtrikov
Sergeant Azamat Nigmanov
Girl Polina Shuliko
Executor’s secretary Ellada Meshveliani
Markitantova Anna Rud’
Girls Anna Ochkova, Polina Aug
Hairdresser Iuliia Polynskaia
Alimzhan Daulet Abdygaparov
Vladlen Sakhat Dursunov
Client Irina Te
Soldier Nikolai Karpenko
Nurse Masha Iuliia Serina
Moshkarev Artem Kobzev
Expert Grigorii Baranov
Expert’s assistant Igor’ Salimonov
Neighbour in ward Ol’ga Beshuliiia
Brigadier of Gasterbeikers Eshref Iag’iayev
Rudik’s father Aleksandr Krotovich
Lidka’s son Boris Zaiakin
Lady at hairdresser’s Irina Kuznetsova
106 minutes

In Russian without subtitles
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SHAKHNAZAROV, Karen

Anna Karenina. Istoriia Vronskogo [Anna Karenina. Vronskii’s Story]
Kinostudiia Kur’er Kinokontserna Mosfil’ m, Telekanal Rossiia 1, 2017
Producers: Anton Zlatopol’ skii, Karen Shakhnazarov
Executive producer: Galina Shadur
Screenplay: Aleksei Buzin, Karen Shakhnazarov, from the novel by Lev Tolstoi and Vikentii Veresaev’s story ‘Na iaponskoj voine’
Photography: Aleksandr Kuznetsov
Production design: Sergei Fevralev, Iuliia Makushina
Music: Iurii Poteenko
Anna Karenina    Elizaveta Boiarskaia
Aleksei Vronskii Maksim Matveev
Aleksei Karenin Vitalii Kishchenko
Sergei Karenin, Anna’s son   Kirill Grebenshchikov
Serezhka Karenin, Anna’s son as a boy    Makar Mikhalkin
Countess Vronskaja Tat’iana Liutaeva
Stiva Oblonski    Ivan Kolesnikov
Princess Betsi Tverskaia Anastasiia Makeeva
Chinese girl    Sofiia Sun
Lavrentii, the butler Dmitrii Gusev
Annushka, the servant Anna Siniakina
Alexander II   Iurii Beliaev
Adelina Patti   Al’bina Shagimuratova
Dolli Oblonskaia Viktoriia Isakova
Prince Iashvin Aleksandr Gorbatov
Wounded Captaiin Aleksei Vertkov
Drunken officer Aleksei Shevchenkov
Lidiiia Ivanoyna Svetlana Amanova
Aleksandr, Vronskii’s brother    Dmitrii Miller
Grey-haired general    Vladimir II’in
Serpukhovskoi Nikita Efremov
Varvara Kameneva Mariia Shashlova
Provincial leader    Boris Kamorzin
Kiti Shcherbatskaja Sof’ia Khandamirova
Station Master Valerii Kukhareshin
Doctor    Maksim Bitiukov
Sergeant Major Vladimir Novitskii
Deputy in the rear Stansislav Eventov
Lackey    Viktor Solov’ev
Samarin, a soldier A. Petrenko
Orderly on duty Eshref Iag’iayev
Generals Petr Skladchikov, Sergei Vidineev
Doctor Ivan Verkhovych
General’s Adjutant Aleksei Zolotovitskii
Nanny Iuliia Polyynskaia
Fencing teacher Alek Movshovich
Kartasova Evdokiia Germanova
Kartasov  Aleksandr Ermakov
Varia  Marii Karpova
Architect  Aleksandr Michkov
Karl Fedorovich  Aleksei Kazakov
Soldier with harmonica  Iurii Shcherbakov
Ania  Dasha Kremleva
Landowner  Nikolai Averiushkin
Vasilii Lukich  Ignatii Akrachkov
Princess Sorokina  Liubov’ Germanova
Young Princess Sorokina  Natal’ia Vinokurova
Officer in club  Aleksandr Puris
132 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code  All
Aspect ratio  16:9
Languages  No subtitles
Features  No chapterisation
Source  Krupnyi plan
Call number DVD-5363

SHIPENKO, Klim

Saliut-7
Kinokompaniia STV, Lemonfilms Studio, Telekanal Rossiiia 1, with the support of the Federal´nyi fond sotsial´noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), 2017
Producers: Sergei Sel´ianov, Bakur Bakuradze, Anton Zlatopol´skii
Executive producers: Iuliia Mishkinene, Natal´ia Smirnova
Screenplay: Aleksei Chupov, Natal´ia Merkulova, Klim Shipenko, Bakur Bakuradze, from an idea by Aleksei Samoletov
Photography: Sergei Astakhov (space sequences), Ivan Burlakov (earth sequences), with the participation of Kirill Bobrov
Production design: Pavel Novikov, Sergei Tyrin
Costume design: Nadezhda Vasil´eva, Tat´iana Patrakhal´tseva, Elena Lukianova
Music: Vlad Zhukov, Ivan Burliaiev, Dmitrii Noskov, Sviatoslav Kurashov
Vladimir Fedorov Vladimir Vdovichenkov
Viktor Alekhin Pavel Derevianko
Valerii Shubin Aleksandr Samoilenko
Nina Fedorova Maria Mironova
Svetlana Lazareva Oksana Fandera
Liliia Alekhina, Viktor’s wife Liubov´ Aksenova
Sasha, Shubin’s assistant Aleksandr Ratnikov
Stepanych Valerii Filonov
Shumakov Vitalii Khaev
Boldyrev Igor´ Ugol´nikov
Doctor Natal´ia Kudriashova
Psychiatrist Artur Vakha
Olia, Fedorov’s daughter Polina Rudenko
Igor´ Zaitsev Nikita Panfilov
Shubin’s assistants Kirill Ul´ianov, Artem Semakin
Mission Control Centre workers Ekaterina Novikova, Oksanaa Syrtsova,
Il´ia Andriukov, Sergei Koren´kov, Aleksandr Chistiakov,
Valerii Chagin, Aleksandr Vasil´ev, Aleksandr Lenin,
Generals Aleksandr Vontov, Aleksandr Il´in
General from the Centre Vladimir Matveev
Vremia announcer Andrei Tolshchin
Cosmonaut Ivan Korytov
Cosmonaut Plakhov Roman Perelygin
Shumakov’s assistant Andrei Polishchuk
French astronaut Mikhail Sakulin
American astronaut Klim Shipenko
106 minutes
In Russian without subtitles
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SIDOROV, Gennadii

Roman s kokainom [Novel with Cocaine]
Alti Films, 2012
Producer: Igor´ Trif
Screenplay: Gennadii Sidorov, based on motifs from the novel by M. Ageev (Mark Levi)
Photography: Sergei Kulishenko
Production design: Iurii Grigorovich
Music: Second Hand Band, Guru Groove
Vadim Maslennikov Igor´ Trif
Sonia Kseniia Sobchak
Vasia Burkevits Kirill Pletnev
Egorov Vladimir Iaglych
Vadim’s mother Nataliia Koliakanova
Mints, Sonia’s husband Sergei Koltakov
Mikolka Sergei Makarov
Shstein Janis Politov
Zinochka Galina Zviagintseva
Stepanida Valentina Berezutksaia
Hirge Aizek Korrea
Zander Sergei Iuiukin
Mik Daler Madzhidov
Nelli Elizaveta Martines
Doctor Viacheslav Amirkhanian
Priest from Moscow University Ervin Gaaz
Policeman Sergei San´kov
Policeman Shelekhov Aleksandr Shaliapin
Prostitute Ekaterina Kirichenko
Egorov’s girlfriend Agata Mutsenietse
Singer Tat´iana Shamanina
Kitty Maria Kuznetsova
Bamurad Oimakhmad Allaberdyev
Moscow University teachers Gennadii Ivanov, Aleksandr Bazoev
Bodyguard Aleksei Pashin
Friends Vera Kruglova, Natal´ia Kolpakova
Iana at Moscow University Iana Kantor
Priest Nikita Romanenko
Student Elena Lotova
Barwoman Teona Kontridze
Singer Elgudzha Burduli
Prostitute in bar Tat´iana Milovanova
Skinheads Dmitrii Ivanov, Andrei Titkov
Homeless men Aleksandr Mashatkov, Dmitrii Mezentsev, Rustam Minnibaev
Bandit Andrei Troian
Friends Natal´ia Chernova, Vasilisa Petina
Man with Down’s Syndrome Viktor Bodunov
Mints’s bodyguards Vladimir Kolida, Aleksandr Anshiutts, Aleksandr Anoprikov

101 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code 5
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages No subtitles
Features ‘Fil´m o fil´me’, 24 minutes 36 seconds, in Russian
‘Gennadii Sidorov: Monolog’, 4 minutes 38 seconds, in Russian
Source CD Land
Call number DVD-5365

SIGAREV, Vasilii

Strana Oz [The Land of Oz]
Kinokompaniiia Beloe zerkalo, 2015
Producers: Sofiko Kiknavelidze, Dmitrii Uliukaev
Screenplay: Vasilii Sigarev, Andrei Il´enkov
Photography: Dmitrii Uliukaev
Production design: Anton Polikarpov
Lenka   Iana Troianova
Roman   Gosha Kutseiko
Andrei  Andrei Il´enkov
Diuk    Aleksandr Bashirov
Driver  Evgenii Tsyganov
Bard    Vladimir Simonov
Bard’s wife Svetlana Kamynina
Mother of sofa fighters Inna Churikova
Sofa fighter 1 Oleg Topolianskii
Sofa fighter 2 Il´ia Talochkin
Sofa fighter 3 Evgenii Smirnov
Fifa    Iuliia Snigir´
Fifa’s husband Aleksandr Mosin
Snowwhite 1 Alisa Khazanova
Snowwhite 2 Dar´ia Ekamasova
Head of OVD Dmitrii Kulichkov
Irka    Irina Belova
Greek   Babek Akperov
Liubka  Zinaida Bondarevskaja
Grandfather Frost Iuliia Nezluchenko
Boy by kiosk Pavel V´iukhin
Firework seller Dar´ia Skopinova
Bard’s mother-in-law Marina Gapcheko
Marus´ka Kseniia Gladkikh
Priest  Leonid Rybnikov
Mikhail Pavlovich Aleksandr Volkhonskii
Ol´ga Mikhailovna Ella Prrimenko
Schoolboy Maksim Udintsev
Drishka  Nadezhda Chaikina
Bibikov Konstantin Shavkunov
Bibikova Irina Shavkunova
Hot dog seller Irma Arendt
Witness from Frizino Andrei Monakhov
Boy with phone Vitalii Zobnin
Policemen Timur Gaidarov, Vasilii Beliaev
Man shooting from Mercedes Samvel Sukiasian
Orderly  Elena Nikolaenko
96 minutes
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TODOROVSKII, Valerii

Bol’shoi [The Bolshoi]

Prodiiuserskaia kompaniiia Valeriia Todorovskogo, Telekanal Rossiia 1, with the support of Fond kino, 2016

Producers: Valerii Todorovskii, Anton Zlatopol’skii
Executive producers: Maksim Koroptsov, Elena Kozhanova, Anastasiia Biriukova
Creative producer: Petr Todorovskii
Line producer: Dmitrii Davidenko
Screenplay: Anastasiia Pal’chikova, based on a synopsis by Il’ia Til’kin and Valerii Todorovskii
Photography: Sergei Mikhal’chuk
Production design: Vladimir Gudilin
Music: Pavel Karmanov ‘Past Perfect’, Anna Drubich ‘Perpetuum mobile’ and the music of Chaikovskii
Choreographer: Oleg Glushkov

Galina Beletskaia Alisa Freindlikh
Liudmila Untilova Valentina Telichkina
Pototskii Aleksandr Domogarov
Antoine Duval Nicolas Le Riche
Iuliia Ol’shanskaia Margarita Simonova
Iulia as a child Ekaterina Samuilina
Karina Kurnikova Anna Isaeva
Karina as a child Anastasiia Plotnikova
Tania Efremova Anastasiia Prokof’eva
Tania as a child Anna Tarasenko
Mitia Antsiferov Andrei Sorokin
Mitia as a child Egor Turov
Lena Krasnorutskiaia Anastasiia Fedorova
Lena as a child Mariia Asabina
Aziza Aziza Kondybaeva
Aziza as a child Mariia Arabova
Svetka Iana Sekste
Ol’shanskaia, Iuliia’s mother Iuliia Svezhakova
Ol’shanskii, Iuliia’s father Nikolai Kachura
Ivan, Iuliia’s brother Nikolai Romanovskii
Aunt Polia Liubava Aristarkhova
Vera Kurnikova, Karina’s mother Irina Savitskova
Kurnikov, Karina’s father Sergei Volobuev
Zhanna, an accompanist Elena Prazdnikova
Accompanist Oleg Kirsanov
Amirkhanov Igor´ Zakharkin
Oleg Boich, the artistic director Pavel Belozerov
Maiia Borisovna Irina Zibrova
Tamara Mikhailovna Elena Charkviani
Kirill Pavel Parkhomenko
Investigator Mariia Felianina
Irina Tret’iakova Alla Lavlinskaia
126 minutes
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UCHITEL´, Aleksei

Matilda [Matilda] [Mathilde]
Tvorchesko-proizvodstvennoe ob´edinenie Rok, with the support of Federal´nyi fond sosial´noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino) and of Mariinskii teatr, 2017

General producer:
Producers: Aleksei Uchitel´, Vladimir Vinokur, Aleksandr Dostman
Executive producers: Filipp Pastukhov, Elena Bystrova
Co-producers: Kira Saksaganskaia, Valerii Korotkov, Mikhail Shishin
Associate producers: Aleksei Riazantsev, Anna Shalashina
Musical producer: Valerii Gergiev
Screenplay: Aleksandr Aleksandrov, with the participation of Michael Katims, Aleksei Uchitel´
Photography: Iurii Klimenko
Production design: Elena Zhukova, Vera Zelinskaia
Music: Marco Beltrami
Matilda Kshesinskaia Michalina Olszańska, voiced by Taisiia Vilkova
Nicholas II Lars Eidinger, voiced by Maksim Matveev
Alexandra Feodorovna Luise Wolfram
Vorontsov Danila Kozlovskii
Aleksandr III Sergei Garmash
Empress Mariia Feodorovna (Dagmar of Denmark) Ingeborga Dapkunaite
Grand Duke Andrei Vladimirovich Grigorii Dobrygin
Doctor Fishel Thomas Ostermeier
Ivan Karlovich, Director of the Imperial Theatres Evgenii Mironov
Vlasov, Head of the Investigative Police Vitalii Kishchenko
Pierina Legnani, a ballerina Sara Shtern
Grand Duke Vladimir Aleksandrovich Vitalii Kovalenko
Konstantin Pobedonostsev Konstantin Zheldin
Assistant Director of the Imperial Theatres Roman Shaliapin
Grand Duchess Mariia Pavlovna Galina Tiunina
Kavakami, a masseuse Ge Ian
Prince Georii Kirill Gorbunov
Princess Kseniia Anastasiia Makaseeva
104 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 2.35:1, 16:9
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Rock Films
Call number DVD-5368

VOLOBUEV, Roman

Kholodnyi front [A Cold Front]
Hype Film, Ink Film, Arena Film, 2015
Producers: Iurii Kozyrev, Mariia Roban, Il´ia Stiuart, Mikhail Finogenov
Executive producers: Murad Osmann, Nikita Rakhmaninov, Christopher Wynne
Line producers: Il´ia Dzhincharadze, Valérie Brisse
Co-producers: Svetlana Ustinova, Dar´ia Charusha
Screenplay: Svetlana Ustinova, Dar´ia Charusha, Roman Volobuev
Photography: Mikhail Khasaia
Production design: Ekaterina Shcheglova
Music: Dar´ia Naishuller
Sasha Dar´ia Charusha
Il´ia Aleksandr Molochnikov
Masha Lozinskaia Svetlana Ustinova
Charon Christophe Le Tesson
With: Tat´iana Abramenko, Polina Askeri, Aleksandra Boiarskaia, Elena Vanina
89 minutes
In Russian without subtitles
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ZAITSEV, Andrei

14+
Kinostudiia Sentiabr´, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, and of the Federal´nyi fond sotsial´noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), 2015
Producers: Ol´ga Granina, Andrei Zaitsev
Screenplay: Andrei Zaitsev
Photography: Kirill Bobrov, Shandor Berkeshi
Production design: Ol´ga Khlebnikova
Lesha   Gleb Kaliuzhnyi
Vika   Ul´iana Vaskovich
Lesha’s mother   Ol´ga Ozolappinia
Dron   Dmitrii Barinov
Rusalka   Kseniia Pakhomova
Vitek   Daniil Pikula
Kat´ka   Elizaveta Makedonskaia
Volkov   Aleksei Filimonov
Hooligans   Aleksandr Kononets, Sergei Gabrielian,
           El´dar Kalimulin, Aleksei Kurtsyn
Aunt Sveta   Anna Rud´
Uncle Valera   Dmitrii Blokhin
History teacher   Maksim Palashchenko
Maths teacher   Natal´ia Pikula
Vika’s father   Shandor Berkeshi
Vika’s mother   Irina Frolova
Vika’s brother   Vladislav Goriachkin
Shop assistant   Sof´ia Uritskaia
Bodyguard   Iurii Kolganov
Policeman   Aleksandr Boev
Stefaniia   Aleksandra Vinogradkina
Stepan   Viktor Prusikov
106 minutes
In Russian without subtitles
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Languages   No subtitles
Features   Chapter selection
Source   Lizard
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ZHAROV, Mikhail and IVANOV, Vitalii

I snova Aniskin [Aniskin Again]
Tsentrальная киностудия детских и юношеских фильмов имени М. Горького,
Второе творческое объединение, по заказу Государственного комитета Совета
министров СССР по телевидению и радиовещанию, 1978
Screenplay: Vil’ Lipatov
Photography: Anatolii Buravchikov
Production design: Boris Dulenkov
Music: Vladimir Shainskii
Song lyrics: Mikhail Matusovskii
Aniskin Mikhail Zharov
Glafira Tat’iana Pel’tser
Orlov Valerii Volodin
Berezhkov Nikita Podgorny
Evdokiia Mironovna Lidiia Smirnova
Pozdniakov Roman Tkachuk
Sidorov Viktor Bortsov
Grigor’ev Boris Shcherbakov
Liutikov Valerii Nosik
Molochkov Aleksandr Beliavskii
Burovskikh Iurii Puzyrev
Ivan Petrovich Stanislav Chekan
Neganov Lev Borisov
Opupkov Vadim Zakharchenko
Kosaia Margarita Fomina
Pesheva Lius’ena Ovchinnikova
Larisa Inna Kara-Mosko
Ania Anna Zharova
Valer’ianovna Varvara Obukhova
Grigor’evna Anastasiiia Zueva
Ivan Ivanovich Valerii Malyshev
Suzginikha Valentina Berezutskaia
Pekarskii Semen Sokolovskii
197 minutes
In Russian without subtitles
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**New York, I Love You [N´iu-lork, ia liubliu tebia]**


Directors: Fatih Akin, Yvan Attal, Randall Balsmeyer, Allen Hughes, Shunji Iwai, Jiang Wen, Shekhar Kapur, Joshua Marston, Mira Nair, Natalie Portman, Brett Ratner

Producers: Emmanuel Benbihy, Marina Grasic

Executive producers: Michael Benaroya, Glenn Stewart, Marianne Maddalena, Taylor Kephart, Bradford W. Smith, Claus Clausen, Jan Korbelin, Steffen Aumueller, Pamela Hirsch, Celine Rattray, Susanne Bohnet

Associate producers: Pierre Asseo, Laurent Constanty, Warren T. Goz, Stewart McMichael, Ed Gerrard

Co-producer: Parker Bennett

Screenplay: Hu Hong, Meng Yao, Israel Horovitz, Suketu Mehta, Shunji Iwai, Olivier Lécot, Jeff Nathanson, Xan Cassavetes, Stephen Winter, Anthony Minghella, Natalie Portman, Fatih Akin, Joshua Marston, Hall Powell, James Strouse

Photography: Jean-Louis Bompoint, Benoît Debie, Pawel Edelman, Mark Lee Ping Bing, Michael McDonough, Andrij Parekh, Declan Quinn, Mauricio Rubinstein

Production design: Teresa Mastropierro

Music: Tonino Baliardo, Nicholas Britell, Paul Cantelon, Mychael Danna, Ilhan Ersahin, Jack Livesey, Shoji Mitsui, Mark Mothersbaugh, Peter Nashel, Atticus Ross, Leopold Ross, Claudia Sarne, Marcelo Zarvos

Ben   Hayden Christensen
Garry Andy Garcia
Molly Rachel Bilson
Rifka Natalie Portman
Mansukhbhai Irrfan Khan
David Orlando Bloom
Camille Christina Ricci
Call Girl Maggie Q
Writer Ethan Hawke
Alex Chris Cooper
Anna Robin Wright Penn
Boy Anton Yelchin
Mr Riccoli James Caan
Actress Olivia Thirlby
Ex-Girlfriend Blake Lively
Lydia Drea de Matteo
Gus Bradley Cooper
Isabelle Julie Christie
Bellhop John Hurt
Jacob Shia LaBeouf
Teya Taylor Geare
Dante Carlos Acosta
Maggie Jacinda Barrett
Painter: Ugur Yücel
Chinese herbalist: Qi Shu
Landlord: Burt Young
Abe: Eli Wallach
Mitzie: Cloris Leachman
Zoe, the Video Artist: Emilie Ohana
Sarah: Eva Amurri
Justin: Justin Bartha
99 minutes
Russian or Ukrainian voiceover versions

AND

ZVIAGINTSEV, Andrei

Apocrypha
Producers: Emmanuel Benbihy, Marina Grasic
Executive producers: Michael Benaroya, Glenn Stewart, Marianne Maddalena, Taylor Kephart, Bradford W. Smith, Claus Clausen, Jan Korbelin, Steffen Aumueller, Pamela Hirsch, Celine Rattray, Susanne Bohnet
Screenplay: Andrei Zviagintsev, Mikhail Krichman
Photography: Mikhail Krichman
Production design: Teresa Mastropierro
Music: Andrei Dergachev
Boy: Nicholas Purcell
Woman: Carla Gugino
Man: Goran Visnjic
Girl: Heather Matarazzo
Father: Quentin Mare
Brodskii poem read by Elena Liadova
13 minutes 19 seconds
In Russian or Ukrainian voiceover versions

DVD
Region code: 16:9
Languages: Russian or Ukrainian voiceover versions
Features: Episodes directed by Scarlett Johansson (11 minutes 35 seconds) and Andrei Zviagintsev (see above) not included in the commercial release of the film
Source: Tanarm, Top Film Distribution
Call number DVD-5372

CHUKHRAI, Pavel

Kholodnoe tango [Cold Tango]
Belongers, Studiia Slon, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul'tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, 2017
Producers: Aleksei Reznikovich, Sabina Eremeeva
Executive producer: Iuliia Timofeeva
Screenplay: Pavel Chukhrai, based on the story ‘Prodai tvoiu mat’ by Efraim Sevela
Photography: Igor’ Klebanov
Production design: Iurii Grigorovich, Raimondas Dičius
Music: Iurii Poteenko
Maks Rinal’ Mukhametov
Laima Iuliia Peresil’d
Major Taratuta Sergei Garmash
Maks as a child Elisei Nikandrov
Laima as a child Anastasiia Gromova
Jonas Dainius Kazlauskas
Vintsas Tučkus, Laima’s father Andrius Bialobžeskis
Ruta, Maks’s mother Monika Santoro
Antanas Andrius Dariala
Corporal Artur Beschastnyi
Jurgis Aleksei Ingelevich
Katsman Aleksandr Rezalin
Gražyna Anna Kotova
Liia, Maks’s sister Karina Kagramanian
Midwife Almira Gribauskaite
Liia, Maks and Laima’s daughter Valeriia Tkachenko, Alisa Beshou
Laima’s mother Mariia Burykina
Toshchii Laisvunas Raudonis
Peasant’s wife Indra Brike
Peasant Česlovas Judeikis
Man who lives in the farm Arvydas Šarka
Waiter Gennadii Shnyptev
Cleaning woman in restaurant Irina Nikulina
Man from the Security Organs in civies Nikolai Drozdovskii
Musician in restaurant Aleksei Kochurov
Neighbour Ekaterina Aleksandrushkina
Bandit Aleksandr Shaliapin
Violinist in restaurant Iurii Ioshko
Cook Vladimir Chuprikov

107 minutes

In Russian without subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code A, B, C
Aspect ratio 1.85:1, 16:9
Languages No subtitles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trailer</td>
<td>ND Play, All Media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5373

GIGINEISHVILI, Rezo

Zalozhniki [Hostages]
Kinokompaniiia Nebo, Russia, 20 Steps Production, Georgia, Extreme Emotions, with the support of the Georgian National Cinema Centre, Polski Instytut Sztuki Filmowej, 2017
Producers: Mikhail Finogenov, Rezo Gigineishvili, Tamara Tatishvili, Vladimir Kacharava
Executive producers: Semen Kapsh, David Gulordava, Konstantin Luzinˇian-Rizhinashvili, Tamara Shengelii
Co-producers: Ewa Puscyńska, Boris Frumin
Line producers: Mamuka Chikhradze, Aleksei Karpushin, Lutsiia Kenzer-Samodul´skaia
Creative producer: Aleksei Kiselev
Screenplay: Lasha Bugadze, Rezo Gigineishvili
Photography: Vladislav Opel´iants
Production design: Konstantin Dzhaparidze, Fedor Savel´ev
Music: Giia Kancheli
Nino, Nika’s mother Darejan Kharshiladze
Levan, Nika’s father Merab Ninidze
Anna Tinatin Dalakishvili
Nika Irakli Kvirkadze
Koka Giga Datiashvili
Lasha Giorgi Khurtsilava
Sandro Giorgi Grdzelidze
Oto Giorgi Tabidze
Irakli Vakho Chachanidze
Tamuna Kato Kalatozishvili
Shota, Sandro’s father Avtandil Makharadze
Tengiz, Zuriko’s father Mikheil Gomiashvili
Zuriko Beka Lemondzhava
Father Daniil Iliko Sukhishvili
Guram, Koka’s father Dzhoni Dzhanashiia
Leila, Sandro’s mother Marina Kartsivade
Stewardess Maia Nadezhda Mikhalkova
Stewardess Vera Mariia Shalaeva
Manana Natalia Kuroshvili
Rusiko, Koka’s mother Nata Murvanidze
Natia, Nino’s friend la Shugliashvili
Dolidze Dato Khurtsilava
Irakli and Lasha’s father Nodar Dugladze
First Secretary of the Georgian Communist Party Temiko Chichinadze
Man from Adjaria Zaza Asanishvili
Kordzaia Nugzar Chikovani
TV newsreader Valerii Korshii
Nino’s friend Nino Andzhaparidze
Flight Engineer Zhgenti Teimuraz Kamkhadze
Zuloian Vakhtang Akhaladze
Dzavadov Aleko Makharoblishvili
Co-pilot Zurab Miminoshvili
Sergeev, the pilot Aleksandr Nikitin
Iashvili Badri Gvazava
Soldier Temur Gimaliev
Expert Revaz Kldiashvili
Policewoman at airport Nino Ninidze
Airport technician Roman Kerkadze
KGB man in VIP room Vasili Gabashvili
Border guards on beach Masimilian Emel’ianov, Dhzangar Badmaev

104 minutes

In Russian and Georgian with optional Russian dubbed version, optional Georgian dubbed version, optional Russian voiceover version and with optional Russian and English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code A, B, C
Aspect ratio 2.35:1, 16:9
Languages
Russian dubbed version
Russian voiceover version voiced by Rezo Gigineishvili
Georgian dubbed version
Optional Russian and English subtitles
Features ‘Fil’m o fil´me’, 26 minute 46 secondss, in Russian with some Georgian with Russian voiceover
Trailer
Source ND Play, All Media
Call number DVD-5374

KHOMERIKI, Nikolai

Ledokol [The Icebreaker]
Prodiumerskaia firma Igoria Tolstunova, Telekompaniia NTV, with the support of the Federal´nyi fond sotsial´noi i ekonomicheskoi podderzhki otechestvennoi kinematografii (Fond kino), 2016
Producer: Sergei Kozlov
Co-producer: Anna Kagarlitskaia
Executive producers: Aleksandr Kozlov, Vasilii Solov´ev
General producer: Igor´ Tolstunov
Screenplay: Aleksei Onishchenko, with the participation of Andrei Zolotarev, Vasilii Solov´ev, Oksana Karas
Photography: Fedor Liass
Production design: Denis Bauer
Music: Tuomas Kantelinen
Andrei Petrov, Captain of the Research Ship the Mikhail Gromov
Petr Fedorov
Valentin Sevchenko, the new captain of the Research Ship the Mikhail Gromov
Sergei Puskepalis
Bannik, Second Mate
Vitalii Khaev
Anatolii Eremeev, First Mate
Aleksei I. Barabash
Tolia Kukushkin, the helicopter pilot
Aleksandr Pal´
Vitalia Tsimbalistyli, the boatswain
Aleksandr Iatsenko
Liuda, Captain Petrov’s wife
Ol´ga Filimonova
Galina, Captain Sevchenko’s wife
Anna Mikhailova
Dolgov, the ship’s doctor
Dmitrii Podnozov
Beliaev
Boris Kamorzin
Tikhonov
Igor´ Khripunov
Vladimir Saffenov
Dmitrii Muliar
Boris Zor´kin, the radio operator
Stanislav Riadinskii
Ship’s cook
Beso Gataev
Professor Akulov
Artur Vakha
Leva
Aleksandr Oblasov
Chernogortsev, the chief mechanic
Anatolii Khropov
Nina, the Petrovs’ neighbour
Anastasiia Bychkova
Manugarov, the pilot
Valerii Grishko
Polar researchers
Aleksei Il´in, Aleksandr Plaksin,
Lev Grishin, Georgii Zav´ialov,
Denis Kudriashov
Fedia Petrov’s son
Nikita Kliupa
Sailors
Evgenii Vlasenko, Gleb Glebov,
Sergei Gorbunov, Aleksandr Zaitsev,
Aleksei Kink, Artem Krysin,
Ruslan Kurik
Pilots
Boris Lutsiuk, Viacheslav Pasiukov,
Vladimir Pachin,
Anatolii Pashchenko,
Aleksandr Pokatnev,
Aleksei Ruchkov, Artur Chirgadze, Vsevolod Shergin, Aleksei Shupletsov

124 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blu ray disc</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region code</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>2.35:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>No subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>ND Play, Profit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5375

LEBEDEV, Nikolai Igorevich

Ekipazh [Flight Crew]
Kinostudiia TriTE Nikity Mikhalkova, VGTRK, with the support of Fond kino, 2016
Producers: Leonid Vereshchagin, Anton Zlatopol’skii, Nikita Mikhalkov
Executive producers: Sergei Gurevich, Aleksandr Utkin, Ekaterina Iakovleva
Screenplay: Nikolai Kulikov, Nikolai Lebedev, with the participation of Iurii Korotkov, Tikhon Kornev, Aleksei Onishchenko
Photography: Irek Khartovich
Production design: Konstantin Mel’nikov
Music: Artem Vasil’ev
Aleksei Gushchin  Danila Kozlovskii
Leonid Savvich Zinchenko, the Commander Vladimir Mashkov
Second Pilot Aleksandra Kuz’mina  Agne Grudite (voiced by Irina Lachina)
Andrei, a Flight attendant  Sergei Kempo
Vika, Brigadier of Flight attendants  Katerina Shpitsa
Aleksei’s father Sergei Shakurov
Shestakov, Director of the Airline  Sergei Gazarov
Zinchenko’s wife Elena Iakovleva
Margarita  Alena Babenko
Valerii  Sergei Romanovich (voiced by Egor Morozov)
Eleni  Kseniia Georgiadi
Lawyer  Irina Lachina
Viktor Nikolaevich Viacheslav Razbegaev
Sinitsyn  Vladimir Iaglych
Mikhail Smirnov  Vasilii Mishchenko
Petritskii  Dmitrii Zolotukhin
Elena Mikhailovna  Irina Pegova
Accountant  Ivan Agapov
Natasha  Ol’ga Litvinova
Doctor  Irina Nizina
Tamara Igorevna  Aleksandra Iakovleva
Fund employee  Nina Usatova
General  Sergei Serov
Major Aleksandr Pivnev, the Commander  Dmitrii Muliar
Trainee  Anton Pampushnyi
Examiner  Oleg Fomin
Business class passenger  Nina Grebeshkova
Stewardesses  Viktoriia Raikova, Evgeniia Khrapovitskaia
Miner  Mikhail Krylov
Nurse  Ekaterina Vinogradova
Vulcanologist  Artem Semakin
Masha  Mariia Budrina
Petia  Nikolai Alekseev
Liu  Yan Ge
Chen  Din Fan
Worker  Aleksandr Pakhomov
Vova  Artem Fadeev
Newly-weds Sergei Bogorodov, Sesil’ Sverdlova
Ol’ga Liudmila Kurepova
Oleg Aleksei Gnilitskii
Sasha Daniil Mikheev
Serezha Ivan Egorov
Nastia Alesia Guz’ko
Bus driver Nikolai Burlak
Petritskii’s assistant Sergei Rublev
Shestakov’s assistant Nadezhda Zvenigorodskaja
Navigator Stanislav Beliaev
Fishermen Iurii Ivanov, Grigorii Perel’
Consultants at HQ Mikhail Anisimov, Sergei Braude, Aleksandr Gokh,
Gennadii Ivanov, Maksim Mikhailov
Passengers Vladimir Beliakovskii, Kseniia Bekhtina, Vera Ivanova,
Vadim Michman, Tat’iana Novik
Baby Valera Kalinin
Zoia, his mother Irina Kalinina
Airport Manager Sergei Borisov
137 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code A, B, C
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source ND Play, Tsentral Partnership
Call number DVD-5376

MIZGIREV, Aleksei

Dueliant [The Duellist]
Columbia Pictures, Kompaniia Non-Stop Prodakshn, with the support of Fond kino, 2016
Producers: Aleksandr Rodnianskii, Sergei Mel’kumov
Executive producer: Nataliia Gorina
Co-producer: Gleb Fetisov
Screenplay: Aleksei Mizgirev
Photography: Maksim Osadchii
Production design: Andrei Ponkratov
Music: Igor´ Vdovin

Petr Petrovich Iakovlev / Kolychev    Petr Fedorov
Count Beklemishev           Vladimir Mashkov
Princess Marfa Tuchkova Iuliia Khlynina
Baron Staroe                  Martin Wuttke
Grand Princess Aleksandra Iosifovna Frantsiska Petri
Prince Tuchkov              Pavel Tabakov
One-armed nobleman Sergei Garmash
Iakovlev, Petr Petrovich’s brother Aleksandr Iatsenko
Basargin                  Iurii Kololol’nikov
Kolychev’s valet          Iurii Kuznetsov
Chichagov, an Officer Dmitrii Kulichkov
Captain Liprandi           Pavel Kuz´min
Senate Official            Dmitrii Lysenkov
Dr Arndt                   Anatolii Kondiubov
Merchant Armourer          Anton Kuznetsov
Lieutenant-Colonel         Dmitrii Zhuravlev
Young Non-Commissioned Officer Nikita Kukushkin
Fortress Commander         Aleksandr Aravushkin
Prince Rein                 Pierre Bourel
Carrousel administrator    Artur Beschastnyi
Basargin’s Second          Sergei Godin
Prince Rein’s Second       Igor´ Khipunov
Convoy soldier            Sergei Trebesov
Prison Warden Officer      Aleksandr Mizev
Convicts                  Maksim Klimenko, Nikolai Butenin, Petr Skvortsov
Murderers                 Gleb Temnov, Ian Kuz´min
Boy soloist                Nikolai Iakovlev
Ladies in Waiting          Svetlana Obidina, Natal´ia Kalinkina
Carrousel servants        Aleksei Riabovolov, Il´ia Druzhishchen, Petr Chubko
Aleutian                   Salchak Achtyty
Old Aleutian woman         Nadezhda Naksyl
Aleutian girl              Ariuna Buiantueva
Mordvinov                  Vadim Pavlenko
109 minutes

In Russian without subtitles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blu ray disc</th>
<th>A, B, C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region code</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>16:9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages</td>
<td>No subtitles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features</td>
<td>Chapter selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Sony Pictures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Call number DVD-5377

**ZVIAGINTSEV, Andrei**

**Vozvrashchenie [The Return]**  
REN-TV, with the participation of Nikola-Fil`m, 2003  
Executive producer: Elena Kovaleva  
Producer: Dmitrii Lesnevskii  
Screenplay: Vladimir Moiseenko, Aleksandr Novototskii  
Director of photography: Mikhail Krichman  
Photographs: Vladimir Mishchukov  
Music: Andrei Dergachev, and Mozart Requiem, K 626, VI, the Benedictus  
Russian folksong ‘Ne iz sadu bylo...’ performed by Ivan Mefod`evich Banderovskii  
Sound: Andrei Khudiakov  
Production design: Zhanna Pakhomova  
Costume design: Anna Bartuli  
Editor: Vladimir Mogilevskii  

Andrei   Vladimir Garin  
Ivan   Ivan Dobronravov  
Father   Konstantin Lavronenko  
Mother  Nataliia Vdovina  
Grandmother  Galina Popova  
Ringleader  Aleksei Suknovalov  
Hooligan  Lazar´ Dubovik  
Waitress  Elizaveta Aleksandrova  
Girl in mirrors  Liubov´ Kazakova  
Man in port  Andrei Sumin  

110 minutes

In Russian with optional English subtitles

**Blu ray disc**  
**Region code**  
**Aspect ratio**  
1.85:1  
**Languages**  
Optional English subtitles  
**Features**  
Vozvrashchenie. Fil´m o fil´me (The Return. A Film about the Film), RENfil´m, 2004, 63 minutes, in Russian with optional English subtitles  
Trailer  
**Source**  
Curzon Artificial Eye
Call number DVD-5378

ZVIAGINTSEV, Andrei

Izgnanie [The Banishment]
REN-Fil´m, 2007
Executive producer: Elena Loginova
Producer: Dmitrii Lesnevskii
Photography: Mikhail Krichman
Music: Andrei Dergachev, Arvo Pärt
Sound: Andrei Dergachev
Production design: Andrei Ponkratov
Costume design: Anna Bartuli
Editor: Anna Mass
Alex Konstantin Lavronenko
Vera Maria Bonnevie
Mark Aleksandr Baluev
Robert Dmitrii Ul´ianov
German Vitalii Kishchenko
Kir Maksim Shibaev
Eva Katia Kul´kina
Georgii Anatolii Gorgul´
Max Aleksei Vertkov
Viktor Igor´ Sergeev
Liza Ira Gonto
Faina Svetlana Kashelkina
Frida Iaroslava Nikolaeva
Flora Elizabete Danzinger
Vera’s voice Elena Liadova
157 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

Blu ray disc
Region code B
Aspect ratio 2.35:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features The Banishment: Behind the Scenes, AZ-Fil´m, 2016, 23 minutes 31 seconds, in Russian with optional English subtitles
Interview with the director, Andrei Zviagintsev, Artificial Eye, 2008, 18 minutes 46 seconds, in Russian with English subtitles
Trailer
Source Curzon Artificial Eye
Call number DVD-5379

Narodowy Program Rozwoju Humanistyki, Kraków, 2014
Film made by: Hubert Chudzio, Mariusz Solarz, Alicja Śmigielska
Photography: Hubert Chudzio, Adrian Szopa
Music: Krzysztof Malec
75 minutes
In Polish without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Accompanies book of the same name
Source Wydawnictwo Naukowe Uniwersytetu Pedagogicznego Kraków
Narodowy Program Rozwoju Humanistyki, Kraków, 2016
Film made by: Hubert Chudzio, Mariusz Solarz, Alicja Śmigielska
Photography: Hubert Chudzio, Adrian Szopa, Mariusz Szopa
Music: Krzysztof Malec
93 minutes
In Polish without subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages No subtitles
Features Accompanies book of the same name
Source Wydawnictwo Naukowe Uniwersytetu Pedagogicznego Kraków
Call number DVD-5381

LOZNITSA, Sergei

Austerlitz
Imperativ Film, with the support of Beauftragter der Bundesregierung für Angelegenheiten der Kultur und der Medien, Filmförderungsanstalt, Deutsche Filmförderfonds, Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg, 2016
Producer: Sergei Loznitsa
Line producer: Kirill Krasovskii
Script: Sergei Loznitsa
Photography: Sergei Loznitsa, Jesse Mazuch
Sound design: Vladimir Golovnitskii
Editing: Danielius Kokanauskas, Sergei Loznitsa
94 minutes
Some English, Spanish and German dialogue with optional German subtitles for the English and Spanish and with optional German audio description

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 1.85:1
Languages Optional German subtitles for the English and Spanish
Optional German audio description
Features Trailer
Source Silvercine
Call number DVD-5382

Nemtsov
V. V. Kara-Murza, with the support of Otkrytaia Rossiia, 2016
Producer: Mariia Lekukh
Executive producer: Renat Davletgil´deev
Director: Vladimir Vladimirovich Kara-Murza
Author: Vladimir Vladimirovich Kara-Murza
Music: Andrei Murylev
With the participation of Raisa Nemtsova (Boris Nemtsov’s widow), Zhanna Nemtsova (his daughter), Boris Abramovich, Viktor Aksiuchits, Vladimir Bukovskii, Sergei Dorenko, Liliia Dubovaia, Tat´iana Grishina, Dmitrii Gudkov, Il´ia Iashin, Sergei Iastrzhembskii, Grigorii Iavlinskii, Valentin Iumashev, Tat´iana Iumasheva (D´iachenko, the daughter of Boris El´tsin), Mikhail Kas´ianov, Evgenii Kiselev, Irina Khakamada, Mikhail Khodorkovskii, Iurii Lebedev, Viktor Lysov, Igor´ Maskaev, John McCain, Boris Nadezhdin, Aleksei Naval´nyi, Ol´ga Shorina, Oleg Sysuev, Strobe Talbott, Nina Zvereva
66 minutes
In Russian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source V. V. Kara-Murza (gift)
Call number DVD-5383

GOETZ, Curt AND GILLMANN, Karl Peter

Frauenarzt Dr. Prätorius [Dr Praetorius]
Hans Domnick Filmproduktion GmbH (Göttingen), 1949
Producer: Hans Domnick
Dialogue directed by Curt Goetz and image by Karl Peter Gillmann
Screenplay: Curt Goetz, Karl Peter Gillmann, based on the play Dr. Med. Hiob Prätorius by Curt Goetz
Photography: Fritz Arno Wagner
Production design: Walter Haag
Music: Franz Grothe
Professor Dr Hiob Prätorius Curt Goetz
Maria Violetta Valerie von Martens
Pastor Höllriegel Albert Florath
Professor Klotz Rudolf Reif
Professor Speiter Erich Ponto
Shunderson Bruno Hübner
91 minutes
In German with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 1.37:1, 4:3
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Trailer for Goetz's films Frauenarzt Dr. Prätorius, Das Haus in Montevideo and Hokuspokus, 9 minutes 3 seconds Erinnerungen an Curt Goetz - Valerie von Martens-Goetz erzählt (Remembering Curt Goetz with Valerie von Martens-Goetz), directed by Horst Jaedicke, Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Stuttgart, 1983, extract about Frauenarzt Dr. Prätorius, 8 minutes 11 seconds, in German with optional English subtitles Das Märchen, Österreichischer Rundfunk, 1947, a radio play directed and written by Curt Goetz, 38 minutes 26 seconds, in German
12-page booklet, in German

Source Edition FilmMuseum 14
Call number DVD-5384

THOME, Rudolf

Berlin Chamissoplatz
Anthea Filmgesellschaft mbH, München, Moana-Film GmbH, Berlin, Rudolf Thome
Filmproduktion, Berlin/West, Polytel International Film und Fernseh GmbH,
Hamburg, 1980
Producers: Hans Brockmann, Isolde Jovine
Screenplay: Jochen Brunow, Rudolf Thome
Photography: Martin Schäfer
Music: Ohspsst (Klaus Henrichs, Ludolph Kuchenbuch, Mirko Rilling)
Songs written and sung by: Hanns Zischler
Song lyrics: Renate Horlemann
Martin Berger Hanns Zischler
Anna Bach Sabine Bach
Jörg Wolfgang Kinder
Claudia Gisela Freudenberg
Axel Alexander Malkowsky
Lawyer Ulrich Ströhle
Sven Bela Brauckmann
Karin, Berger’s wife Anna Klasse
Atze Ralf Lotzin
Anna’s mother Hildegard Bach
Dieter Hans Lechner
Pharmacist Jochen Brunow
CB radio operator Ingo Kaetel
Barmaid Renate Sami
Frau Mager Ruth Rischke
Woman with dog Frau Reschke
Daniel Ray Wolf
Heiner Martin Schmitz
Fritz Robert Wilhelm
Architect’s secretary Brigitte Müller
Lawyer’s secretary Uschi Bode
Printer Claudia Mehlhorn
Polier Jürgen H. Bäcker
107 minutes
In German with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.66:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Photos from the set
Trailer
Source Arthaus
Call number DVD-5385

THOME, Rudolf

Das rote Zimmer [The Red Room]
Moana-Film GmbH, Berlin, in co-operation with ARD Degeto Film, Frankfurt am Main, 2010
Producer: Rudolf Thome
Screenplay: Rudolf Thome
Photography: Ute Freund
Production design: Reinhild Blaschke
Music: Katia Tschemberdji
Fred Hintermeier Peter Knaack
Luzie Katharina Lorenz
Sibil Seyneb Saleh
Peter Max Wagner
Alexander Arnd Klawitter
Pensioner Simone von Zglinicki
Nicole, Fred’s wife Annika Kuhl
Professor Mühsam Hanns Zischler
Venus Isabel Hindersin
Man with lawn mower Milan Peschel
Manuela Nicola Ruf
Lab Assistant Rahel Savoldelli
Fred’s secretary Anja Karmanski
Professor Mühsam’s secretary Angelika Perdelwitz
Angel Seller Cornelius Schwalm
Men’s clothes salesman Crijan Zöllner
Antique dealer Edda Köchl
Student on park bench Andreas Köhler
Girl student on park bench Elisabeth Lestikov
Judge Karlheinz Oplustil
Nicole’s lawyer Helmut Rühl
Saleswoman in bakery Ane Esdohr
97 minutes
In German with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 1.85:1 Anamorphic
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Trailer
Source Zweitausendeins
Call number DVD-5386

ABDRASHITOV, Vadim

Vremia tantsora [The Time of the Dancer]
Kinostudiia ARK-Fil´m (Mosfil´m), Gosudarstvenyi komitet Rossiiskoi Federatsii po kinematografii, 1997
Producer: Sergei Baev
Screenplay: Aleksandr Mindadze
Photography: Iurii Nevskii, with Anatolii Susekov
Production design: Aleksandr Tolkachev, Vladimir Ermakov
Music: Viktor Lebedev
Andrei Podobed Andrei Egorov
Valerii Belosheikin Iurii Stepanov
Fedor Kikot´ Sergei Garmash
Temur Zurab Kipshidze
Katia Chulpan Khamatova
Tamara Vera Voronkova
Larisa, Valerii’s wife Svetlana Kopylova
Ol´ga Pavlova Natal´ia Loskutova
Larisa’s father Sergei Nikonenko
Said Mikhail Bogdasarov
“Nose” Arshak Oganian
“Attacker” Evgenii Serov
Stepanych Aleksandr Kobzar´
Belosheikin’s sons Dima Bondarenko, Vasia Tsyganov
157 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 4:3
Languages No subtitles
Features Full restoration of image and sound
Biographies and filmographies for the director, Vadim Abdarashitov, the scriptwriter, Aleksandr Mindadze, the director of photography, Iurii Nevskii and the actors Sergei Garmash, Andrei Egorov, Iurii Stepanov and Chulpan Khamatova
Source Krupnyi plan
Call number DVD-5387

ALEKSANDROV, Aleksandr AND PROKHOROV, Viktor

Utoli moia pechali [Soothe My Sorrows]
Mosfilm, Tvorcheskoe ob’edinenie Slovo, 1989
Screenplay: Aleksandr Aleksandrov, Valentin Chernykh
Photography: Evgenii Korzhenkov
Production design: Tat’iana Lapshina, Aleksandr Miagkov
Music: Aleksei Rybnikov
Author and performer of the song ‘Generalla’: Grigorii Konstantinopol’skii
Boris Sergei Koltakov
Liuba, his wife Elena Safonova
Zhora, their son Artem Mironov
Mar’a Nikolaevna Varvara Soshalskaia
Grigorii Ivanovich Konstantin Voinov
Varvara Nikolaevna Edda Urusova
Elia Svetlana Voronina
Katerina Irina Reznikova
Eduard, her husband Andrei Boltnev
The hippy “General” Grigorii Konstantinopol’skii
Kolia Nikolai Geiko
Zoia’s husband Mikhail Vas’kov
Zoia Galina Samoilova
“Jesus Christ” Aleksandr Aleksandrov
Liuba’s lover Valentin Chernykh
Dance teacher Ol’ga Vsevolod’skaia-Galushkevich
89 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 4:3
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Krupnyi plan. Otechestvennoe kino XX veka
Call number DVD-5388

CHUKHRAI, Grigorii

Triasina [Quagmire]
Mosfil´m, Pervoe tvorcheskoe ob´´edinenie, 1977; released 29 November 1978
Screenplay: Viktor Merezhko, Grigorii Chukhrai
Photography: Iurii Sokol, Mikhail Demurov
Production design: Konstantin Stepanov
Music: Mikhail Živ
Song lyrics: Gennadii Shpalikov
Matrena | Nonna Mordiukova
Stepan | Vadim Spiridonov
Mitia | Andrei Nikolaev
Nina | Valentina Telichkina
Grishka the postman | Valerii Nosik
Misha | Vladimir Gusev
Katia | Galina Mikeladze
Kornakov | Arkadii Smirnov
Kornakova | Vera Kuznetsova
Chairman | Nikolai Dupak
Priest | Ivan Ryzhov
Mariia | Valentina Ushakova
Tania | Irina Korableva
116 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code | All
Aspect ratio | 4:3
Languages | No subtitles
Features | Chapter selection
Source | Krupnyi plan. Otechestvennoe kino XX veka
Call number DVD-5389

DORMAN, Veniamin

Shtrafnoi udar [Penalty]
Kinostudiia imeni M. Gor’kogo, Pervoe tvorcheskoe ob’edinenie, 1963; released 4 July 1963
Screenplay: Vladlen Bakhnov, Iakov Kostiukovskii
Photography: Konstantin Arutiunov
Production design: Mark Gorelik
Music: Nikita Bogoslovskii
Pavel Kukushkin, the former manager of an animal-rearing complex, now a sports manager
Liuda Milovanova, a journalist
Igor´ Korolev, a hockey Master of Sport, also known as Nikolai Semenov
Ian Sizov, a boxer, also known as Ivan Dubov
Iurii Nikulin, a gymnast, also known as Masliukov
Vladimir Kuzin, a skater, also known as Vladimir Ptitsyn
Goncharov, an athlete, also known as Kalachev
Nina Ivanovna, a journalist
Iasha Mikhailov, a tractor driver
Doctor
Photojournalist
Hockey coach
Matvei
Correspondent
Fan on podium
Middle-aged loader
Cleaner
Sports worker
TV presenter
Photojournalist
88 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code 5
Aspect ratio 4:3
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Mediateka Publishing
Call number DVD-5390

KOCHETOV, Vladimir

Chudak-chelovek [The Eccentric]
Odesskaia kinostudiia, 1962; released 29 October 1962
Screenplay: Vitalii Logvinenco
Photography: Vasilii Simbirtsev, Nikolai Lukanev
Production design: Mikhail Zaiats
Music: Evgenii Zubtsov
Song lyrics: E. Bandurenko, I. Riadchenko
Maksim Mezha Mikhail Pugovkin
Siuta Stepanovna, his wife Svetlana Zhivankova
Netlenyi Boris Sitko
Fertik Boris Belov
Savranskii Arkadii Trusov
Bardadym Konstantin Parakon’ev
Feodonisiia N. Kabakova
Milochka Savranskaia Liubov´ Malinovskaia
The secretary Irochka Elizaveta Nikishchikhina
Storozhko Grigorii Mikhailov
Old man with turkeys Boris Saburov
Shepherd Ivan Matveev
Chairwoman of the Court Gertruda Dvoinikova
Members of the court Petr Liubeshkin, Vasilii Vekshin
Old man Viktor Proklov
Narrator Aleksandr Lutsenko
Woman speaking in court Galina Butovskaia
63 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code All
Aspect ratio 4:3
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Enio-Fil´m
Call number DVD-5391

KONCHALOVSKII, Andrei

Rai [Paradise]
Prodìuserskii tsentr A.S. Konchalovskogo, DRIFE Filmproduktion GmbH & Co. KG, with the support of the Ministerstvo kul’tury Rossisskosoi Federatsii, Rossii 1, Blagotvoritel’nyi fond “Iskusstvo, nauka i sport”, Eurimages, Deutsche Filmförderfonds, Filmfhrarhsehfonds Bayern, European Jewish Fund, 2016
Producers: Andrei Konchalovskii, Florian Deyle
Executive producer: Olesia Gidrat
Associate producers: Alisher Usmanov, Aleksandr Brovarets
Screenplay: Andrei Konchalovskii, Elena Kiseleva
Photography: Aleksandr Simonov
Production design: Irina Ochina, Josef Sanktjohanser
Music: Sergei Shustitskii
Olga Kamenska Iuliia Vysotskaia
Jules Garnie Michaud Philippe Duquesne
Agnès, his wife Isabelle Habiague
Émile, their son Petr Mikhalkov
Thérèse, his secretary Valérie Zaccomer
Théo Pierre Nisse
Helmut Karl Otto Dietrich von und zu Axenberg Christian Clauss
Estate agent George Lenz
Majordomo Hans-Heinrich Hardt
Maids Katharina Blaschke, Christa Lampert
Majordomo’s niece Thea Schnering
Majordomo’s brother Johann Friedrich von Eichborn
Heinrich Himmler Viktor Sukhorukov
Krause Peter Kurth
Roza, the barracks Kapo Vera Voronkova
New barracks Kapo Natal’ia Kurdiubova
Barracks guard Inga Lev
Prisoner “Izergil’” Ela San’ko
Prisoner “Muravei” Larisa Kuznetsova
Janek Jakob Herz Manevich
Danik Daniel’ Tkachev
Dietrich Vogel Jakob Diehl
Concentration Camp Guard Ramona Kunze-Libnow
Knut Philipp Basener
Schulman, the prison book-keeper Jean Denis Römer
Voice of St Peter Vladimir Antonik
132 minutes
In Russian, German, French and Yiddish with optional English subtitles

AND

POPADIĆ, Luka

Roter Schnee [Tsrveni sneg] [Red Snow]
2:1 Film, Switzerland, LP film, 2013
Producers: Julia Tal, Luka Popadić, Nenad Veličković
Associate producers: Silvia Loinjak, Radoslav Brkić-Raša
Screenplay: Luka Popadić, with Tamara Baračkov, Beka Savić
Photography: Vladan Obradović
Production design: Bojana Nikolić Zeka
Lieutenant Michael Berg Jörg Koslowsky
Petar Vuk Jovanović
Major König Gottfried Breitfuss
Collaborator Radoslav Milenković
23 minutes
In German and Serbian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code 1
Aspect ratio 1.33:1 Full screen
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Roter Schnee, directed by Luka Popadić (for details see above)
Source Cinema Movement
Call number DVD-5392

**MEL´NIKOV, Vitalii**

**Otpusk v sentiabre [Leave in September]**
Lenfil´m, Tvorcheskoe ob´´edinenie televizionnykh fil´mov, po zakazu Gosudarstvennogo komiteta SSSR po televideniui i radioveshchaniu, 1979
Screenplay: Vitalii Mel´nikov, based on Aleksandr Vampilov’s play *Utinaia okhota*
Photography: Iurii Veksler
Production design: Bela Manevich
Zilov   Oleg Dal´
Galina, his wife       Irina Kupchenko
Vera           Irina Reznikova
Valeriia, Saiapin’s wife Natal´ia Gundareva
Irina           Natal´ia Mikolyshina
Anatolii Saiapin    Iurii Bogatyrev
Dima            Gennadii Bogachev
Nikolai Kuzakov    Nikolai Burliaev
Vadim Andreevich Kushak   Evgenii Leonov
136 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

**DVD**
Region code     All
Aspect ratio   4:3
Languages     No subtitles
Features      Full restoration of image and sound
Biographies and filmographies for the director, Vitalii Mel´nikov, the director of photography, Iurii Veksler and the actors Iurii Bogatyrev, Nikolai Burliaev, Natal´ia Gundareva, Oleg Dal´, Irina Kupchenko and Evgenii Leonov
Source        Krupnyi plan
Call number DVD-5393

PARADZHANOV, Sergei

Nran Gouyne/Sayat Nova [Tsvet granata] [The Colour of Pomegranates]
Armenfil´m, 1969; released 29 August 1970
Screenplay: Sergei Paradzhanov, with extracts from the poetry of Sayat Nova
Photography: Suren Shakhbazian
Production design: Stepan Andranikian
Music: Tigran Mansurian
Pantomimes staged by: Sergei Paradzhanov
The young poet/ the poet’s beloved / the nun with the white lace/ the angel of resurrection/ the pantomime Sofiko Chiaureli
The poet as a child Melkop Alekian
The poet as a monk Vilen Galstian
The poet as an old man Georgii Gegechkori
The Prince Hovhannes Minasian
The poet’s father Spartak Bagashvili
The poet’s mother Medeia Dzhaparidze
80 minutes
In Armenian with optional English subtitles

On 2 DVDs. This is DVD 1, containing the film

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features New 4K digital restoration, undertaken by The Film Foundation’s World Cinema Project in collaboration with the Cineteca di Bologna
New English subtitle translation
New audio commentary by Tony Rayns
12-page booklet with an essay by Ian Christie
Source The Criterion Collection, 918
Call number DVD-5394

PARADZHANOV, Sergei

Nran Gouyne/Sayat Nova [Tsvet granata] [The Colour of Pomegranates]
Armenfil´m, 1969; released 29 August 1970

On 2 DVDs. This is DVD 2, containing the extras listed below:

VARTANOV, Mikhail

Tsvet armianskoi zemli [The Colour of Armenian Land]
Erevanskaia studiia khronikal´no-dokumental´nykh fil´mov, po zakazu Soiusa sovetskikh obshchestv druzhby i kul´turnoi sviaz` s zarubezhnymi stranami, 1969
Script: B. Saakov
Photography: Mikhail Vartanov
Music: Tigran Mansurian
16 minutes 57 seconds
No dialogue

AND

Redefining Cinema. Sergei Parajanov and The Color of Pomegranates
The Criterion Collection, 2018
A 2017 interview with James Steffen
Producer: Curtis Tsui
Executive producers: Peter Becker, Kim Hendrickson, Fumiko Takaji, Jonathan Turell
18 minutes 50 seconds
In Russian with optional English subtitles

AND

Decoding ‘The Color of Pomegranates’
The Criterion Collection, 2018
Author and narrator: James Steffen (2017)
Producer: Curtis Tsui
Executive producers: Peter Becker, Kim Hendrickson, Fumiko Takaji, Jonathan Turell
42 minutes 24 seconds
In Russian with optional English subtitles

AND

CAZALS, Patrick

Serguei Parajanov. Le Rebelle [Sergei Parajanov: the Rebel]
Les Films du Horla, with the participation of Le Centre National de la Cinématographie, Ciné Cinéma Auteur, and with the support of La Procirep and of L’Angoia, 2003
Photography: Jacques Malnou, Philippe Dorison, Soso Gulbani
With the participation of: Sergei Paradzhanov, Zaven Sargissian, the director of the Parajanov Museum in Erevan, Jean Radvanyi, Sofiko Chiaureli, Sarkis (Zabunyan), Pierre Bergé, Eduard Shevardnadze, Iurii Mechitov
51 minutes 40 seconds
In Russian, Armenian, French and Georgian with English subtitles

AND

La Vie de Sayat-Nova [The Life of Sayat-Nova]
TF1, 1977
A film in the series Foi et Traditions des Chrétiens Orientaux
Idea: Gérard Stephanesco
Director: Carlos de los Llanos
Presenter: Jean-Pierre Enkiri
Photography: Jean-Pierre Lazar
With the participation of: Rouben Melik, Gérard Dedeyan
26 minutes 11 seconds
In French and Armenian with optional English subtitles

AND

VARTANOV, Martiros M.

The Last Film
2015
Music: Armen Boyamyan
Actress: Taguhi Vardanyan
3 minutes 12 seconds
In Armenian and Russian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features See above
12-page booklet with an essay by Ian Christie
Source The Criterion Collection, 918
Call number DVD-5395

PLETNEV, Kirill

Zhgi! [Burn!]
Kinokompaniia Sputnik, for Mars Media Entertainment, with the financial support of the Ministerstvo kul’ tury Rossiskoi Federatsii, 2017
General producer: Ruben Dishdishian
Producers: Pavel Odynin, Kirill Pletnev
Executive producers: Dmitrii Domnin, Roman Zhuravlev
Co-producer: Vadim Goriainov
Music producer: Artem Mikhaenkin
Screenplay: Kirill Pletnev
Photography: Sergei Mikhaliˇchuk
Production design: Irina Grazhdankina
Music: Artem Mikhaenkin
Alevtina Romanova (Romashka) Inga Oboldina
Mariia Star, the lame woman Viktoria Isakova
Ivanych (Mikhail Ivanovich) Vladimir Il’in
Vera Anna Ukolova
Sergei, Alevtina’s husband Aleksei Shevchenkov
Mazhor Danil Steklov
Parasite Nikita Kologrivyi
Shurka, Alevtina’s daughter Ekaterina Ageeva
The boss, Elena Sysoeva Tat’iana Dogileva
Zhenia, her daughter Aleksandra Bortich
Presenter Ol’ga Buzova
Romashka as a child Iaroslava Degtiareva
Romashka’s grandmother Alla Malkova
Sysoeva’s brother Igor’ Sirotin
Producer of the “Burn” Show Petar Zekavitsa
Competitor Anastasiia Shchipanova
Pretty woman Veronika Kuznetsova
Galia, the barmaid Inna Peshkova
Bodyguard Aleksandr Pechenin
Caucasian taxi driver Mamuka Chagelishvili
Assistant Nadezhda Zharycheva
Cameo appearances by: Diman Bilan, Larisa Dolina, Anton Komolov, Sergei Penkin, Eva Pol’na, Keti Topuriia, Ol’ga Shelest
95 minutes
In Russian without subtitles

DVD
Region code 5
Aspect ratio 16:9
Languages No subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source Misteriia zvuka
Call number DVD-5396

MOKRITSKII, Sergei

Bitva za Sevastopol´ [Nezlamna] [The Battle for Sebastopol] [Indestructible]
Kinokompaniiia Novye liudi, TOV Studiiia Kinorob, with the financial support of the
Ministerstvo kul´tury Rossiiskoi Federatsii, Fond kino and Russkoe voenno-
istoricheskoe obshchestvo and the support of Gosudarstvennoe agentstvo Ukrainy
po voprosam kino, 2015
Producer: Ul´iana Savel´eva
General producers: Egor Olesov, Natal´ia Mokritskaia
Executive producer: Irina Kozhema
Co-producer: Mila Rozanova
Screenplay: Maksim Budarin, with the participation of Sergei Mokritskii, Leonid
Korin, Egor Olesov, Maksim Dankevich
Photography: Iurii Korol´
Production design: Iurii Grigorovich
Music: Evgenii Gal´perin
Liudmila Pavlichenko, a sniper  Iuliia Peresil´d
Leonid Kitsenko  Evgenii Tsyganov
Captain Makarov  Oleg Vasil´kov
Boris Chopak  Nikita Tarasov
Eleanor Roosevelt  Joan Blackham
Masha  Polina Pakhomova
Grisha  Vladimir Lilitskii
Nikolai  Anatolii Kot
Sonia, Boris’s sister  Natella Abeleva-Taganova
General Petrov  Valerii Grishko
Admiral Oktiabr´skii  Sergei Barkovskii
KMB Major  Vitalii Linetskii
Commander  Sergei Puskepalis
Commissar  Gennadii Chentsov
Girl-reader  Svetlana Osadchenko
Liudmila’s mother  Alla Sergiiko
Liudmila’s father  Stanislav Boklan
NKVD man  Dmitrii Lalenkov
KMB Sergeant Major  Stanislav Lesnoi
Instructor at the shooting gallery  Sergei Siplivyi
Pchelintsev  Nikita Tezin
Krasavchenko  Sergei Radchenko
Woody Guthrie  Viacheslav Nikolenko
Ania Filipchuk  Svetlana Kosolapova
Andrei  Anton Solovei
Liudmila’s father’s friend  Nikolai Boklan
University Rector  Aleksandr Novoselov
University manager  Aleksandr Gereles
Official at the Soviet Embassy in the USA  Aleksandr Iarema
John, Eleanor Roosevelt’s Secretary  Aleksandr Kryzhanovskii
James, a secretary  Aleksandr Shpiliuk
Vera  Inga Nagornaïa
Fat young man Il´ia Prokopiv
The young man Fel´dman Vladimir Skorik
Young man Vitalii Azhnov
Reconnaissance scout Sergei Maliuga
Tobacco king Ruslan Ganushchak
Michael, a journalist Andrei Franchuk
Émigré journalist Igor´ Tsishkevich
Boris’s mother Liudmila Timoshevskaia
Boris’s father Vladimir Zadniprovskii-Kononenko
Mendel´ Vladlen Portnikov
Ivan Zaporozhets Vasilii Sivokhop
Head Nurse Irina Zhuravkina
Girl in KMB Nastia Blazhchuk
Student of KMB Anna Adamovich
Field Commissar Vadim Lial´ko
Drunken soldier Sergei Kalanin
Sailor with watch in DK Pavel Tupikov
Second sailor Sergei Kunitskii
Drunken soldier Taras Beniuk
American translator Andrei Tsishkevich
First journalist Vladimir Zaets
Second journalist Anton Sebastian
Third journalist Konstantin Fomin
Fourth journalist Andrei Al´okhin
Fifth journalist Valentin Kasian
History teacher Makar Taran
Wounded German Vadim Lavreniuk
Lieutenant Ryl´skii Oleg Obukhovskii
The Belarussian Volchanovskikh Denis Karpushevskii
Young soldier Vladimir Soshchenko
Kebab seller Sergei Kurkaev
Student Sailor Roman Listopad
Major Kolomiets Vitalii Batsunov
Staff Officers Vladimir Avramenko, Aleksandr Buleiko,
Iurii Kornishin, Viktor Kuklin
Town dweller Pavel Gavriliuk, Liudmila Kara-Giaur,
Valentina Popova, Irina Sveridova
Vadim Zhuk Aleksandr Denisenko
Oktiabr´skii’s Adjutant Aleksei Kulikov
Photographer Aleksandr Naumenko
Baian player Petr Savchenkov
Gymnast on the beach Feliks Zablotskii
First woman in queue Liudmila Lanetskaia
Heavy-set man Iurii Polishchuk
German postman Aleksandr Poliakov
KMB students Mariia Khomutova, Iuliia Klimenko,
Evgenii Klintsov, Elizaveta Kuzmicheva,
Dar´ia Plakhtii, Evgenii Mokritskii,
Vladislav Kremok
German sniper Dmitrii Kubriak
Fima    Vilen Babichev  
Soldier   Sergei Bondarenko  
Junior Officer  Aleksandr Polovets  
German soldier  Sergei Anashkin  
Arsenii, a soldier  Artem Mel’nichuk  
Sailor  Sergei Kaliuka  
Aunt Sima  Gala Reut  
Artilleryman  Aleksandr Kovbasiuk  
Juggler  Evgenii Kharitonov  

118 minutes  

In Russian with some English with optional English subtitles  

| DVD |  
|---|---|  
| Region code | 2 |  
| Aspect ratio | 2.40:1 |  
| Languages | Optional English subtitles |  
| Features | Chapter selection |  
| Source | Arrow Films |  

Call number DVD-5397

GROZEVA, Kristina AND VŮLCHANOV, Petar

Slava [Glory]
Abraxas Film, in co-production with Graal Films, Screening Emotions, Aporia Filmworks, Red Carpet, with the support of Natsionalen filmov tsentŭr, Bŭlgarska natsionalna televiziia, Tsentralen kooperativen sŭiuz, 2016
Producers, Bulgaria: Kristina Grozeva, Petar Vŭlchanov
Producers, Greece: Konstantina Stavrianou, Irini Vougioukalou
Co-producers: Poli Angelova, Ralitsa Petrova, Veselka Kiryakova
Screenplay: Kristina Grozeva, Petar Vŭlchanov, Decho Taralezhkov
Photography: Krum Rodriguez
Production design: Vanina Geleva
Music: Hristo Namliiev
Julia Staykova Margita Gosheva
Tzanko Petrov Stefan Denolyubov
Valeri Kitodar Todorov
Kiril Kolev Milko Lazarov
Galya Mira Iskarova
Cameraman Dimitar Sardzhev
Young Inspector Nikolay Sardzhev
Ani Ana Bratoeva
Fuel Thief 1 Nikola Dodov
Misho Stanislav Ganchev
Porter Hristofor Nedkov
Minister Kanchev Ivan Savov
Pepa Tanya Shahova
Ivan Deyan Statulov
Krasi Decho Taralezhkov
97 minutes
In Bulgarian with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio Widescreen anamorphic - 1.85:1
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Trailer
Source New Wave Films
Call number DVD-5398

BREŠAN, Vinko

Svećenikova djeca [The Priest’s Children]
Interfilm, Zillion Film, with the participation of Hrvatski Audiovizualni Center, Eurimages, with the support of Ministarstvo kulture Republike Srbije, 2013
Producer: Ivan Maloča
Executive producer: Maja Vukić
Co-producer: Lazar Ristovski
Assistant producers: Dani Kosić, Andro Krpan
Screenplay: Mate Matišić, with the collaboration of Vinko Brešan, from Matišić’s drama of the same name
Photography: Mirko Pivčević
Production design: Damir Gabelica
Music: Mate Matišić

Don Fabijan  Krešimir Mikić
Petar  Nikša Butijer
Marta  Marija Škaričić
Marin  Dražen Kühn
Crazy Ana  Jadranka Dokić
Bishop  Lazar Ristovski
Jure  Goran Bogdan
Don Jakov  Zdenko Botić
Don Šimun  Filip Krizan
Luka  Ivan Brkić
The teacher Vinko  Marinko Prga
Mayor  Stojan Matavulj
The trumpet-playing girl  Tihana Lazović
Perka  Senka Bulić
Vesna  Ana Maras
Postman  Mladen Vulić
Policeman Vlado  Stjepan Perić
Policeman Vice  Ljubo Zečević
Little fellow from Pave  Petar Atanasoski
Widow  Jagoda Kralj-Novak
Verica  Ana Begić
Lucija, Jure’s mother  Darinka Vukić-Vrca
Kristina’ mother  Andrijana Vičković
Kristina’s father  Vedran Mikota
Doctor  Janko Rakoš
Baby Florijan (Jose)  Matej Dubravčić
Parish priest in the confessional  Ivan Maloča
The pyrotechnician  Stjepan Filip Detelić
The Invalid Mikula  Dušan Bucan
Gaši Bedri  Mile Blažević
Gaši’s daughter  Nika Burdjelez
Diary writer  Tončica Čeljsuka
Nada Šurjak  Nada Šurjak
Man from Germany  Renne Gjoni
German wife       Una Siranović Schwanek
Luka’s wife        Snježana Sinovčić
Bishop’s secretary Ljubomir Jurković
Correspondent from Rome Silvije Tomašević
Aunt              Ingeborg Appelt
Vice’s wife        Orijana Kunčić
Ana’s brother      Pjer Menicanin
Kristina          Lana Huzjak
Boy with guitar    Petar Marš
Girl with flute    Katarina Plazibat
Boy with violin    Toma Matišić
Boy on keyboards   Niko Brešan
Girl on mandolin   Marija Štimac
Paramedics         Vinko Brešan, Marko Svaguša
9 3 minutes
In Croatian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code        2
Aspect ratio       16:9 Anamorphic
Languages          English subtitles
Features           Trailer
Source             CinéFile
Call number DVD-5399

KRAUZE, Krzysztof AND KOS-KRAUZE, Joanna

Papusza
Argomedia, in co-production with Telewizja Polska - Agencja Filmowa, Canal+
Polska, Studio Filmowe Kadr, with the financial support of the Polski Instytut
Sztuki Filmowej, 2013
Producer: Lambros Ziotas
Screenplay: Joanna Kos-Krauze, Krzysztof Krauze
Photography: Krzysztof Ptak, Wojciech Staroń
Production design: Anna Wunderlich
Music: Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz
Bronisława Wajs ‘Papusza’ Jowita Budnik
Dionizy Wajs, her husband Zbigniew Waleryś
Jerzy Ficowski Antoni Pawlicki
‘Lieutenant Czarnecki’ Artur Steranko
Tarzan, Papusza’s son Sebastian Wesołowski
Tobar Patryk Dyトル
Reca Leokadia Brzezińska
Young ‘Papusza’ Paloma Mirga
Šero Rom Karol Gierliński
Julian Tuwim Andrzej Walden
Ryko Roman Fiodorowicz
Perelka Oktawia Jabczyńska
Tonio Tadeusz Krzyżanowski
Young gypsy Ewa Rubina Brzezińska
Urma Jova Calderar
Mura Helena Paczkowska
Young Mura Karolina Buriańska
Kralo Daniel Paczkowski
Wanda Ficowska, Jerzy’s wife Joanna Niemirski
Shopkeeper Ewa Worytkiewicz-Sendke
Minister Jerzy Gudejko
Caretaker Krzysztof Bochenek
Warden Ryszard Mróz
Old gypsy Ewa Apczyńska
Stout peasant woman Elżbieta Okupska
Lady Ditte Berkeley-Schultz
School director Jerzy Pal
Watchmaker Sławomir Rokita
Prisonguard Joanna Gaudziak
Conductor Jan Kanty Pawluśkiewicz
Soloists Elżbieta Towarnicka, Iwona Ewa Kuryłowicz
Andrzej Biegun
Policemen Grzegorz Sowa, Robert Ostolski,
Jarosław Cupriak
Woman from the Ministry Maja Meissner
Doctor Marian Czarkowski
Gryfo Mariusz Brzeziński
Tuga Natalia Grabowska
Malina Patrycja Jabczyńska
Krysia Ficowska, Jerzy’s daughter Antonina Bąk
Priest Ryszard Choiński
126 minutes
In Polish and Romany with optional English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio
Languages Optional English subtitles
Features Chapter selection
Source New Wave Films
Call number DVD-5400

VUČKOVIĆ, Pavle

Panama
Collapse films, Belgrade, with the support of Ministarstvo kulture i informisanja Republike Srbije, Filmski Centar, Srbije, Mreža Kinematografija Zemalja Jugoistočne Evrope, See Cinema Network, 2015
Producer: Tatjana Žeželj Gojković
Associate producer: Miroslav Mogorović, Milica Vučković
Co-producer: Pavle Vučković
Assistant producer: Julia Novaes Cirjanić
Screenplay: Pavle Vučković, Jelena Vuksanović
Photography: Đorđe Arambašić
Production design: Bojana Nikolić Zeka, Livija Mikić
Music: Milan Sv. Đurđević
Jovan Stojiljković Slaven Došlo
Maja Jovanović Jovana Stojiljković
Milan Miloš Pjevač
Professor Nebojša Milovanović
Sandra Tamara Dragičević
Milica Jelisaveta Orašanin
Stevan Andrija Daničić
Sandra’s father Aleksandar Durica
Milan’s mother Branka Šelić
Sandra’s mother Branka Pujić
Marko, a colleague Dejan Dedić
Sanja Biljana Mišić
Young woman Ivana Petrović
Nevena Miljana Popović
Jelena Milica Majkić
Maja’s grandmother Nada Rakić
Student Aleksandar Jovanović
Nurse Marta Milosavljević
Saleswoman Marija Medenica
93 minutes
In Serbian with English subtitles

DVD
Region code 2
Aspect ratio 16:9, 2.35:1
Languages English subtitles
Features Trailer
Source Matchbox Films